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207 - Compact Disc Player
201 - Remote Control Preamplifier
209 - Master Control
204 - FM Tuner - Programme Timer
205 - 100W Mono Power Amplifier

MERIDIAN 209 REMOTE MASTER CONTROL
All products in the Meridian 200 Series are designed to be 
remotely controlled from the Meridian 209. From the listening 
position, this robust and convenient handset will operate every 
function from direct selection of any CD track or preselected FM 
station to control of up to 8 inputs, volume and mute levels.
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EDITORIAL INTRODUCTION

E
mbarking upon my second Choice: 
CD Players, I am forcefully reminded 
that a year is a very long time in this 
still developing market. Few of the 
machines from last year's edition are 

still available, so the obsolescence rate and 
learning curve steepness are both prodigious, if 
partly fashion and price-point led. (One might 
fairly question how much actual progress is being 
made, as one machine in particular has main
tained its reference role with only marginal 
changes for some two years now.)

For this new edition, we have therefore assem
bled more than 50 new machines. Most are 
given full technical reviews, but for space reasons 
some are given shorter subjective assessments. 
One thing is immediately obvious: the range of 
choice now available across a broad price spec
trum has expanded significantly.

Besides diversification, much manufacturer 
effort has gone into refining production tech
niques. For example, a low-cost plastics moulded 
laser-head assembly from a Japanese OEM 
supplier caused great excitement at this year's 
Las Vegas Show in January, with predictions of 
sub-$100 player prices soon.

However, CD players have not proved excep
tionally price-sensitive in the UK, and inter
nationally, sales have been more responsive to 
reductions in software rather than hardware 
prices — in which respect the UK has been sev
erely disadvantaged. Our vinyl prices are 
amongst the cheapest in the world, and the CD 
price ratio is still nearly 2:1 — the equivalent 
gap is much narrower in the US and almost non
existent in Japan. And the fact that the same 
CDs which cost £10-12 in the UK may be 
purchased for around £3 equivalent in Saudi 
Arabia is little short of an obscenity perpetuated 
on the British consumer.

From the UK perspective CD still looks a 'will 
it, won't it?' situation. The total player popu
lation is due to reach one million in 1987, and 
5-10% is the current share of software sales by 
volume (rather than by value, due to the inflated 
disc prices!). But from an international perspec
tive, a comparatively sluggish Europe is of 

limited significance. CD looks pretty well set 
now, even though many hi-fi cognoscenti still 
regard it as an acronym for mere common 
denominator aspirations.

Two major new market factors are about to 
make their presence felt. The first is the shadow 
of DAT (digital audio tape) as a potential tape
based and record-capable rival to CD. The 
prospects of 'perfect piracy', plus the spectre of 
all the Japanese majors in full cry behind what 
is, in reality, their first home-developed con
sumer electronics format, has sent a shudder 
through various European boardrooms. But it is 
far too early to predict the likely market impact 
of an expensive, complicated and initially in
compatible new format.

Perhaps responding to the DAT threat 
(expected in Europe before the end of 1987), 
Philips recently announced an extension of the 
CD system called CD Video, which adds pic
tures to CD sound in 'single' (5-inch, gold 
coloured), 'EP' (8-inch) and 'LP' (12-inch) vari
ations. Cynics might regard this as 'microwaved 
Laservision, recalling the commercially unsuc
cessful videodisc system. But CD's enthusiastic 
support amongst software producers could help 
overcome the lack of programme variety that 
hampered Laservision.

Whether the public can be persuaded to pur
chase videodiscs with digital soundtracks, plus 
a new generation of A/V 'Combi' CD players, 
will still be an open question a year from now. 
CD Video will appear in European shops around 
the end of the year and much will depend on 
the software prices — not to mention the immi
nent threat of Super VHS as a formidable tape 
defence against this new optical disc video 
challenge.

Whatever else, 1987 looks an interesting year 
for CD. Hardware prices will continue to soften, 
but the pre-Christmas present that the industry 
will be looking for is a real cut in disc prices. 
The consumer should still approach CD with 
both expectations and scepticism: 'perfect sound 
forever' it's not, but it might just be your 
particular cup of tea.

Paul Messenger
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Technics 
SLP1200 Professional CD Player.

The Technics SLP 1200 is one of the most 
versatile players you can buy.
A rocker switch allows forward or back
ward jumps in 0.15 sec. increments for 
scratch effects.
And thanks to its fast/slow search dial 
and ±8% pitch control, disco mixing is 
also pu&alblt. The runner feature lets you 
cue to 0.04 sees accuracy, while the latter 
allows you to play over a semitone sharp 
or flat.

For broadcast use, no other CD player has 
such advanced programme facilities with 
direct entry and memory of cue points to 
0.1 secs, auto-cue, which finds the start 
of the music, repeat function and remote 
control to name but a few.

As for sound quality, its damped chassis, 
independent power supplies, separate D/ 
A converters for each channel and Class 
AA operation are some of the things that 
put it in a class of its own.

TECHNICS. 300-318 BATH ROAD, SLOUGH. BERKS. SI.l 6JB. TEL: SLOUGH 34522



CHOOSING AND USING.

CD PLAYERS

C
ompact Disc is the first new music 
storage medium to stand a real 
chance of making it since the 20 
year-old Compact Cassette. It has 
come a long way in five years, and 

is now starting to represent a significant percent
age of hardware and disc sales (particularly by 
value). Rather surprisingly, the UK has proved 
one of the slower growing markets, though this 
partly reflects a greater difference in price 
between a CD and its LP or musicassette equiva
lent than in some overseas markets. Whereas 
disc prices have remained stable, player prices 
have dropped to a third of those charged when 
the system was first launched. £200 is now a 
typical budget price, some machines cost as little 
as £150, and cheap mechanisms are built into 
systems and portables, yet at the same time there 
is a healthy demand for upmarket players 
offering improved sound quality and/or unusual 
features.

If the music industry has its way, CD will 
steadily oust the LP and the musicassette, re
placing them both with a durable, compact, all
digital replay-only medium with premium disc 
prices, suitable for home or portable use. How
ever, the marketplace has yet to provide con
firmation. Player prices are still a little above 
the level which the mass of consumers are 
prepared to pay, so hitherto discs have been sold 
to those already prepared to pay substantial 
prices for players. There is also the imminent 
threat of a rival digital tape format (DAT) which 
will offer record as well as replay capabilities, 
but the hardware is likely to be significantly 
more expensive.

The arrival of CD has been a great stimulus 
to the hi-fi trade, not only by creating substantial 
sales of CD players themselves, but also in re
focusing attention on the various other parts of 
the hi-fi system. Visiting a hi-fi shop for the first 
time in years perhaps, customers are appreciating 
the steady advances which have taken place on 
all fronts, and are taking the opportunity for a 

general system upgrade. Even LP record players 
are selling well, sometimes after direct compari
son with the new medium, as customers recog
nise the major investment they already have in 
vinyl discs and appreciate the fine quality now 
available from vinyl. Indeed, CD credibility was 
not helped by early claims for 'perfect sound 
forever', a perfection which has often fallen far 
short of the expectations of many hi-fi en
thusiasts.

CD certainly has a number of advantages over 
its rivals. It is inherently rugged and unaffected 
by playing, free of surface and background noise 
and wow and flutter effects, while signals kept 
in digital form are theoretically immune from 
degradation. The addition of data channels 
allows complex pre-programming and accessing, 
and future CD applications under development 
include adding video (CD Video), interactive 
AN (CD-I), and the CD-ROM computer soft
ware format. In-car, portable and personal 
players are in the shops, though there is still the 
nagging doubt that tape is inherently more 
immune to the shock and vibration of such 
applications, while the wide dynamic range and 
inaudible background noise can be almost an 
embarrassment in a noisy environment.

Doubters notwithstanding, the format could 
be said to have arrived, which is an achievement 
in itself.

The Discs
Only five inches in diameter and attractively 
silvered, the compact disc currently costs almost 
twice the price of an LP or musicassette (in the 
UK) but should resist damage or wear. It can 
carry more than an hour of music and comes 
packaged in an irritatingly fragile and awkwardly 
designed acrylic 'jewel case’, containing addi
tional printed 'sleeve’information.

An equivalent to the vinyl 4Srpm 'single’, 
containing a mixture of audio and video on a 
standard size disc, is about to be launched.

For record companies in particular, establish
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CHOOSING AND USING

ing a brand new format is an exceedingly diffi
cult task, in view of the vast inventory needed 
to represent a play-only format effectively, and 
in this instance the technical problems of press
ing with necessarily great precision. Inevitably 
there was a learning curve in the disc manufac
turing processes, and full quality potential is still 
not reached in many cases. Disc availability is 
still somewhat limited, helping to keep prices 
firm, but the range of titles now available on 
CD has grown spectacularly, particularly in the 
classical and jazz fields, emphasising the com
mitment of the record companies to the new 
format. And considerable extra disc production 
capacity will be coming on stream during 1987, 
so a shortage may tum into a glut and help bring 
prices down somewhat.

From the general consumer’s point of view, 
price will still be a key factor. While early CD 
users are clearly prepared to pay a 100 per cent 
premium, it remains to be seen what sort of long 
term price premium compact discs can com
mand over LP and musicassette rivals. History 
has shown that the broad base of recorded music 
sales is very price-sensitive but not especially 
quality conscious — musicassette purchasers 
who were attracted by the convenience of that 
medium were not deterred by quality substan
tially inferior to LP.

The Players
The conventional CD player may simply be 
plugged into any hi-fi system, as one would a 
tuner or cassette deck. The amplifier 'aux’, or 
'tape’ inputs will be perfectly adequate, though 
the results might be a little loud through the 
speakers, and require a lower volume control 
setting than usual. Many more recent amplifiers 
have a 'CD' input, and this may have a more 
appropriate sensitivity. Some specialist ampli
fiers have taken the trouble to connect the CD 
input directly to the pre-amp volume control, 
so as to minimise the interference of the signal 
path.

There is also a mild risk that a CD user will 
find his amplifier no longer seems to go as loud. 
The reason for this is that the digital CD 
medium is better at preserving the high loudness 
peaks in music which analogue systems 'squash' 
downwards. Consequently for the same peak 
output, the mean (average) output from CD with 
the same recording will be slightly lower than 
before. One can of course compensate by crank
ing up the volume, but if an amplifier is already 
being used close to its limits, the CD peaks 
could cause premature 'clipping’, for which the 
only solution is a bigger amplifier.

The prospective purchaser faces a wide range 
of choice at wildly varying prices, starting below 
£200 and going up to around £2,000. Players 
are available for in-car use, are incorporated in 
large portables, and exist as tiny personals, with 
some doubling as unconventional domestic 
machines. The mains models can be manual or 
remote controlled, and simple or complicated 
in terms of ergonomics and programmability. 
Autochanger variations can accept and play 
from a caddy of half a dozen discs, selected and 
programmed remotely.

Despite protestations of 'perfect’ sound, CD 
players show significant audible and measure
ment differences, and these are discussed in 
detail in our reviews. That said, most machines 
measure very competently, showing occasional 
weakness at the cheapest end of the market and 
among low voltage portable machines. Though 
correlation with measurement still proves 
elusive, listening tests proved quite capable of 
consistently distinguishing between the different 
decks. While the poorer examples can make the 
new medium sound quite unpleasant, the best 
can provide eminently satisfactory results with 
refreshing repeatability and the promise of 
longevity. However, we would certainly advise 
any potential purchasers to make sure thev 
themselves like the sound of CD before embark
ing upon a substantial commitment to new 
hardware and software.
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ANATOMY OF A 
COMPACT DISC PLAYER

1s remoti control offered.' \(so 
overhnwrnanyfacdiries!

Display. Trick time, o:iI, elapsed 
and/or remaining limccan he 
displayed. Index pomtsare a 
siibdivisionofTracks — even 
ihiiugh they are shown on the 
display some players canniii 
search hy Index points.

0-9 keypad c.m offer (ul 
progmmmingofTmck and Index 
numbers.

Si • mie players irovide Sri ire and 
Cancel keys, or similnr, oaid 
memory programming.

Variable level output can be usefu 
in matching CD player to other 
inputs. Can also be used directly 
into a suitable power amplifier.

Some machines feature sound 
during fast forward and review. 
Track Skip On and Skip Back is a 
helpfulfearure. Repeat function for Tracks, 

Programmes, whole Discs or 
sections between user
programmcd points.

Some players can be pre-paused?

Fixed level output for connection 
to any line level input (tape, 
;mx/CD, tuner, but 'phono') on 
amplifier. Subcode output gives signal for 

CD graphics — provision for 
developments yet to come.

Headphone socket with variable 
level. Thiscomrol sometimes sees 
the level of the variable output 
phono sockers on the back panel 
as well.
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amadeus"’“^^^

Just pure class!
“ . . listening to the Amadeus Gold proved exceptional ...the dynamic power of 

Amadeus is never caught out. always giving the impression that we are dealing with 
an amplifier at least four times as powerful ... one of Amadeus's major qulaities 

lies in the superb and luxurious spread of sound levels similar to that of valve 
electronics."

Amadeus GOLD. La nouvelle REVUE DU SON. November 1986.

••1t didn't take long to recognise that this is no slouch ... you'll have no problems 
getting all the level and dynamics you could want .. It retained the lovely sense of 

depth and space while representing the individual instruments' pyrotechnics 
convincingly . . . Playing this CD makes me think the amp should cost £500— its 

asking price is just £230!"
Anwdeus SILVER. New Hi-Fi Sound. March 1987.

A three year transferable warranty is provided on Amadeus amplifiers which 
combine audiophile sound quality with useful and versatile features. The attractive 
Amadeus has a discreet and modern high-end appearance with outstanding build 

quality throughout and is easily accommodated in your home with other ancilliary 
equipment.

Please contact us for further detail-..

Designed & Engineered by' Sondex Limited
Lighthrook Hodse4 West Street Alderlev Edge Cheshire SK9 7EG 

“ Tel 062 ) 583472 Telex : 069440



For the finest sound from your CO player

Dr A. ). van den Hui is one of the world's 
most influential audio designers He has 
pioneered large cystal cable technology 
and established his audio cables as the 
reference standard for the industry.
van den Hui cable and wire are used 
throughout the world by the leading audio 
equipment manufacturers and in Britain 
firms such as Alphason. B & W and SME 
utilise his cable and conductors in their 
products.
van den Hui cables are made only of the 
finest quality silver-clad copper conduc
tors. Most other commercial audio cables 
do not use this superior quality copper 
essential for optimal signal transmission. 
Neither do most commercially available 
cables use silver-cladding - so vital to the 
performance of a copper conductor as well 
as its protection from oxidization. In 
deed. bare copper conductors will deterior 
ate over a very short period of time as air 
and pollutents interact with the exposed 
copper.
van den Hul cables are available from a 
large number of audio dealers. You may 
obtain loudspeaker cables starting at £4.95 
per mono metre. Interconnecting cables 
start at £6 per mono meter. van den Hui 
cables are available in two configurations 
- stranded or single stranded.
Contact your local dealer for advice or drop 
us a card and we'll send you the van den 
Hui prospectus.

"•. provided the best link yet. ." 

van den Hui Cables are available from these specialist dealers,— Hi-Fi News & Record Review

Absofote Sound & Video. 6)5 Park Street. Bristol.
Avon. 0272 24Q75
Absolute Sound & Video. 42 Albion Sn i
Cheltenham. Glos. 0242 583960
Absolute Sound & Video. IQ Old High Street.
Headington. Oxon. 086)5 65Q61
Absolute Sound & Video. 256 Banbury Road.
Summertown. Oxford 0865 53072
Absolute Sound & Video. 6)5 Fleet Slreet. Swindon
Wilts
Acoustic Arts. IOI St. Albans Road. Watford 
0923 45250
Alpha Audio, I Guildhall Lane. Leicester
0533 5185Q71530330
Alternative Audio, Q5 Hobs Moal Road. Solihull
W.Midlands 021 7420254
Aston Audio, 4 West Streel. Alderly Edge. Cheshire 
06)25 583472
A.T. Labs, 15Q Chase Side. Enfield. Middlesex
01 367 3132
A.T. Labs. 442? Cranbrook Road. Gants Hill. Ilford.
Essex. 01 5180QI5
The Audio Concept, Q Leyside. Bromham. Beds 
02302 3048
Audio Excellence. 134 Crwys Road. Cardiff. South 
Wales 0222 28565
Audio Excellence. 58 Bristol Road. Gloucester
0452 300046
Audio Excellence. Q High Street. Swansea. South 
Wales 07Q2 474608
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TECHNICAL INTRODUCTION
Our test programme for this edition included complete laboratory analysis on all the 

different designs as well as thorough auditioning of each player. Here the author explains 
the review approach and test methods.

T
he sound quality of top quality 
black disc players remains beyond 
question, but CD players are 
winning more and more sales from 
analogue. Rather than buy a more 

expensive analogue system, some customers are 
opting instead for a CD player as an addition 
to existing equipment, and many new purchasers 
are getting into hi-fi for the first time with CD 
as a priority component. Portable and in-car CD 
players are are arousing further interest.

There has also been considerable progress in 
player performance since the original models 
appeared in 1983. Philips launched CD with the 
slogan 'perfect sound for ever', but if this were 
true, how then could the large price range for 
players be justified or the results of the listening 
tests be validated?

The general consensus seems to be that CD 
provides a reliably good baseline of audio quality, 
which is more than satisfactory for the majority 
of non-enthusiast applications. Given this base
line, the more critical listener, equipped with 
a more critical audio set-up, can discern signi
ficant and important differences in CD player 
sound quality. In context, a CD player can be 
auditioned much as one investigates an audio 
pre-amplifier; indeed many of the subjective 
effects may be described in amplifier sound 
parlance.

The advantages which are indisputably offered 
by Compact Disc players over vinyl disc playing 
equipment can be summed up as follows:

1) Up to 1 hour 15 minutes uninterrupted 
playing time.

2) Freedom from surface noise, clicks and pops.
3) Discs are comparatively damage and wear

proof (provided some care is taken).
4) No complications of stylus wear, contami

nation or alignment.
5) Full automatic facilities, track programming 

etc, many players having comprehensive re

mote control.
6) All the usual 'cheap turntable' problems 

such as pitch stability, wow and flutter ere, 
are absent.

7) CD players can be small.
8) High level 'flat response output can obviate 

the pre-amp I ifier, and many players also 
have competent headphone outputs.

9) High lab specifications for distortion, bal
ance, separation and signal-to-noise ratio.

10) Some immunity to acoustic feedback and 
reasonable levels of shock and vibration 
resistance.

11) The sound is relatively neutral, with a wide 
open frequency characteristic as well as not
ably good bass, since arm/cartridge subsonic 
resonances are avoided. Stereo is usually 
very stable and well focused, with much 
separate detail apparent.

That said, there remain enthusiasts who 
continue to prefer their music from vinyl LP 
sources, complaining of slightly 'electronic' 
quality about the sound of CD. The enormous 
new and secondhand repertoire and much lower 
disc prices remain further major vinyl in
centives.

As regards the more subtle aspects of sound 
reproduction, CD players can vary in their stereo 
presentation — some have a more relaxed 
'distanced' perspective while others seem more 
direct and 'up-front'. Differences can be found 
in the far space or depth region behind the 
frontal image plane, while some players may also 
show a softening of definition in the bass or 
treble extremes. The treble may also appear a 
touch 'grainy' and fatiguing. The mid can vary 
in tonal quality, with a thinner, 'harder' effect 
on some players, and a sweeter, more natural 
balance on others. Ultimately one can liken 
such distinctions to those seen between fine 
amplifiers, and it is therefore similarly possible 
to scale and grade CD sound quality.
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TECHNICAL INTRODUCTION

Laboratory Tests
An established test programme was employed 
for the CD players. In general, these tests check 
whether the review samples were free from 
manufacturing defects and were up to spec. 
Further tests operating beyond the nonnal speci
fications seek to explore other aspects, many of 
which have been shown to correlate well with 
subjective sound quality factors.

In some respects CD testing is relatively 
straightforward. At the time of the first 'Choice 
edition to include such machines (Tumrables and 
Tonearms, No 30), no test discs were available, 
but now a good selection enables us to examine 
a wide range of performance factors. The test 
discs used here are made by Sony, Technics, 
Polygram and Denon, but others can also be 
obtained. As with the equivalent laboratory 
vinyl test discs, frequency response, channel 
separation, signal-to-noise ratio and distortion 
sections are all present, while special impulses 
for transient response may also be included, plus 

very low level tones for assessing linearity and 
quantisation errors.

Error Correction
Further tests examine the ability of a player to 

correct and conceal errors as well as disc faults. 
This tolerance of disc errors and damage is a 
key factor in CD's durability, and is further 
believed to exert a marginal effect on sound 
quality. A machine operating at a low internal 
error rate may sound better than one with a high 
error rate, even when the errors are fully 
corrected.

The effect of vibration is also important. 
Though CD players are normally considered to 
be both acoustic feedback- and vibration-proof, 
acoustic and vibrational energy can nonetheless 
find their way to the disc transport and disc 
itself. In theory the high speed of the laser head 
servos responsible for tracking renders them 
immune to energy at lower frequencies, say 
below 500Hz, which is the main range of acous-
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A 
very good reason 
for NOT spending 
£199.95 on your 
first CD player.

For [199 you can buy any number of cheap CD players. most oflhem emanating from 
companies famous only for their low prices and slick advertising. Denon are famous for iust one 
thing. !hats making extremely good. reliable. musical H1-F1 products and superb Compact Discs. 
Aller all we were making our own digital recordings back in 1972. long before the rest' We now 

make 55 million CDs a year and are into our 4th generation of CD players. When 1! comes to 
designing new products this unparalleled •• digital " experience gives us !1iat crucial advantage

Like all Oenon CD players the midi 5i2e OCO 300 incorporates our Hand-Tuned Super Linear 
Converter. a twin power supply. a damped chassis and DC audio stages. The resulting sound is 

crystal clear. sweet and dynamic from a CO player that looks good. feels good and is built to last 
You won . I find these qualities anywhere at [199. but add the price of fusl one compactdisc 

and you will find them all in the OCO 300. Available only from your Oenon dealer

Most manufacturers build down to a price. Oenon build up a standard

DCD 300-£209.95

FOR YOUR FREE COLOUR CATALOGUE
Ring 01-200 0200 (24 hours, 7 days) 

or write to: Hayden Laboratories Limited, 
FREE POST. Chalfant St. Peter Bucks. SL9 9BS.DENON 

patePvdjM



TECHNICAL INTRODUCTION

tic excitation. In practice noise and vibration 
both increase the intrinsic error rates and thus 
may influence sound quality; furthermore players 
may be slightly microphonic, depending on 
their construction and circuitry.

Tests have shown that as with analogue 
turntables, although to a lesser extent, isolating 
shelves, platforms and tables can have a 
beneficial effect on CD. A small mat, placed 
over a disc to damp vibration can by implication 
help lower error rates — the early Meridian 
players incorporated such a device. Remember 
that CD operates with almost continuous errors 
which are subject to a powerful computed cor
rection, and only at the ultimate error limit 
(almost never attained) will the machine fail to 

compute. In this case, it momentarily guesses 
or may even mute and then recover. In theory 
this can occur once or twice in 20 hours of pro
gramme, and generally passes unnoticed. With 
giant errors or gaps in the disc, a click can be 
heard as no correction or concealment is then 
possible, and usually the laser then sticks or 
misses a track. Discs which do this should be 
returned.

'Aliasing' And Spurious
Tones

Due to aliasing, an effect where the higher audio 
frequencies may 'beat’ or mix with the clock 
or sampling rate at 44.lkHz, various spurious 
tones may be produced, and their presence is 
likely to influence sound quality in the upper 
registers. Excessive spurious tones in the audible 
range may increase 'brittleness, 'glare’ or 'hard
ness’ in the sound. Excessive spuriae above 
audibility may give rise to problems in the audio 
stages following the CD, for example cassette 
or PCM recorders and amplifiers.

l Utr.isnnic tones may be:it with further 
signals, producing more 'rubbish’ and noise 
which by difference mixing may fold back into 
the audible range.

For this edition, the full reviews include a 
spectrogram from 100Hz to 100kHz, showing the 
spurious products resulting from a pair of high 
frequency tones at 19 and 20kHz, with peak 
level a reasonably fair — lOdB.

Frequency Response
For frequency response, a high resolution graph 
has been used, to the same scale as the RIAA 
equalisation accuracy charts in the HFC: 

Amplifiers issues. Left and right channels are 
both assessed to ensure that no balance errors 
occur. Other tests include checking for correct 
de-emphasis; testing response alignment; output 
impedance (important when using passive control 
units); output level; track location speed (asses
sed as the time taken to access track 15 on the 
Sony test disc YEDS2). Weighted and unweighted 
signal-to-noise ratios were measured with and 
without pre-emphasis and each player’s 
mechanical noise was also assessed.

Listening Tests
After a reasonable conditioning/warm-up 
period, each player was auditioned by a small 
group of experienced I isteners using a wide range 
of source material, paying particular attention 
to establish consistency of rating against pre
vious reviews by the author for Hi-Fi Choice and 
other magazines.

The basic reference system included special 
bi-wired Celestion SL600 loudspeakers on Cliff 
Stone stands, driven via various exotic van den 
Hui cables from Krell ^MAJOO 11 power ampli
fiers, fed from a Cello Audio Suite pre-amplifier 
(Premium boards). Reference was made to vinyl 
reproduction from Pink Triangle PTTOO/SME 
Series Vivan den Hui MC One.

Acknowledgements
Thanks are due to Paul Crook and Chris 

Bryant, for general assistance on auditioning and 
measurement.
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Here are some of the titles 
in our CD Selection, ranging 

from Rock, Pop and
Jazz to Classical Music 

CLASSICAL TITLES 
Alcd Jones........................................Alcd
Albinoni..........Adagio - BPO/Karajan
Bach ...... Brandenberg Concerti 1-6 - 
............................................ ECO/Pinnock 
Bcclhovcn ........Symphonies 5 & 6 - 
............... .............................BPO/Karajan

Bon Jovi................. Slippery When Wei
David Bowie....... Never I.cl Mc Down 
Elkie Brooks..........No More The Fool 
Chris De Burgh Into The Light 
Kate Bush................... The Whole Story
Curiosity Killed The Cat Keep

........ . .............. ..... . Your Distance 
Eric Clapton............. .......... .. Augusl
Phil Collins. ..... No Jackel Required
Culture Club This Time:

The First Four Years
Dire Slraits . Brothers In Arms
Eurythmics......... .......... .Revenge
Ella Fittgerald................Compact Jazz
Five Siar... Silk & Steel

Chopin ........ Piano Concerti I & 2 -
................Zimmerman/LA PO/Giulini 
Placido Domingo.........The Collection 
Dvorak ...............Symphony No9- 
..... . ............... . .......ViOrKarafan 
Elgar........Enigma Variations/Pomp &

........... Circumstance - LPO/Boult
Handel ... Watcrmusic - ECO/Pinnock 
Holst.. The Planets - BPO/Karajan
Hooked On Classics ... Best Of
KiriTc Kanawa......................Collection
Mozart . Horn Concerti 1-4 

ECO/iuckwell
Mozart . Piano Concerti 18 & 20 - 

PO/Ashkenazy
Orchestral Fireworks. . . Various
Carl Orff . Camuna Burana

LSO/Previn
Pavaro!ti ................................ Collection

Rachmaninov ...Piano Concerti 2 & 4 -
.... Ashkenazy/Concertgebouw/Haitink 
Ravel..................... Bolero -CSO/Solli
Strauss ... Blue Danube - BPO/Karajan 
Tchaikovsky.. ......... Ballet Suites -

...................... BPO/Karajan
Tchaikovsky....................1812 Overture

............................. Montreal SO/Dutoit
Telarc CD Sampler.. . ...... Various
Vivaldi...........................Four Seasons -
...................................... . AAM/Hogwood 
West Side Story.. ....................... Best Or

ROCK, POP & JAZZ
Bryan Adams...................Into The Fire
Bryan Ferry & Roxy Music.... Streetlire 
Beach Boys..............Made In The USA 
Beatles............................  Help
Beatles........................................Revolver

.................................._s?1; PePPer
Beatles.................................Rutb:r Soul

n Z

Fleetwoml Mac Tango In The Night 
Peter Gabriel................................. So
Genesis............... .... Invisible Touch
Stephane Grappelli...... Compact Ja1.i. 
Hall and Oates __ Rock 'n" Soul Part I 
Ho! Chocolate The Very Bes^ Of 
Jean Michel Jarre______ Rendezvous 
Billy Joel_____________ Greatest Hils
James Las!.. By Request
Level 42 .. . .... .Running In The Family 
Madonna.. True Blue
Michael McDonald Best Of
Glenn Miller.. . Digital Glenn Miller 
Moody Blues.. . Days Of Future Pasi 
Alison Moyet .. ___  .... Raindancing
Now 9 ...............................Various
Phanlom Of The Opera . ... Highlights

There are over 100 titles in W H. Smith’s 
'CD Selection; and with every CD pur
chased from this selection we’ll give you 
a £2 voucher redeemable against any 
CD of your choice that costs £10 or over.

Pink Floyd . Dark Side Of The Moon 
Police The Singles
Queen Live Magic
Rolling Stones Rewind (Greatest Hits) 
Sade Diamond Life
Paul Simon Graceland
Simon & Garfunkel . Collection
Simple Minds Live In The Cily
A' •.;• ,................? .••. .. OfL'ghl
Simply Red .... . Men kid W;men 
Bruce Springsteen.....Born In The USA 
Squeeze..................................The Singles
Barbra Streisand One Voice
Supertramp Autobiography
Swing Out Sister . It's Bellerio Travel 
Ultravox Collection
U2 .... The Joshua free
Suzanne Vega . - Solitude Standing
Jeff Wayne .. .War Of The Worlds
Wham . The Final Album 
Steve Winwood Back In The High Lire

R HSMITH(p
st be redeemed by 30th September .98’ Ava iabe where y._ see ".s sgn 0
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ACOUSTIC RESEARCH Cb04
Acoustic Research Ltd, High Street, Houghton Regis, Bedfordshire lus SQJ.

---------Tel(0582)867777---------

I
t makes a refreshing change to encounter 
a CD player which doesn’t look like an 
identikit clone from the parts bins of 
Philips or Japan Inc. Alternatives are rare, 
and usually pricey besides, which makes 

this slant-front full-width model from loud
speaker and turntable specialist Acoustic 
Research almost unique at £289, even though 
the stylish bodywork clothes a basically Philips 
mechanism.

AR in fact have a small range of separate 
electronic components, and the infra-red remote 
control supplied with the CD-04 actually has 
the keys and functions to control such a com
plete system, in addition to the basic functions 
of the CD player. In a system, these visually 
compatible components may be stacked so that 
the slants overlap, giving a zig-zag profile, or with 
the slants faces aligned so the whole stack leans 
back for easy operation without stooping.

To preserve the visual effect, this CD player 
has a dummy volume/tuning control on the 
right hand side which acts as the switch for play 
ann p::iiise. Tht> foMiires and facilities :ue pr@tty 
basic, the corollary of which means that the 
machine is comparatively simple and straight
forward to operate. A simple four-digit display 

indicates disc track or elapsed time, while other 
functions include skip and audible fast search, 
and programming of up to 20 tracks. The in
struction manual is refreshingly accessible.

Lab Report
Based on the earlier Philips 14-bit 4X over
sampling chip set but with dual DACs, the 
CD-04’s frequency response shows the expected 
characteristic high frequency ripple, but zero 
interchannel phase difference. Channel separ
ation was excellent, harmonic distortion very 
good, and intermodulation good, though the 
spectrogram does show some ultrasonic output.

Mechanical noise was low, but shock and 
vibration resistance was only average and track 
access time an unexceptional 4 seconds. The 
output met specification level, from a usefully 
low impedance that ensures good compatibility. 
The error correction and tracking tests were 
passed without drama, and signal to noise ratios 
were particularly good. Low level resolution was 
pretty good, ut around 15.5 bits. aiJ uveiall it 
is difficult to pinpoint any meaningful 
weaknesses despite the use of 'older' 14-bit CD 
technology.
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Sound Quality
The AR turned in an above average perform
ance in the listening tests, as befits a product 
from a company making energetic efforts to 
appeal to the enthusiast/specialist sector. The. 
sound was described as neutral and tidy, with 
midrange in particular sounding clear, 'open’ and 
well focused. Voice reproduction was dynamic, 
while depth was well reproduced and the stereo 
image gave good perspectives with a fair measure 
of ambience. However, the treble was described 
as a touch 'odd', and the bass showed some mild 
'lumpiness’.

Conclusions
This simple, elegant if unusually styled CD 
player may be based upon the older generation 
of Philips '14-bit’ technology, but in no way 
seems to suffer as a result. The lab performance 
showed no technical weakspots while the 
listening tests confirmed that AR have done a 
good job in 'tweaking’ the sound to suit en
thusiast tastes. Furthermore, bearing in mind the 

supplied remote control, the price is pretty com
petitive, so Recommendation is clearly ap
propriate.

Test Results
20Hz

Channel ha\ance  0.26JB
Stereo separation 1106JB
Channd phase difference 0°
Total harmonic distortion, OJB ____ -87JB
Total harmonic distortion, -JOdB __
Total harmonic distortion, -60dB __ —
Total harmonic distortion, -80dB __ —
Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, OJB
Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, - IOJB —

I kHz 
0.26JB

11 tdB 
0° 

-85.!B 
-77JB 
-37JB 
-20JB 
-80JB 
-76JB

20kHz
0.26JB
106dB

0°
-85JB

Frequency response, left channd-0.86dB, 0, -0.49dB 
Frequency response, right channel -0.86dB, 0, -0.49dB 
Signal-to-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighred-110/-11 hlB 
Signal-to-noise, CCIR/ARM, !kHz nJ -105/-IOSJB
Output level, OdB, lehlright 2 DW
Output impedancl' .... ............. _ _ ____ .. . 200ohms
Deemphasis IkHz, 0.4dB; 5kHz, 4.7dB; 16kHz, 9.5dB 
Track access time 4.0secs
Error correction capahiliry____ ___ __ >900pm gap, >800pm doi
Mechanical noise___________________________ ___ _____ low
Spuriae up w 100kHz 72dB
Resolution at -90dB -86.9/-86.SdB
Headphone socket________________________________________ no
Dimensions (wxdxh)_____________________ _ , _43x33x8.5cm
Estimated typical purchase price_________________________£289

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to IOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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AIWADV660
Aiwa (UK) Ltd, Unit 2, Dukes Estate, Western A venue, London W3 osy. 

---------- Tel : 01-993 1672

A
iwa is one of Japan’s smaller hi-fi 
companies. Owned by Sony, it 
operates quite autonomously, has 
a particularly strong reputation 
for cassette decks and is also well 

represented in the packaged system market. This 
midi-sized player is only one of several available, 
but it was part-sourced in Europe with UK 
assembly in mind and its budget price and 
attractive simple presentation suggest it should 
be amongst the most popular in the range. 
(European made decks save import duty, which 
should help.)

Fundamentally a thoroughly conventional 
manual control package, it may be remotely 
operated if interfaced to a matching Aiwa 
system, via a special rear panel connector, and 
is nicely presented with good ergonomics and 
standards of finish. The simple display has a 
single four-digit readout which may be switched 
between functions, plus a number of back-up 
status LEDs. The main operating controls — 
open/close, stop, pause, play and skip — are 
clearly labelled large buttons. Subsidiary 
tunctions are selected from a cluster of five small 
pushbuttons, comprising audible scan, display 
mode, repeat, and programming.

Lab Report
Despite the contrary assertions in the 
instruction manual (which suggests simple DAC 
16-bit linear conversion), the '660 is clearly 
based on the last generation of Philips 14-bit 
4x oversampling dual DACs (and none the 
worse for that), which eliminates any 
interchannel phase discrepancy at high 
frequencies. The response shows the classic 
Philips pattern, inherently flat overall but with 
a comparatively pronounced high frequency 
ripple. Channel balance was very close, and 
separation excellent, indicating good factory 
alignment. Harmonic distortion was pretty 
reasonable, likewise intermodulation, though a 
fair number of ultrasonic components may be 
seen on the spectrogram.

Track access times and mechanical noise were 
both moderate, while shock and vibration 
immunity was good. Error correction and 
tracking tests gave no difficulty, and signal-to
noise ratios were excellent. Once again the level 
of ultrasonic spuriae could be improved, but 
linearity was a respertahlt> enough 1 S.3-bitE, and 
the '660 can be seen to have acquitted itself 
pretty well in the laboratory.
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Sound Quality
Rating a straight 'average’ overall, which is a 
good result for such a low cost machine, the 
overall sound was considered dependable, 
neutral and solid. Dynamics and pace were both 
presentable, while the bass was essentially firm, 
if lacking a little 'slam’ and weight. There was 
a slight treble 'haze’, and some loss of low level 
detail and focus, but the stereo soundstage was 
reasonably convincing, with fair width and 
depth.

Conclusions
The technical mis-description in the manual is 
as surprising as finding a Sony-owned company 
buying mechanisms from Philips for UK 
manufacture. But the £200 DX-660's average 
sound quality, fine build and lab performance, 
plus decent ergonomics make a clear candidate 
for recommendation, even if its most obvious 
role is in an Aiwa system context where the 
remote-control capability can be exploited.

Test Results
20Hz

Channel balance   OdB
Steren separation  l IOJB 
Channel phase difference 0° 
Total harmonic distortion, OdB __  -86.5dB
Tomi harmonic distortion, - IOdB _ 
Tomi harmonic distortion, -60dB _ 
Total harmonic distortion, -80dB _ 
Intermodulation, 19kH:/20kH:, OdB
Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, -IOdB —

IkHz 10kHz
OdB OdB

11IdB IOSJB
0° O"

-84dB -87dB
-80dB
-HdB
- l7dB
-88dB
-88dB

Frequency response, left channel 0.05dB, 0, -0.46dB 
Frequency response, right channel O.OSdB, 0, -0.47dB 
Signal-to-noise, 20Hz-Z0kHz unweighted 110/1 l ldB 
Signal-w-nnise. CCIR/ARM, IkHz ref 106/107dB 
Output level, OdB, left/right 2.09V
Output impedance__ .. _ ______________ 200ohms
De-emphasis Ikl-lz, 0.4dB; 5kllz, 4.7d8; 16kHz, 9.1dB 
Track access time ._____________________ 5.0secs
Error correction capability . >900pm gap. >800pm dnr
Mechanical noise ____  . __ moderate
Spuriae up to 100kHz __ ..______________-72dB
Resolution at -90dB-85.2/-85.4dB
Headphone socket . _ mu w
Dimensions (wxdxh) . 33x 29.5x8.7cm
Estimated typical purchase price 

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of l 9k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to IOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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AIWADX770
Aiwa (UK)Ltd, Unit 2, Dukes Estate, Western A venue, London W3 osy

---------- Tel 01-993 1672----------

T
he 770 is a compact drawer-loader, 
accepting the discs the normal way 
up. Well equipped in terms of op
erating facilities, it lacks a head
phone socket or remote control.However, if installed as part of an Aiwa V1200 

midi system, a special connector allows the CD 
player to be controlled remotely via the main 
system handset. Up to 16 tracks can be 
programmed from the front panel in any order, 
with a repeat mode for one track only, for all 
tracks, or just the programmed tracks. Other 
features include fast track skip with audible 
music, forward and reverse cueing, and the 
accessing of index points on appropriately coded 
discs. No numeric keyboard is present, so track 
entry is by repeated depression of the skip 
button.

Technically this is a 16 bit linear design, not 
using oversampling, with a time-shared DIA 
convertor, and conventional 'brickwall' filtering 
preceding the output terminal.

I.ar Report
The 770 gave a mild 0.2dB treble response loss, 
5-12kHz, followed by a rolloff to -0.7dB at 
20kHz; in practice such minor variations are 

unlikely to be audibly significant. Channel 
balance was very good, generally within 0.3dB 
over the whole frequency range, and perfectly 
aligned with the published graph. Considering 
that a shared DIA converter is used, the channel 
separation results were excellent — over lOOdB 
throughout, and typically llOdB at mid and low 
frequencies. The inevitable time difference 
btween channels led to an 81° phase difference 
at 20kHz; this is considered harmless unless the 
machine is to be used in mono mode, when 
some loss of treble above lOkHz is to be 
expected.

Distortion was very low at low and mid fre
quencies and full modulation levels, typically 
measuring -93dB or 0.002%. This worsened 
at high frequencies: the down-band modulation 
products of the 20kHz fundamental were poorer 
than average at -68dB. But this marginal result 
was handsomely offset by fine measurements for 
high frequency intermodulation: at full modu
lation level an excellent -96dB difference tone 
was recorded, and the reading was a still very 
good 90dB at the lOdB mod. kvd. MiJ fre
quency distortion results were well ordered at 
reducing signal levels, reaching 24dB down 
below the -60dB mod. level.
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At -90dB modulation the level error was 
typically + 3dB, indicating a good resolution of 
15.2 bits. An output of 2 volts was generated 
from a higher than usual output impedance of 
l.8kohms.

Error correction perfonnance was fine, and the 
machine showed a fair resistance to shock. The 
signal-to-noise ratios were electrically very good 
by hi-fi standards, but unexceptional in a CD 
context: at 90dB for the worst case, no-one 
could complain about the results!

Sound Quality
Scoring a little below average, this machine was 
described as having an 'open’, 'lively, and 'airy' 
sound, showing a high standard of definition 
and detail in the forward image plane. The 
treble was a touch ‘bright’, but remained quite 
tidy and controlled. Tonally the midrange 
seemed a touch 'thinned' and lightweight, while 
the bass was 'softened' in terms of power and 
weight. Some loss of stereo focus was also noted, 
and the ultimate rendition of depth and am
bience was poorer than average. Overall, the 
770 met good commercial hi-fi standards, but 
could have shown a sweeter balance with more 
depth.

Conclusions
Here we have an average quality machine with 

a good technical performance but selling at a 
higher than average price. However, as part of 
an Aiwa music system it acquires a conveniently 
integrated remote control facility, so increasing 
the potential value; in this context it would be 
worth considering.

Test Results

Sjcrim reparation 116.ldl1 117.ldBI06.hlll*

ZOl lo Ikl lo lOkllo
CJh.miwl Balance O. !OdB O.lOdB a.nm

Channel phase difference ________ 0o 50 810
Total harmonic distortion, OdB -98.4dB -94.2dB -68.SdB
Total harmonic distortion, -IOdB — -88.ldB —
Tora! harmonic distort ion, -60JB -48.3dB —
Tomi harmonic distortion, -80dB -24.IJB —
Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, OdB -96.3JB 
Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, -IOJB ,_______-90.IJB
Frequency response, h:ft channel +0.08dB, -O.SldB
Frequency response, right channel + O.OSJB, -0.83i!B 
Signal-to-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted -94JB 
Signal-to-noise, CCIR/ARM, IkHz rd____  . . -90dB
Output level, OJB, left/right 2.0V
Output impedance ______________ .______________ I .8kohms
De-emphasis , correc t 
Track access time_____________________________________4.5 secs
Error correction capability . _ >900pm gap, >BOOpm dot
Mechanical noise . _ . . . _ _ low
Spuriae up to 100kHz . .-78.1JB
Resolution ar -90JB left +3.30JB. righi +2.92JB
Headphone socket no
Dimensions (wxJxh)J3x30x7cm 
Estimated typical purchase price ___ _ . 1 hV
*righrc^nd -/2.0JB, -110 2JB. -101.0J0 
Fmi reviewed 1986

-••1.:t:(U

106START! 0 Hz Xr-1 8 Hz

AiMAG

'DIV

P1.:G(t -t: lumBV 
AiUA ne-iooiiM

5TAT!1St PAIJS(D 
RMS=l0

BUI 375 Hz

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of l9k and ZOkHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to lOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.

stops tee 000 Hz
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AKAi CD^M300
Aka! (UK) Ltd, Unit 12, Haslemere Heathrow Estate, Silver )ubilee Way, 

-Hounslow, Middlesex. Tel: 01-897 6388-----------

I
t is something of a surprise to open a 
brown cardboard box and find a pure 
white CD player, but that is certainly one 
aspect of the £179 M300 that 
distinguishes it from the herd. Whether 

the ability to sit inconspicuously alongside the 
food processor and other small kitchen appli
ances will stimulate dramatic sales remains a 
moot point, however, as the colour only seems 
to emphasise the plasticity even though con
struction is as solid as most others of its ilk.

This is a simple basic midi-size machine with 
the bare minimum of facilities, and as such it 
is infinitely simpler to use than more pretentious 
designs. A straightforward, small three-function 
display provides minimal information, and basic 
programming is available.

The lack of a manual on this occasion was 
no serious handicap, though the true signifi
cance of the 'linear skate’ disc loading system 
may d1e1efo1e 1emal11 forever ohscuie. The frum 
edge styling feature will tend to collect dust, 
which will be all the more obvious given the 
white finish. A mere flying lead equipped with 

phono plugs provides the only output.

Sound Quality
Rated well below average, the M300 sounded 
different from most, with an overall blandness 
that might be considered euphonic, but which 
was not to the taste of the listening panel. The 
tonal balance sounded oddly 'shut in’, but with 
some sibilance exaggeration nonetheless. Bass 
was softened, lacking definition and power; 
dynamics were compressed, low level detail was 
masked, and stereo depth reduced. The sound 
was not unpleasant in a fatiguing sense, yet it 
remained mildly defocused with some muddling 
on complex sections.

Conclusions
It is perhaps mildly fatuous to suggest that white 
does not make the best colour for CD Players, 
but possibly the unusual Jecur may have dis
tracted the engineers. Certainly the M300 failed 
to measure up to standard sonically, despite its 
low selling price.
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To get the best 
out of your C.D. 
player you need 
the first ever 
C.D. only cable.

C.D. players often fail to deliver 
their full sound potential. The trebles 
can be harsh, the 
bass muddy and the 
overall sound can 
be flat. But . 
connecting your 
C.D. player to 
your amplifier 
with special 
new Monster 
Interlink C.D. 
cable can bring 
a cleaner, tighter, 
three dimensional 
sound to your music.

People spend 
hundreds of pounds 
on a compact disc 
player only to 
throttle the resulting 
sound by forcing it 
through normal ---------------------  
cables. In the past most 
people thought that cables were just 
cables and that they all sounded alike. 
But the reverse is true. And to 
understand why, you must understand 
the nature of sound itself.

CD
ONLY
CABLE NOW 
RELEASED

To reproduce music accurately, 
all the signals must travel through the 
cable uniformly and reach the ear at 
the same time.

However, in conventional inter
connect cables these signals get 
smeared and delayed.
From turntable to loudspeaker these 

frequency and phase distortions are 
significant and prevent proper music 
reproduction, regardless of how good 
the rest of the system is.

But Monster's new Interlink 
cables solve these problems by using 
specially wound conductors plus a 
shield, known as 'bandwidth 
balanced'.®

Each signal-carrying conductor 
uses multiple gauge wire networks 
wound in a very special way developed

। by Monster, to
| selectively control
? the speed and 

amplitude of the 
various audio 
frequencies as they 
travel through wire 
gauges, precision
wound to divide 
the audio spectrum 
into bass, mid
range and high 
frequencies. From 
turntable, tape 
deck, or CD player 
to amplifier, the 
overall sonic 
improvements are 
truly impressive. 
I^^For a copy of

Hlthe reviews, 
literature 
clip the

plus full 
on Monster Cable.
coupon and send it to Custom Cable 
Service at Umlet.
r_.==

of lhe Urnlel cuslom-cables^bvposl service
I Name__________________________________________________________

Address,.

Custom Cable Service is a division of Lnilet Products Ud
35 High Street. New Malden. Surrey 01-942 9567
The full range of Monster products is now available in the l K through 
Custom Cable.
Dealer enquiries to Portfolio Marketing, 0732 365071.

I CUsrOm CABLE I_____ o c /ir* e_____________



...............AKAICDM515 ......................
Akai (UK) Ltd. Unit", Haslemere Heathrow Estate, Silver Jubilee Way, Hounslow,

----------Middlesex. Tel 01-897 6388---------

T
he midi-size CD-M515 reviewed 
here is a manual, low cost machine. 
One economy measure is seen in 
the lack of the usual line output 
RCA phono sockets, and instead, 

a short output cable is permanently fitted. This 
may well be convenient in the case of a match
ing stack system, but it prevents the use of audio 
cables of known quality..

An up-to-date feature is the liquid crystal dis
play (LCD), and nicely backlit here. Via the 
appropriate buttons this visually restful display 
can show a comprehensive array of figures 
including residual track numbers, the track total 
and timings, indexing and the total play time.

Track programming of up to a total of 36 is 
provided, this permissible in sequence or in 
random order. Repeat is possible for the whole 
disc or over selected A-B start-stop points. The 
skip button provides rapid access to tracks and 
the cueing operates at two automati
cally-selected speeds with audible discontinuous 
music output. Unusually at this price level, the 
deck also includes indexing. All the controls 
were easy to operate.

While no headphone socket or remote control 
are present, the rear panel does carry a syn

chro-start terminal for operation with the 
matching Akai system stack, particularly for 
auto-start recording from disc. Another socket 
carries the sub-code data terminal for connec
tion to video displays and information systems.

Inside, is a straightforward machine using 16 
bit linear conversion with a time shared DIA 
converter followed by a standard 'brickwall' filter. 
The laser head has a fast access time, with 
reliable locking achieved by a tri-beam system 
for data read, tracking and focus.

Lab Report
Essentially flat, very careful listening would be 
required to identify the minor frequency res
ponse deviations. A mild 0.2dB lift can be seen 
in the low treble (the 'presence' range) while at 
18kHz the two channels were out of step by just 
!dB. Over most of the range the balance was 
held to 0.4dB while very good separation was 
achieved at low and mid frequencies, this 
deteriorating to a below-average result of 60dB, 
worst case, at 20kHz. The time shared converter 
showed the usual differential channel delay 
giving rise to a phase difference of77° by 20kHz 
— only of significance if mono use is envisaged.

A decent 15 34 bit resolution was indicated 
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by the modest level error at -90dB modulation 
and the generally good distortion performance. 
At full modulation, mid-band distortion pro
ducts were typically 0.007%, and even at 20kHz 
the downband modulation signals were better 
than 74dB down. However above 20kHz the 
24kHz beat component was suppressed by just 
24dB. At -SOdB, I kHz, the -25dB distortion 
figure was fine. The intermodulation was very 
good, though mild slewing was noted on full
level white noise.

Signal to noise ratios were fine, and the output 
level close to the standard 2 V derived from a 
low source impedance. No problems were en
countered with error correction or pre-emphasis 
and track access was rapid. Mechanical noise 
was low.

Sound Quality
Performing well on audition, the bass was con
sidered solid and dynamic, though the midrange 
was a little lightweight, even thin, but this did 
not detract from the performance since pleas
ing depth and detail was maintained in this 
region. The treble showed some brittleness and 
edge, but fair definition and perspective was still 
present in this range. It was lively with a stable 
confident stereo focus.

Conclusions
While I would have liked audio sockets on the 
rear I cant argue with the fine all round perform
ance of this compact and tidy machine. It repre
sents good value, and continues to deserve fill 
recommendation.

Test Results
2Oiio IkHz ZOkllo

Channel balance 0.J9dB 0.l8dB 0.46IB
Stereo separation 92.ldB 89.6dB 62.UB*
Channel phase difference_______ . 0" 50 770
Total harmonic distortion, OdB 90.7dB 83.5dB 7l.8dB
Total harmonic distortion, -10d8 — -87.4dB
Total harmonic distortion, -60dB -10.0dB
Total harmonic distortion, -80dB — — 25A1B
Intermodulation, NkllAlOkll:. OdB 89.ldll
I ntermodulation, 1 l)kl 1:/20kl 1:, lOdB  90A1B 
Frequency response, left channel +0.02dB, 0.65dB
Frequency response, right channel +0.02dB. 0.64dB 
Signal-to-noise, 201 lz-20kl 1: unweighted -95dB 
Signakomoise, CClR/ARM, IkH: rd-88dB 
Output level, OdB, Idt/nght_______ _____ .______ .1.9V
Output impelante . ..... . . _ _ - 225>h^^^s
De-emphasis    correct 
Track access timl' kOsees 
Error correction capability >900pm gap, >800pm Tit
Mechanical noise . _ _____ - - _ _ _________ ._______ __ moderate
Spuriae up to JOOkHz _____ ___ __ _____ . _ -104dB
Resolution at -90dB_ —............ Il'ft + L25dB. right + 2.57JB
Headphone socket¡no 
Dimensions (w x J x h) 35 X 26 X 7.5 cm
Estimated typical purchase price _________________________ ii 99
*Lxft cUmnd -56dB separation, -93. ldB inremwd
Firsr revnwrd: 1986

STATUS- PAUSED 
RMSU0

PANG(: -'5 dBV 
Ci-.-ii M51'-10DBlM

-106 
START 
Xrl e

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k anJ 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to 100kHz, anJ (right) fluency response.
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16Tit. 4 x 
oversampling

Glitch free Ddo-A 
converter

16-bit linear-phase 
analog signal processor

Three-beam laser - 
1st centred on main 
track. 2nd & 3rd centred 
l eft & right to maintain 
tracking

Wireless remote control

Oxygen-free copper 
wiling & gold-plated 
output jacks

Floating disc drive 
mechanism

Dual-speed cueing

24^programme 
memory

Direct track search

Headphone output 
with volume control

Repeat play

Memory clear

Memory recall

Bidirectional skip 
search

Remaining track & time 
displays

NAKAMICHI

NATURALLY

"‘Nakamichi have set a new 

standard .. This superbly built 

machine is a luxury model, offering 

a fine lab performance and an 

exceptional sound quality ..

engagingly powerful resolution of 

fine details and transients, together 

with a solid stable focus to the 

stereo image Clearly a front-rank 

performer .. a recommendation is 

i n order.."

HI -FI NEWS



POP INTO YOUR NEAREST NAKAMICHI STOCKIST.

YOU'LL BE CONVINCED.

AVON
BAlH Paul Green Hi-Fi (0225)316197
BRISTOL Absolute Sound & Video (02 72 ) 249 75
Paul Roberts Hi-Fi (0272) 429370
Radford Hi-Fi (0272) 40878
WESTON-SUPER-MARE Paul Roberts Hi-Fi
(0934)414423
BEDFORDSHIRE
KEMPSTON Bedford Audio(0234)854133
LUTON Technosound(0582)30919
BERKSHIRE
BRACKNELL B&B H1-F1(0344)424558
NEWBURY B&BHi-Fi(0635)32474
READING B&B HiFi(0734)583730
WINDSOR Radford Hi-Fi(0753)558931
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
AYLESBURY Chiltern H1-F1 (0296)3 W20
CHESHAM Chesham Sound & Vision (0494) 786494
HIGH WYCOMBE B&B Hi-Fi(0494)35910
Sound Gallery (0494)3 t 682
MILTON KEYNES Technosound (0908) 604949
CAMBRIDGESHIRE
CAMBRIDGE Carn Audio(0223)60442
University Audio(0223)354237
Audio Services (0223)68305
PETERBOROUGH Hi-Fi People (0733) 41755
CHESHIRE
WARRINGTON Doug Brady(0925)828009
WILMSLOW Hi-Fi Centre(0625)524766
CORNWALL
CAMBORNE Carnborne Audio (0209) 714286
CUMBRIA
WHITEHAVEN H L Elliott(0946) 3671
DERBYSHIRE
CHESTERFIELD Audio Centre (0246) 34923
Audio Scene (0246)204005
DERBY Active Audio (0332)380385
DEVON
EXETER Gulliford Hi-Fi (0392)218895
DORSET
BOURNEMOUTH Suttons Hi-Fi (0202) 22512
ESSEX
BRAINTREE BeechwoodAudio(0376)20000
BRENTWOOD Brentwood Music Centre (0277) 221210
CHELMSFORD Rayleigh Hi-Fi (0245) 265245
COLCHESTER Pro Musica(0206)57719
EPPING Chew & Osborne(0378)74242
RAYLEIGH Rayleigh Hi-Fi(0268) 779762
SAFFRON WALDEN Chew & Osborne (0799) 23728
GLOUCESTERSHIRE
CHELTENHAM Absolute Sound & Video(0242)583960
Critical Audience (0242)578757
HAMPSHIRE
CHANDLER"S FORD Hampshire Audio(042 15)65232
PORTSMOUTH Hopkins Hi-Fi(0705)822155
WINCHESTER Whitwarns(0962)65253
HERTFORDSHIRE
BISHOP"S STORTFORD The Audio File (0279) 506576
RADLEU Radlett Audio Consultants (002 76) 6497
ST ALBANS Chiltern H1-F1 (0727) 66935

HUMBERSIDE
GRIMSBY G E Manders (04 72) 513" I
KENT
CANTERBURY Canterbury Hi-Fi(0227)65315
CHATHAM Sevenoaks Hi-Fi(0634)46859
SEVENOAKS Sevenoaks Hi-Fi(0732)459555
TONBRIDGE Toomdge Hi-Fi (0732) 366767 
iSNBRDgE OiLLS Seve:jk;H-FiiO89;) 31543
LANCASHIRE
BLACKPOOL Practical Hi-Fi(0253) 27703
LANCASTER Praciicat Hi-Fi (0524) 39657
LEICESTERSHIRE
LEICESTER Design Stereo(0533)54 1 338
LOUGHBOROUGH Sound Advice (0509) 218254
LINCOLNSHIRE
BOSTON Yates & Greenhough (0205) 55755
GREATER LONDON
BECKENHAM Sevenoaks Hi-FiOt-6583450
CROYDON Spalding Electrical 01004 1231
El? Wers01-520 7277 , ______
HARRdW SarcwXudo 01-863 0938
HOUNSLOW Musical Images 01-570 7512
ILFORD AT Labs0L518 0915
NI GrahamsOl-8374412
N7 Barlletts Hi-Fi01-007 2296
N22 Goodwins 01-888 0077
NW1 Subiective Audio 01-387 8281
NW6 Audio T 01-794 7849
Studio 99 0 I 004 8855
NEW MALDEN Unilet 01-942 9567
SEt3 BillyVeeOt-3185755
SEIB SevenoaksHLAi0100580t6
SW3 Martins of Chelsea 01-730 3328
UXBRIDGE UxbridgeAudio(0895)33474
W1 Hi-Fi ExperienceOi-5803535
K J Leisuresoond 01-486 8263
Spatial Audio 01-637 8702
Telesonic 01-636 8177
WelbeckAudio0L5801326
W2 H_ l Smith01-72 3 5891
W5 Ealing TV 01-587 8703
WC2 Covent Garden RecordsOi-379 7427
GREATER MANCHESTER
BOLTON Cleartone(0204)3t423
MANCHESTER Cleanone96U835t156
Music Room 061-835 1366
OLDHAM Audio Counstel 061-633 2602
MERSEYSIDE
LIVERPOOL W A Brady0517336859
NORFOLK
NORWICH Basically Sound(0508)70829
NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
NORTHAMPTON Listen Inn (0908) 37871
NOTIINGHAMSHIRE
ATIENBOROUGH John Kirk Hi-Fi (0602) 252986
NOTIINGHAM Forum Hi-Fi (0602)622150
Nick Dakin(0602)783862
OXFORDSHIRE
OXFORD Absolute Sound & Video (0865) 6596 I 
Horns of Oxtord (0865)511241

SALOP (SHROPSHIRE)
SHREWSBURY Avon Hi r,((0743) 55166
STAFFORDSHIRE
HANLEY Hi-Fi Systems(0782)265010
STOKE ON TRENT Purkiss Hi-Fi Systems(0782! 265010
SUFFOLK
BURY ST EDMUNDS Beechwood Audio (0284)68351
SURREY
ADDLESTONE Cosmic Radio (0932) 54522
SUSSEX (EASn
BRIGHTON Brighton Cassette & Hi-Fi (0273)69')776
Sevenoaks Hi-Fi (0273) 733338
HASTINGS Hastings Hi-Fi (0424)442975
SUSSEX (WESn
BOGNOR REGIS Jaysound Audio (0243) 826355
CHICHESTER Chichester Hi-Fi (0243) 776402
WORTHING Bowers & Wilkins(0903)64i41
TYNE & WEAR
GATESHEAD Lintone Audio (0632) 774167
NEWCASTLE J G Windows(0032)321356
SUNDERLAND Saxons(0783)657578
WARWICKSHIRE
WARWICK JCV(0026)493796
WEST MIDLANDS
BIRMINGHAM Five Ways Hi-Fi 021455 0667
GrithnRadio021-6921359
WILTSHIRE
SALISBURY Rutters (0722)22169
SWINDON Absolute Sound & Vision (0793) 38222
WORCESTERSHIRE
WORCESTER West Midlands Hi-Fi (0905) 58046
YORKSHIRE
BARNSLEY Hi-Fi Centre(0226)205549
BRADFORD Emcks of Bradford (0274) 309266
HUDDERSFIELD Hudderslield Hi-Fi (0484)44668
LEEDS Audio Proiects (0532) 789115
I mage Hi-Fi (0532) 7893 74
SHEFFIELD Audio Centre (0742) 737893
YORK Vickers (0904)29659
IRELAND
BELFAST Audio Tmes(0232)249117
Lyric Hi-Fi (0232)681296
Walton & Gordon (0232) 54636
DUBLIN Cloney Audio (001) 889449
DUNGANNON Zeus Audio(086 87)48576
SCOTLAND
ABERDEEN Holburn Hi-Fi(022415857t3
DUNFERMLINE Andrew Thomson(0383) 72454t
EDINBURGH Audio Aids 031-226 3979
Hi-Fi Corner 031-225 9535
Hi-Fi Corner 031-556 7901
FALKIRK Hi-FiCorner(0324)29Ol1
GLASGOW Hi-Fi Corner 041-248 2840
Maeto Musik 041-638 8252
The Music Room 041-221 2527
Stereo Showcase 041 -332 5012
WALES
CARDIFF Audio Excellence (0222) 28565
COLWYN BAY Electro-Trade’ (0492) 48932
SWANSEA Audio Excellence (0792) 474608

Nakamichi H-M

NAKAMICHI B&W UK LTO
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AKAICD470
Akai (UK Ltd, Unit 12,12 Haslemere Heathrow Estate, Silver)ubilee Way, 

----------Hounslow, Middlesex. Tel: 01-897 6388----------

T
his large £299 full-width remote
control player has a fine standard 
of finish and presentation, with 
plentiful legends and some com
plexity, plus five little blue prog

ramming buttons to relieve the black monotony. 
Construction is light in weight, the feet pre
tending (not too successfully) to offer a measure 
of environmental isolation, but an internal 
floating mechanism is claimed to improve re
sistance to exterior disturbance. The top plate 
is a metal/polymer sandwich to reduce unwanted 
resonance, though it still rings quite en
thusiastically when struck.

A selling feature of this machine is its rapid 
track accessing particularly on 'repeat', while the 
programming function has the usual 1-0 keypad 
plus additional 'and', 'to’ and 'without’ keys to 
simplify selecting the required tracks of a 
particular disc. The liquid crystal display is large 
enough, covering the usual time/track para
meten:. A front panel headphone 3oeket is fed 
via a volume slider, and the rear panel has 
conventional phono audio outputs plus a non
standard subcode for possible future applications.

Lab Report
Based on conventional enough 16-bit 2 x 
oversampling technology with digital filtering 
and shared DAC, the A70 measurements were 
a little below par overall. Channel balance was 
nice and close, but stereo separation deteriorated 
markedly at high frequencies, as the phase dif
ference due to the shared converter increased. 
Even though the expanded vertical scale exag
gerates anomalies, the frequency response shows 
a number of distinct characteristics that are 
bound to influence the overall sound halance. 
The low frequencies droop slowly, while high 
frequencies show a ripple superimposed on both 
an early rolloff and late partial recovery, the 
whole giving rise to odd phase shifts between 
channels.

Distortions were reasonably low, but deterior
ated markedly at low levels, presumably reflect
ing the rather poor low level resolution, 
amounting to a de facto 14.2 bits at — 90dB. 

Ultra3urdc 3pui ide duJ IM piuJuLL> were both 
well under control, error correction tests were 
passed without fuss, and electrical noise was 
reasonably low. The output level is on the low 
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side — sufficiently so as to risk misleading the 
unwary in comparative listening tests. Track 
access speed on our particular test was a rapid 
enough 3 seconds, mechanical noise was mod
erately low, while shock and vibration rejection 
was reasonable.

Sound Quality
Tonally pleasantly 'laid back', the A70 
nonetheless lacked some transparency, rating a 
firm 'average’ overall. Dynamics sounded a little 
muted and the response was subjectively a little 
band-limited, presumably relating to the fre
quency response characteristics. There was a 
slight 'dulling' and loss of focus, which limited 
depth resolution, while both extreme bass and 
treble were considered qualitatively unexcep
tional, and the midrange possessed an almost 
'creamy' texture.

Conclusions
Possessing some interesting and convenient 
solutions to the problems of facilitating complex 
programming, the A70 is well finished and 
nicely presented, giving a sound with its own 

distinctive qualities that is fair enough for the 
price. However, there were a number of tech
nical oddities which could be improved and 
which mute our enthusiasm a little, so overall 
this is an unexceptional machine, albeit avail
able at a reasonably competitive price.

Test Results

Toral harmonic distortion, - IOdB __ -77dB

lOHz IkHz lOkHz
Channel balance ____ . . . ___ ___ _ O.OldB O.OldB O.OldB
Srereo separa£ion lOOdB 87dB SldB
Channel phase difference__________ 0° 8° 130°
Toral harmonic distortion, OJB ____ -84JB -84dB -85dB

Toral harmonic distortion, -60dB __ -27dB —
Tomi harmonic distortion, -SOdB __ — -12dB
Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz. OdB -97dB
Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz. - IOdB -95dB
Frequency response, left channel-t .33JB, 0, -0.86dB 
Frequency response, right channel -1.32d8, 0, -0.87dB 
Signal-w-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted 
Signal-to-noise, CClR/ARM. IkHz ref WîdB 
Output level, OdB, left/right l.74V 
Output impedance _________________________________ 220ohms
De-emphasis IkHz. -0.4ldB; SkHz. 5.ldB; 16kHz, 9.6dB 
Trad access time_____________ _____  ______ _____ J.Osecs
Error correction capability____________ >900pm gap, >SOOpm Jot
Mechanical noise_____ _____________________ moderate
Spuriae up to lOOkHz -95dB 
Resolution at -90dB  79.7/-78.ldB
Headphone socket__  __ ________ .. . yes, 82ohms
Dimensions (wxdxh) _________________________ 44x25x9.2ctn
Estimated typical purchase price _______ __ ________ ___ ___1299

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of I9k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to IOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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Hm choice1987SERIES
FEBRUARY SEPTEMBER

TiiE COLLECTION LOUDSPEAKERS

‘State of the art' means the best that we can 
do with available technology. This special large 
format edition covers hi-fi equipment which 
aims at true excellence - with no expense 
spared. As well as the truly esoteric, this guide 
covers the very best that is to be found at 
(fairly) reasonable prices.

Progress brings better-value speakers every 
year. Hi-Fi Choice puts the important new 
models through its unique 'blind' listening 
comparisons to find out which really do 
represent a step forward. Combined with full 
lab analysis, they provide a comprehensive 
guide to speaker sound quality.

APRIL NOVEMBER

zWIPLIFIERS & II AI KS en & l\l IlJI s YSTEMS

At the heart of any system is the amplifier, 
and its performance is critical. But only a 
combination of carefully-controlled listening 
and lab tests can give the true picture of amp 
performance, and in some cases prove that the 
best low-cost amplifiers can sound better than 
many at several times the price.

Specially for the buyer who wants an all-in-one 
system. Presented in a strictly non-technical 
way, this special edition tests and compares 
a huge range of one-brand 'midi' or compact 
systems, with the emphasis on Compact 
Disc options. Consistent test methods make 
for fair comparison and clear advice.

AUGUST DECEMBER

CASSETTE DECKS & TAPES TURNTABLES & CARTRIDGES

The best cassette decks can give recordings 
almost indistinguishable from the original. Hi
Fi Choice will help any cassette deck buyer 
through the iun^lc of noise rediicrion systems, 
fancy facilities and flashing lights, to find the 
right deck whatever the budget. Virtually all 
hi-fi tapes are tested too.

Searching comparison tests across the whole 
range of turntables and cartridges sort the 
myths from reality to discover which models 
"nil rnmhin"rinm rpolly <nnnd heH — and 
find some low-cost 'Best Buys' that out
perform many exotically-priced models. Plus 
guidance on matching and setting-up.
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Make sure you are the first to receive copies of new issues as they appear — whether 
on specific subjects or the whole series. This form enables you to reserve copies of 
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CAMBRIDGE AUDIO CDl
Cambridge Audio Systems International Home Farm, Diddington, Huntingdon, 

. Cambridgeshire pei8 7EJ. Tel (0480) 811811-----------

N
ow firmly established as a 
reference CD player, the Cam
bridge design is founded on the 
Philips system with its four times 
oversampling and digital filtering. 

The Philips '104 chassis is the main building 
block, a solid cast metal structure with horizon
tal drawer loading mechanism. From this point 
onwards, however, the design of the CD I 
diverges from other machines. For example, 
while the D/A convertors are physically 14 bit 
Mullard Philips integrated circuits, no less than 
6 are used, three per channel. On each channel 
two operate essentially in parallel, increasing the 
dynamic range, while the third acts as a high 
speed ranging element, assessing bit errors and 
offering correction. Before oversampling the 
theoretical resolution is some 18 bits, which is 
enhanced to 20 bits by oversampling. Dither is 
specifically applied to suppress high order errors, 
improve leouluLiuii diiJ euJ up w idi a li ue 16 
bit performance.

Changes have also been made to the Philips 
disc transport, notably to the laser head servo 

and to the tracking. The actuator responses have 
been adjusted to minimise the error rates, a 
factor held to affect sound quality.

Latest samples now have no less than three 
power supplies. The isolating suspension has also 
been modified, with an additional anti-vibration 
mounting which involves lead beams tuned to 
lHz. Two interconnect leads fitted with DIN 
plugs link the upper and the lower units, and 
the latter draws its power from the former. 
Specially selected components are used in the 
filtering and output circuitry to maximise audio 
quality.

Operating facilities are basic Philips '104 
including that machine's small fluorescent 
display illuminated in green. However, the 
pushbuttons are of instrumentation quality and 
should give a long life.

Three additional buttons can be used singly 
or in combination to offer a selection of seven 
auJlo filters. These filters provide subtle modi
fications to the upper frequency characteristic, 
altering amplitude and phase, being designed 
to complement some of the upper range charac
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teristics of available digital programme. On test 
these filters were experimented with and it was 
found that different settings could indeed im
prove some of the brighter and edgier record
ings, moderating them to a more musical 
balance.

Lab Report
The adjustable variations in filter response only 
affected the upper treble, and the primary 
response fitted the Philips pattern with the usual 
minor ripples in the upper range. These are 
harmless and amount to 0.2dB giving a mild 
loss of output where they were present. A small 
loss in output was noted at low frequencies 
(some !dB down at 20Hz) but this related to the 
!Okohm loading of the pen chart recorder used 
for the measurements. With most pre-amplifiers, 
the input impedance is rather greater than this, 
and the low frequency rolloff will move to a 
correspondingly lower frequency. For example, 
with a typical 50k input impedance, the -!dB 
low frequency point will appear at 4Hz. In 
theory CD players can respond down to DC, and 
several models in fact specify frequency 
responses down to 2 Hz.

Fine channel separation was shown, together 
with very good channel balance. Even at 20kHz, 
the separation still averages 106dB. As a true 
dual-convertor deck the phase difference be
tween channels was zero. At full level, distortion 
figures were good rather than excellent, but 
quickly improved at lower modulation levels. 
The low distortion at -80dB coupled with the 
excellent result for level offset at -90dB 
confirmed the manufacturer's claims of genuine 
16 bit performance. On high frequency inter
modulation it was fine while the de-emphasis 
operation was correct. A maximum of 4.25V 
was available from a low 108ohm output impe
dance. Mechanical noise was very low, while the 
track access time was a sluggish 9 seconds. No 
problems occurred with error correction and it 
easily met the top test disc standards here.

Electrical noise levels were exceedingly low, 
the recorded figures for this machine being at 
the threshold of measurement; in fact all met or 
beat -112dB, whether weighted or unweighted.

Sound Quality
For reference purposes the CDJ was set to filter 

‘one’, its nominally flat position. One compli
cation concerned its relatively high output level 
of 4Y for full modulation, which is double the 
usual figure, and intended to allow the CD 1 to 
be coupled directly to a power amplifier by 
making use of the high quality passive volume 
fitted to the lower deck.

Once correct levels had been established, 
accurate listening could begin. In fact, this 
machine showed its true mettle right from the 
opening bars of the first disc we played, James 
Newton Howard. It seemed to combine the best 
attributes of the superior machines tested so far.

In basic character it was essentially musical, 
showing this most clearly on orchestral strings 
by managing to avoid the tendency to brittle 
'wiriness' so often heard. In the bass it gave an 
excellent performance, showing an impressive 
feeling of extension and power allied to excel
lent control on percussion. It could portray 
depth to a surprisingly high degree over the 
entire frequency range.

In the treble the CD1 remained sweet and 
musical over a wide range of sources. Some discs 
which had appeared vague in treble imaging or 
unduly sibilant seemed to be tamed by the CD/, 
bringing them into clear focus. Stereo images 
were very stable and well formed, showing very 
good width and considerable depth.

Still better results were obtained when we 
bypassed the pre-amplifier and connected the 
CDJ direct. For an audiophile CD enthusiast, 
this mode provides the best sound of all, a rating 
that was fully confirmed with a current pro
duction sample auditioned in 1987.

Conclusions
The advanced design and circuitry of this top 
class CD player have clearly paid off in its 
exceptional performance. With such a machine, 
compatibility with upper grade audiophile 
electronics is assured, and the intrinsic merits 
of CD as a medium, such as silent surfaces, and 
inaudible wow and flutter, can make themselves 
felt.

Update
A new production sample of the CD 1 was 
checked and auditioned for the 1987 series of 
tests, in the light of a number of changes to
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Spectrum analysis (above) with input of I9k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to lOOkHz, and (below) frequency response.

power supplies, components used, and wiring 
layout. This development has succeeded in 
maintaining the CD 1 's position as the subjective 
prime reference, ahead of the competition and 
with an excellent sound quality rating. 
Recommended.

Test Results
20Hi

Channel balance 0.18dB
Stereo separation 1 l4.6dB
Channel phase difference  0°
Total harmonic distortion, OdB____ -8Z.6dB
Total harmonic distortion, -!OdB 
Total harmonic distortion, -60dB 

IkHi ZOkHz 
0.07dB 0.1ldB 

108.8dB 106dB
oo oo 

-83.ldB -83.9dB 
-74.7dB 
-43.6dB

Toral harmonic distortion, -80dB  -26.SdB 
Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, OdB . _ . ... -82.3dB
Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, -lOdB . . _ -72.ZdB
Frequency response, left channel _ _ . , +0.3IdB, -0.43dB
Frequency response, right channel +0.30dB, -0.43dB 
Signal-to-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted — I 13dB 
Signal-to-noise, CCIR/ARM, !kHz ref -113dB
Output level, OdB, left/right 4.25V/4.25V
Output impedance------------------------------------- --------- 1 08 ohms
De-emphasis 5kHz, —4.63dB; \6kHz, —9.25dB 
Error correction capability >900pm gap, >BOOpm dot
Mechanical noise____ . .. _ very low
Spuriae up to lOOkHz . _ ...._________________ ________ —52.4dB 
Resolution at —90dB_____________________ . . ..___ . +0.38dB
Headphone socket no
Dimensions (wxdxh) . . . 45x37x l9cm
Estimated typical purchase price J A- 
Firn reviewed: The Collection 1986. Raring: Recommended.

BRITISH—H HIGH FIDELITY

Contact one of the following dealers, to hear the new LS7t and 
Studio 1a. Find out, for yourself why Graham Mayor said 
"The LS7t is a speaker to aspire to!"’.
BRISTOL 
CAMBRIDGE 
CHANDLERS FORD 
CHELMSFORD 
CROYDON 
EDINBURGH

GLASGOW 
HUDDERSFIELD 
LEEDS 
LEICESTER 
LIVERPOOL 
LONDON W1 
LONDON W1 
LONDON W2 
LONDON W5 
LONDON NW6 
LONDON SW19 
NEW MALDEN 
MANCHESTER 
RAYLEIGH 
READING 
ROTHERHAM 
SEVENOAKS 
SHEFFIELD 
SOLIHULL 
WARRINGTON 
WATFORD

Radford Hi Fi, 5213 Gloucester Road 
Steve Boxshall Audio, 41 Victoria Road 
Hampshire Audio, 8112 Hursley Road 
Rayleigh Hi Fi, 216 Moulsham Street (on the Parkway) 
Spaldings, 35214 Lower Addiscombe Road 
Hi Fi Corner, 1 Haddington Place 
In Hi Fi, 63 George Street
The Music Room, 221 St Vincent Street 
Huddersfield Hi Fi, 4 Cross Church Street 
Audio Projects, 45 Headingley Lane 
Alpha Electronics, 1 Guildhall Lane 
W.A. Brady, 401 Smithdown Road 
Telesonic, 92 Tottenham Court Road 
K.J. Leisuresound, 48 Wigmore Street 
Thomas Heinitz, 35 Moscow Road
Ealing TV & Hi Fi, 4 The Paddocks, Popes Lane 
Studio 99, Fairfax Road, Swiss Cottage 
M. O'Brien Hi Fi, 95 High Street, Wimbledon Village 
Unilet Hi Fi, 35 High Street 
The Music Room, 50 Bridge Street 
Rayleigh Hi Fi, 44a High Street
Reading Hi Fi Centre, 6 Harris Arcade, Friar Street 
Moorgate Acoustics, 2 Westgate 
Sevenoaks Hi Fi, 111 London Road 
The Audio Centre, 284 Glossop Road 
Alternative Audio, 95 Hubs Moat Road 
Doug Brady Hi Fi, Kingsway Studios, Kingsway 
Acoustic Arts, 101 St Albans Road

SWISSTONE ELECTRONICS LIMITED
310 COMMONSIDE EAST, MITCHAM, SURREY CR4 1HX. Telephone: 01-640 2172
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LIFT UK Lid. • Finlandia Centre • Oxford Road • Gerrards Cross • GB-Bucks. SL9 7RH 
Tel. 0753-888120

Discit - the interlocking super box from L!Ff - protects your valuable Compact Discs and guarantees neat and clearly 
arranged storage.



DENON DCD 300
Hayden Laboratories Ltd, Hayden House, Chiltern Hill, Chalfont St Peter, Bucks. 

---------- TEL:(0753)888447----------

D
enon are one of the smaller 
Japanese operations, and one of 
the more recent to get proper 
distribution on the UK market. 
They specialise in hi-fi separates, 

and after attracting considerable attention with 
a range of good quality cassette decks are fast 
gaining a similar reputation in amplifiers and 
CD players too. For 1987 they are launching no 
fewer than six new models, covering every con
ceivable price point from this £210 '300 up to 
the exotic £1200 '3300.

This is the basic machine in the range. It is 
midi in size, light in weight, manual in 
operation, black in colour, and decently finished 
to Japanese build standards. A fairly elaborate 
though quite small display provides both track 
and timing information simultaneously, with 
various additional status indicators. The control 
layout is neat enough and was well liked, play, 
pause, and stop coming readily to hand, above 
the programming and repeat play button3. The 
other operational controls, giving audible 
search, skip, display mode, open/close and the 
headphone socket are strung out willy nilly in 

a long line. The rear panel just has a pair of 
phono outputs.

Lab Report
Using standard 16-bit linear operation with a 
single time-shared DAC, the '300 gave a 
respectable rather than exceptional set of lab 
figures, appropriate enough to its budget price. 
The response showed a typical Denon character
istic, with a mild mid treble dip and following 
peak, but flat enough nonetheless. Channel 
balance was close, deteriorating slightly at high 
frequencies — like both the below average 
channel separation and good harmonic dis
tortion. Intermodulation distortion was good, 
with ultrasonic components pretty well 
controlled.

Test track access time was a slowish 5 seconds, 
but the machine was mechanically very quiet 
and showed very good immunity from shock and 
vibration. Error correction and tracking tests 
gave no proLlum, LuL OJD wltile nuise was 
clipped top and bottom. Both signal-to-noise 
ratios were respectable enough, though some
what asymmetric between channels, as were the 
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rather below average readings for ultrasonic 
spuriae. Low level linearity was a little dis
appointing too, rating around 14.6 bits.

Sound Quality
Just scraping into the above average ratings is 
a fine result for a budget price player with this 
standard of build quality. The sound was lively 
and open, with above average dynamics and 
clarity. Focus was good and the stage wide, with 
quite good depth besides. The treble was a trifle 
‘brittle and forward, showing mild 'grain’ and 
coarseness, but bass was above average. Overall 
this player gave a cheerful 'honest’ sound.

Conclusions
Unspectacular all round competence is be
coming a hallmark of Denon’s budget models, 
and is precisely the situation with the DCD 300. 
Different competing players may sound better, 
measure better or be built a fraction better, but 
few offer better balance for the price, so despite 

the compromises imposed by price this Denon 
budget model well merits a Best Buy rating.

Test Results
20Hz IkHz 20kHz

Channel balance .___ _____________ O.OSJB 0.04dB O. J7JB
Stereo separation 80.7dB
Channel phase difference 0°
Tutal harmonic distortion, OJB ____ -88.4dB

81.9JB 67.3dB
4° 85°

-89.ldB-61.2dB
Total harmonic distortion, -!OdB __ -88.SdB
Total harmonic distortion, -60dB __ — -35.9JB
Tornl harmonic distortion, -SOdB __ -17.SdB
Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz. OJB — -89.SdB
ImcrmoJulation, 19kHz/20kHz, - lOdB -88.6dB
Frequency response, left channel 0.09dB, 0, -0.13dB 
Frequency response, right channel 0.09JB, 0, -0.0ldB 
Signal-to-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unwcighred 96/88JB
Signal-to-noise, CCIR/ARM, lkHz ref 91/87JB 
Output level, OdB. left/right 2V
Output impedance _______ .__ _____________________ J.Zkohms
De-emphasis JkHz, O.ZldB; 5kHz. 4.0dB; 16kHz. 8.9JB
Track access [ime 5.0secs
Error correction capability >900pm gap, >BOOpm dot 
Mechanical noise very low
Spuriae up to \OOkHz , . __ _____ __ .-83/96dB
Resolution at -90dB -81.6/-81.4dB
Headphone sockec yes (fixed output) lOOohms
Dimensions (wx<lxh) 3 3.Sx32x8.Scm
Estimated typical purchase price _________________________ £210

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of l9k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to lOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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DENON DC-500
Hayden Laboratories, Hayden House, Chiltern Hill, Chalfont St Peter, Bucks.

■ Tel: (0753) 888447-

D
enon are one of the smaller Japan
ese operations, and one of the 
more recent to get proper distri
bution on the UK market. They 
specialise in hi-fi separates, and 

after attracting considerable attention with a 
range of good quality cassette decks, are fast 
gaining a similar reputation in amplifiers and 
CD players, launching no fewer than six of the 
latter for '87.

The £250 DCD 500 sits at the lower end of 
the range. It is a full size model similar to the 
'700 but without the remote control. It is a fairly 
basic machine, nicely built and finished with 
intelligent ergonomics and control layout, users 
commenting that it was particularly easy to 
drive.

The display is fairly elaborate though quite 
small, providing both track and timing infor- 
marinn simiilranenusly, with various additional 
status indicators. The main drive controls fall 
conveniently to hand, while the other opera
tional controls, giving audible search, skip, 
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display mode, repeat, programming and a fixed 
output headphone socket are strung out in a 
long line. The rear panel has only a conven
tional stereo pair of phono sockets.

Sound Quality
Rated comfortably above average, this is a good 
result for such a reasonably priced player. The 
sound was pleasant and lively, with good stereo 
focus and perspectives, and notable clarity. The 
midband sounded a little lightweight, while the 
treble was quite good, with only mild coarseness 
and slight grain and 'edge’. Bass was presentable, 
presentation clean, and the overall impression 
was of good balance and competence.

Conclusions
Though it lacks the luxury of a remote control 
found with many £250 models, the DCD-500 
performed oufficicntly well in the listening lc>l> 
to merit a strong recommendation, succeeding 
in providing a fine combination of sound and 
build quality at a very realistic price.



For further details and 
information on this 

revolutionary all-British 
Compact Disc Handler 

ask your dealer today !5e

Care and Safety 
with the

Available from all 
HMVstores

CD Handler
The very act of pulling a compact 
disc from its mounting will cause 
wear to the disc retaining clip.

In time, this will wear the centre 
hole in the compact disc.

Using your finger to release the 
pressure on the retaining clip may 
cause breakage of its prongs.

Any severe wear or breakage of 
these prongs will render the box 
useless for safe storage.

Only use of the 
CD Handler

will prevent this! Retail Price £3^99

COMPACT DISC

HANDLING TOOL

R+A Harpe r
ERGONOMIC DESIGNS

1 Dryhill Road.
Upper Belvedere. Erith.

KENT DA17 SPA 
Telephone : 01 310 1792
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DENON DCD 700
Hayden Laboratories Ltd, Hayden House, Chiltern Hill, Chalfont St Peter, Bucks.

- Tel :(0753) 888447• •

O
ne of Japans smaller consumer 
electronics operations, hi-fi 
specialist Denon are also one of 
the more recent to get proper 
distribution on the UK market.After attracting considerable attention with a 

range of good quality cassette deck separates, 
they are fast gaining a similar reputation in 
amplifiers and CD players too. Showing great 
confidence in the new medium, as well as a 
determination to compete with the marketing 
strategies of the giants, they are launching no 
fewer than six new 1987 models, covering every 
conceivable price point from £200 to £1200.

The £290 DCD 700 sits at the lower end of 
the middle of the range. It is a full size model 
similar to the '500, but includes a full feature 
remote control. That aside it is a fairly basic 
machine, nicely built and finished with intelli
gent ergonomics and control layout, users com
menting that it was particularly easy to drive.

The display is fairly elaborate though quite 
small, providing both track and timing in
formation simultaneously, with various ad
ditional status indicators. The main drive 
controls fall conveniently to hand, while the 
other operational controls, giving audible 

search, skip, display mode, repeat, programming 
and the variable output headphone socket are 
strung out in a long line. The various switches 
plus a ten-digit keypad are all on the remote 
handset. The rear panel has only a conventional 
stereo pair of phono sockets.

Lab Report
Using standard 16-bit linear operation with a 
single time-shared DAC, the '700 shows 
significant detail improvements over the cheaper 
'300, indicating tighter tolerances throughout, 
while a special delay sampling technique avoids 
the interchannel high frequency phase differ
ence normally associated with single DAC de
signs. The response showed a typical Denon 
characteristic, with a mild treble unevenness but 
flat enough nonetheless. Channel balance was 
close, and separation very good. Harmonic 
distortion was only average, worsening at high 
frequencies, but intermodulation was pretty 
good, with ultrasonic components well under 
control.

Mechanically quiet and with excellent shock 
and vibration rejection, track access time was 
a slowish 5.5 seconds. Error correction and 
tracking tests gave no problems. A couple of 
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limitations shown in the 300 are carried on into 
the 700 model: OdB white noise was again 
clipped top and bottom, and signal-to-noise 
ratios were still somewhat asymmetric between 
channels at high frequencies. The reading for 
ultrasonic spuriae was much improved, as was 
low level linearity at around 15.6 bits.

Sound Quality
Rating firmly above average, the DCD 700 
shows small but worthwhile improvements in 
sound quality over both the cheaper Denon 
models, so justifying its price point. The overall 
sound was pleasant, with good perspectives and 
a treble described as quite sweet, with little grain 
or subjective distortion. Bass was focused, firm 
and well defined, and the midband clear and 
neutral, though the treble could have been more 
detailed and dynamic contrasts were a little 
muted. Overall this is a very competent middle
ranking deck.

Conclusions
Given the £290 price, the DCD 700 has clearly 
done enough to merit firm recommendation. 
The remote control assists already good ergo

nomics; the lab performance shows some atten
tion to component tolerancing; the range of 
facilities is ample for most users; the build 
quality is sufficient to inspire some confidence; 
and the sound quality is comfortably up to the 
mark.

Test Results

Tomi harmonic distortion, -lOdB __ — -87dB

ZOHz !kHz 20kHz
Channel balance ....____ __________ O.OldB 0.02dB O.OldB
Stereo separation 98dB 98dB 96dB
Channel phase difference__________ 0° 0° 70
Tomi harmonic distortion, OdB ____ -91.5dB -86.SdB -57JB

Tomi harmonic distortion, -60dB __ — -29dB —
Tomi harmonic distortion, -80<lB __ - -19dB —
Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, OdB — -82.6dB —
Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz,-lOdB — -90.ZdB
Frequency response, left channel-0.03dB, 0, -0.45dB
Frequency response, right channel -0.03dB, 0, -0.49dB
Signal-to-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighrcd ..... QSO5J.H
Signal-to-noise, CCIR/ARM, IkHz ref
Output level, OdB, lefrlright  ... 2.IV
Output impedance. Ikohm
Deremphasis !kHz. O.JdB; SkHz, 4.6JB; 16kHz. 9.ZdB
Track access time 5.Ssecs
Error correction capability !900pm gap, >B00pm dot
Mechanical noise very low
Spuriae up to 100kHz _ -I05.ZdB
Resolution at -90dB ___ . -87.91-85.4dB
Headphone socket  yes (variable output) I00ohms
Dimensions (wxdxh)_________ __ . 43.5x3\.5x9cm
Estimated typical purchase price __________ _____ :____£290

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of I9k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to IOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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^ DENONDCD-900
Hayden Laboratories, Hayden House, Chiltern Hill, Chalfont St. Peter, B ucks.

-Tel: (0753) 888447

Denon are one of the smaller Japan
ese operations, and one of the 
more recent to get proper distri
bution on the UK market. They 
specialise in hi-fi separates, and 

after attracting considerable attention with a 
range of good quality cassette decks, are fast 
gaining a similar reputation in amplifiers and 
CD players, launching no fewer than six of the 
latter for '87.

The £330 DCD-900 is the top model in the 
'affordable' price range, and is a full size full
remote model similar to the '700 but somewhat 
more heavily built and with a number of extra 
facilities. It is a fairly complex machine, nicely 
built and finished with intelligent ergonomics, 
if perhaps a little on the complicated side for 
some users we suspect.

The display is very elaborate though quite 
small, providing track, index and timing infor
mation simultaneously on three digital indic
ators, with 20-digit music calendar and various 
additional status indicators. Next to the display, 
an 11-key pad provides the direct track access 
available on the remote control. I he mam drive 
controls fall conveniently to hand, while the 
other operational controls, giving audible 

search, skip, display mode, repeat, programming 
and a variable output headphone socket are 
strung out in a long line. The various switches 
plus a ten-digit keypad are all on the remote 
control handset. The rear panel has only a con
ventional stereo pair of phono sockets.

Sound Quality
Scoring above average overall, the '900 was rated 
fractionally above the cheaper Denon machines 
apart from the '700, yet this is still a good result 
for the price. Pleasantly lively, with good dyna
mics, it gives a fine stereo image with good 
frontal detail, focus, depth and width. Sound
ing slightly 'lean' in the midband, the treble is 
a touch forward with a hint of roughness. Bass 
is competent, but there was slight congestion 
on complex material. Overall this is a good but 
unexceptional performer.

Conclusions
Decent sound quality, fine build quality and 
plentiful facilities at a realistic price is quite suf
ficient to ensure this model's Kecommendation, 
but it is not our favourite member of the Denon 
range.
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DENON DCD 1500
Hayden Laboratories, Hayden House, Chiltern Hill, Chalfont St Peter, Bucks SL9 9UG.

---------- TEL:(0753)888447----------

T
he DCD 1500 is an upmarket de
sign, very well equipped and selling 
for around £480. Claims are made 
for advanced technology, and the 
range of features suggests that it 

should offer good value. This full width drawer
loader includes a comprehensive display. A chan 
shows up to 20 programmed tracks and track 
numbers up to a total of99 plus index numbers 
and timings are also indicated. Programming is 
simplified by a numerical keyboard. Facilities in
clude fast track-skip, audible music cueing, index 
access and versatile repeat modes, including 
short passage A to B repeat. The machine may 
be set in timer mode for auto-start on power up.

A front panel headphone socket includes its 
own level control, and the bulk of the front 
panel buttons are actually duplicated on the full 
feature remote control. An additional, valuable 
remote facility is a volume control, and a given 
setting will be memorised for about a month 
if the power is turned off. Both variable and the 
fixed 2 V outputs are available on this machine.

Technically advanced features include dual 16 
bit DIA converters, two-times oversampling, 
120th order digital filtering, and slow rate 
analogue filtering thereafter. Goodtransient re- 
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sponse is a key feature of this system, which is 
essentially phase linear over the audible range. 
Denon’s 'Super Linear' conversion system im
proves low level resolution and nulls the zero 
crossing point distortion.

Lab Report
The claims for the high resolution were upheld, 
with the player offering virtually full 16 bit per
formance: the level error at -90dB averaged 
0.8dB, which is a very small amount. Harmonic 
distortion at full level was pretty good — better 
than 86dB down (0.005%) throughout the fre
quency range, though the right channel 
measured a few dB poorer than the left at 
20kHz. This difference could also be seen in the 
results for crosstalk or channel separation: right- 
on-left measured — 78.7dB, while left-on-right 
scored an impressive 102dB; such differences are 
often due to minor asymmetries in circuit layout.

Channel balances were very good, and due 
to the dual converters the two channels were 
phase-aligned. Very flat in the midband, the fre
quency response showed a mild 0;22dB rise at 

low frequencies coupled with a similar amount 
of droop at high frequencies. The close match
ing of this effect between the two channels sug^ 



gests that it is deliberate.
The results were good if not in the highest 

class for the two-tone intermodulation and dif
ferences between the channels were small. A 
standard 2 .06 V output was obtained from a low 
lOohm source impedance. Mechanically the 
machine was very quiet, and gave fine results 
for the electrical signal-to-noise ratio. Note how
ever, that the CCIR weighted figures without 
pre-emphasis showed the right channel 5dB 
noisier than the left.

Ultrasonic spuriae were well rejected, by typi
cally lOOdB, and track access times were typi
cally good, averaging 3-4 seconds. Error 
correction tests revealed a slight shortfall, the 
deck failing to cope with the longest 900pm 
error gap; however, to its credit, shock and vibra
tion resistance was fine. Sound quality via the 
headphone socket was well above average, and 
no premature clipping was detected on the peak 
white noise test signal.

Sound Quality
Rated well in the listening tests, the DCD 1500 
offered a neutral dynamic sound, lively, yet 
pleasantly balanced, and with a musical mid
range. Ambience was well reproduced in the 
mid, and stereo depth was clearly one of its 
stronger points. However, it could sound a little 
'forward' and 'up-front' at times. Stereo sound 
stages were well-focused, with an impression of 
coherent stable images. Detail was generally very 
good, though on very complex sections some 
midrange congestion was noted. The bass was 

a touch 'lightweight', and would have benefitted 
from a little more impact, while the treble could 
also have done with a touch more 'sparkle'.

Conclusions
This versatile, well equipped player offers an 
impressive array of features including remote 
volume control. The lab performance met high 
standards, and the sound was essentially musical 
with good stereo depth and focus. Fine finish 
and foolproof operation means that this Denon 
player still provides fair value for money, and 
remains worth considering.

Test Results
20Hz I kHz ZOkHz 

Channel balance  0.24dB 0.26dB 0-24dB
Stereo separation — 131.9dB -\19.ldB-102.3dB*
Channel phase difference______  0° 0° 0°
Tomi harmonic distortion, OdB —91.2dB -87.JdB -86.ldB
Toral hannonic distortion, — IOdB •— -86.4dB —
Tora\ hannonic distortion, —60dB -48.9dB —
Total harmonic distortion, -80dB -24.9dB
Intermodulation, 19kHz/ZOkHz, OdB— 87.SdB 
Intermodulation, 19kHz/ZOkHz, — IOdB — 89.0dB, 
Frequency response, left channel__ ____ . . +0.23dB, -0.3ldB
Frequency response, right channel +0.25dB, -0.30d8 
Signal-to-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted —102dB
Signal-to-noise. CCIRIARM, I kHz <ef —99dB
Output level, OdB, left/right Z.06V
Output impedance I Oohms
De-emphasis correct
Track access time 4 RE■> ■
Error correction capability >BOOpm gap, >BOOpm dot
Mechanical noise  very low
Spuriae up to lOOkHz left —99.0dB. r;ght —102.ldB 
Resolution at -90dB ... left +l.18dB, +0.69dB
Headphone socket yes (variable output)
Dimensions (wxdxh) 4 >X • ■ Lev m
Estimated typical purchase price ___ S.4RE
*Left channel — /319d8, -105.5dB. -78.ldB 
First reviewed 1986

ST4TUS1 PAUSLD
AiMAG_________ DEHON 1588-18DBIN RM'3110__________)0 _ . : : -

dBEU

dB

-l06START: 0 Hz Xri 0 Hz BU: 37:1 HiVr^ e.00 dB
STOP: 100 000 Hz

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of J9k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to JOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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DENON BCD 1700 __________
boraTories Ltd, Hayden House, ChilternHill.ChalfontStPeter.Bucks. 

---------- TEL:(0753)888447----------

J
apanese hi-fi specialist Denon are showing 
great confidence in the CD medium, 
launching no fewer than six new 1987 
models, covering every conceivable price 
point from £200 to £1200. The deluxe 
1700 comes in at a cool £600, roughly 

twice the price of the 700 or 900 (and 30 per 
cent more than last year's still extant 1500). 
Denon grade their machines carefully, ringing 
the changes from a comparatively small but high 
quality range of options. The 1700 therefore 
inherits the more elaborate display with three 
numeric displays and disc calendar instituted 
with the 900, and adds extra build quality, 
component tolerancing and under the skin en
gineering features — special dual DACs and con
struction to immunise against vibration etc.

The standard of finish and presentation 
matches the high price. But despite the com
plexity ergonomics remain good and the 
machine is still easy to drive, assisted by full 
remote control operation. The main drive 
controls are nicely grouped, with skip and scan 
beneath play and beside stop, while the 
subsidiary tunctions run along beneath a direct 
entry keypad that assists quick pre-programming. 
The usual display and memory functions are 

supplemented by 'time search' and 'auto space' 
(neither of vital significance, frankly). The 
headphone socket and a set of line output 
sockets have a shared front panel volume 
control, and an additional switch provides direct 
digital output through an additional single co
axial phono socket.

Lab Report
The 1700 uses advanced dual 16-bit high 
precision DACs, with compensation circuit for 
'zero cross' distortion, plus oversampling and 
both digital and analogue filtering. The fre
quency response shows a family similarity to the 
1500 model introduced in 1986 — essentially 
flat but with a very mild downtilt from bass to 
treble — while the dual DACs ensure close 
phase correspondence between channels. 
Channel separation is very good, albeit deterior
ating somewhat at high frequencies.

Harmonic distortion measured particularly 
well at low levels, and intermodulation was 
likewise very good — the spectrogram showing 
virtually no unwanted components in or out of 
band up to 100kHz.

Mechanically quiet and with good shock and 
vibration rejection, Denon's top models now 
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have linear motor optics drive, giving a fast track 
access time of 2 seconds. Error correction and 
tracking tests gave no problems. Unlike cheaper 
Denon models the OdB white noise test was un
clipped, and signal-to-noise ratios were im
peccable. Ultrasonic spuriae were well sup
pressed, and a good figure of around 15.6 bits 
was recorded for low level linearity.

Sound Quality
Getting into the very good class does much to 
justify the highish price of this player, not to 
mention the elaborate technology and engin
eering. Dynamics were particularly striking, 
while the treble was exceptionally clear if a 
touch 'clinical'. The midband was a touch 'lean 
tonally, but with fine resolution, while the bass 
was very good, giving a sense of scale and power. 
The stereo image showed fine width and focus, 
and the sound overall was strong and coherent, 
approaching reference standards, with just very 
slight muddling on loud complex sections.

Conclusions
The DCD 1700 is a very impressive CD player 

in every respect. The presentation and engin
eering are both to the highest standards, with 
evidence of careful quality control, and the 
sound quality is fully competitive - substan
tially better than last year’s 1500, for instance. 
Clearly recommendation is entirely appropriate.

Test Results
Channel halancc
Sien:o separation
Channel phase difference
Tornl harmonic disiortion, OdB ____ 
Tomi harmonic disconion, -IOJB __ 
Total harmonic distortion, -60JB __ 
Total harmonic diswrrion, -SOJB __ 
lnterrno<lulmion, 19kHz/20kHz, OdB
lnicrmolulation, 19kHz/20kHz, - IOJB

20Hz IkHz 20kllz
0.02JB 0.0\dB 0.03JB
109dB IISdB 76dB

0° 0° 0°
-99dB -94dB -84dB

-8\dB
------40.4dB -

-32dB
- -85dB -

-98dB
Frequency response, lefr channel 0.32dB, 0, -0.03dB
Frequency response, right channel __________ O.12dB, 0. -0.03dB
Signal-ro-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted 104/IOSdB
S;gnal-to-no;se. CCIR/ARM. !kHz ref 99/IOJdB
Ourpur level, OdB, left/right 2.IOV
Ourpur impedance . ISOohms
Dc-emphas;s _!kHz, -0.!SdB; SkHz. -4.09dB; 16kHz. -8.89dB
Track access time ... 2.0secs
Error correction capabi\iiy >900pm gap, >800pm dot
Mechanical noise very low
Spuriae up ro I OOkHz-I04dB 
Resolution at -90dB-87/-87.7dB 
Headphone socket........ ................... . ........yes (variable ourpui) \ohm
Dimensions (wxdxh)  ...  . 43.3x35x 10.Scm
Estimated typical purchase price_______ . ’ £599

RANGE: -5 dBV STATUS« PAUSEDAîMAG DEN DCD-1700 IM RMS110

-112. II_____________ ;------------------------------------------------START: 0 Hz BU: 375 Hz STOP: 100 000 Hz

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19 k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to I OOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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DENON DCD-3300
Hayden Laboratories, Hayden House, Chiltern Hill, Chalfont St Peter, Bucks. 

----------Tel^ (0753) 888447----------

J
apanese hi-fi specialist Denon are showing 
great confidence in the CD medium, 
launching no fewer than six new 1987 
models, covering every conceivable price 
point from £200 to £1200. The flagship 

3300 comes in at an extravagant £1200, roughly 
twice the price of the '1700 next rung down the 
ladder. It is very much the luxury model in terms 
of presentation and build quality, but more par
ticularly in the elaborate high-tech internal en
gineering. Features here include optical internal 
coupling, separate analogue and digital power 
supplies, a substantial and rigid copper/alu- 
minium chassis, plus a heavy bottom panel on 
vibration insulating feet.

Assisted by full remote control operation, the 
main drive controls are nicely grouped, with skip 
and scan beneath play and beside stop. Logically, 
if unexpectedly, the subsidiary function switches 
are hidden behind the flap, leaving the pro
gramming button and 1-10 direct entry keypad 
more easily accessible. The unusual display and 
memory play fur1Liuii" dit supplemented Uy 
'time search' and 'auto space' (neither of vital 
significance, frankly). The headphone socket 

and a set of line output sockets have a shared 
front panel volume control and an additional 
switch provides direct digital output through an 
additional single co-axial phono socket.

Sound Quality
Rating very good on sound quality, the '3300 
did not fully justify its extravagant pricetag 
nevertheless. With fine dynamics and real drive 
in abundance, it had a strong, powerful bass, fine 
precise treble, and good neutral midband with 
just a touch of leanness. Resolution was very 
good, providing fine detail at all levels. Stereo 
images showed very good depth with slight nar
rowing, but tight focus and clear perspectives. 
The overall sound was tight and coherent.

Conclusions
Though this beautiful player makes a worthwhile 
flag-carrier for Denon's CD aspirations, it is un
doubtedly a costly model to produce, and in our 
view does not quite come up to expectations 
suniLally — very guoJ In Itself, It did not sound 
significantly superior to the half-price 
DCD-1700 under our conditions.
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Up-date your hifi

RCD - 88OBX

Whether your need is for a complete H1F1 system. or to upgrade your amplifier or tuner. add 
a CD Player or simply tune up your existing system by adding high quality speaker cable. 
Roters award winning range of high performance components will satisfy the most 
ardent enthusiast and music lover alike

RT-850L-AM/FM STEREO DIGITAL TUNER
The definitive audiophile tuner in its class. UK designed to providevery high standards of 
radio performance and music quality with push button tuning and 16 preset stations.

RA-820BX2 - 30 WATT INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
This is the latest in the line of critically acclaimed 3 •series amplifiers with direct CD input. 
Further refinement by component selection to this straightline UK design has resulted in 
improved definition and resolution.

RCD-820BX-16 BIT 4 TIMES OVERSAMPLING 
COMPACT DISC PLAYER
The very latest CD technology featuring additional power supply to givecleanpowerrails 
to the twin digital/analogue converters and the UK designed twin two stage analogue 
filters. single beam high precision laser tracking and a fully programmable music track 
selection system combine to extract very high quality music reproduction from the exciting 
compact discs now available.
For full details of these and all Rotel performance products toqether with information on 
Rotel's design philosophy and details of your local dealer phone Rote I on (0908) 317707.



FERGUSON CD-04
Thorn EMI Ferguson, Cambridge House, Cambridge Road, Enfield, Middlesex eni iul.

--------- Tel: 01-363 5353---------

T
hough Ferguson do not make their 
own CD equipment, their repu
tation and market share on TV and 
video products ensure that the 
Thorn EM! brand is widely dist

ributed, primarily through the less specialist 
dealers, so the marketing of bought-in audio 
products is a logical strategy to follow.

This 1987 £200 midi-sized player differs from 
the 1986 CD-02 model in being based on 
Yamaha rather than Sony technology. It must 
be one of the simplest players around — but that 
in itself is something of a strength. It also shows 
considerably more evidence of intelligent con
temporary design than most — sparsely func
tional from a distance, easy to comprehend and 
use close up.

Part and parcel of the simplicity is a rather 
limited range of facilities on offer, though some 
users might regard a little self-discipline in this 
area as no bad thing. A small display gives basic 
machine condition information and details on 
one of three disc parameters, while facilities are 
limited to track skipping (not high speed search) 
anJ d iiiuL lidLk iiieiiiui y. AuJ die exLelleiiL 

operating manual makes a welcome change from 
multi-lingual Far Easternspeak.

Lab Report
The CD-04 uses standard Japanese technology, 
with a single, 16-bit DAC, 2 x oversampling and 
digital filtering. The frequency response is 
smooth enough, but marred slightly by a O.SdB 
peak centred on lSkHz, the phase response re
flecting the channel-shared DAC. Channel 
balance was close, stereo separation respectable, 
and harmonic distortion good. Spot measure
ments for intermodulation distortion were also 
low, but the spectrogram shows a few more 
ultrasonic components than might be desirable.

Output impedance is a shade high for direct 
power amplifier connection, though such a 
scenario does seem a trifle unlikely. Track access 
speed and shock and vibration rejection were 
both about average and there was a mild degree 
of mechanical noise, but error correction tests 
were passed without fuss, and on our sample low 
level linearity was exceptionally good. Signal- 
to-noise ratios were good too, but the level of 
ultrasonic spuriae was rather poor. Overall, these 
are well balanced and competent results 
nevertheless.

Sound Quality
The CD-04 turned out to be one of the better 
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sounding 'budget' machines, rating a very re
spectable 'average plus’ overall which betters a 
number of more pretentious machines. De
scribed as strong and forceful, tending to a little 
hardness in the midband at high levels, the bass 
sounded extended, 'punchy' and quite dynamic, 
while the treble was a trifle 'lazy' and somewhat 
projected. Midband focus was good, and the 
stereo image showed fairly good depth.

Conclusions
This new Ferguson could well provide an answer 
for those appalled by the complexities of many 
CD players and seeking a low cost, good quality, 
simple performer. Japanese build quality with 
a decent sound and respectable lab performance 
at a competitive price all indicate a Best Buy 
rating.

Test Results
Channel balance_____ .   
Stereo separation _______ ..... 
Channel phase difference
Total harmonic distortion, OdB ___ 
Total harmonic distortion, -JOdB _  
Total harmonic distortion, -60dB _  
Total harmonic distortion, -80dB _  
lntermodulation, 19kHz/20kl—lz, OdB 
lntermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, -\OdB

20Hz IkHz ZOkHz
0.08dB O.O8dB 0.06dB

93ilB 91JB 81JB
0° 2° 42°

-84dB -8OdB -78dB
-83JB

- -44dB
-23.SJB
-83ilB
-89dB

Frequency response, left channel 0.0ldB, 0, -1.42dB
Frequency response, right channel O.O!JB, 0, -1.28dB 
Signal-to-noise, 201—lz-20kHz unweighted 98/1O1JB 
Signal-to-noise, CCIR/ARM, Ikflz ref ,93/97dB
Output level, OdB, kft/right ........ „__ .__ —_ .1.95V
Output impedance______________ _ ________ ._ dkohms
De-emphasis 1kHz. O.JldB: Ikl-lz, 4.1ldB: 16kHz, 9.ZldB
Track access time_______________ . ------------ 4.0secs
Error correction capability >900pm gap, >800pm dot 
Mechanical noise moderate 
Spuriae up ro IOOkHz----------------------------------  -45dB
Resolution at -90dB -91.l/-90.8dB
Headphone socket no
Dimensions (wxdxh) 33.3 x29x8.5cm
Estimated typical purchase price_____ ._____________£199

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of l 9k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to !OOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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GOODMANS GCDr500S
Goodmans Ltd, 2 Marples Way, Kingscrolt Centre, Havant, Hants. 

----------Tel.: (0705) 486344----------

T
his £160 manually operated budget 
player has an S suffix to distinguish 
it from last year's 500, though apart 
from the worthwhile 20 per cent 
price cut it appears to be very little 

changed as a consumer package, with the same 
basic front panel and range of features. Last 
year's model was a little disappointing in sound 
quality and showed some inconsistency between 
samples under lab measurements besides; pressed 
for space, we have restricted this year's coverage 
to a short, subjective review.

Construction is sound enough considering the 
price, but there are obvious price economies in 
such areas as the integral flying heads. The basic 
range of facilities includes most of the usuals: 
16-track programmable memory and repeat func
tions, audible scan and track skip etc., all of 
which are nicely laid out and easy to compre- 
heiiJ anJ use. The simple 4-dlgit switch-mode 
digital display has extensive machine status 
indicator backup.

Sound Quality
Rated well below average, albeit better than the 
lightweight portable 'personals, the current 
Goodmans model found little favour with the 
listening panel. Criticisms of various degrees 
were directed at most aspects of the sound 
quality, the bass sounding thumpy with poor 
differentiation, the midband a little hard and 
harsh, while the treble was 'zingy'. Dynamics 
were compressed and low level detail was sup
pressed. The stereo image was narrowed with! 
reduced depth and focusing that seemed to vary 
with modulation level. In all, this was clearly 
a second class sound.

Conclusions
This may be the cheapest model in the book, 
but that doesn't guarantee good value for money. 
Irrespective of reasonable finish and build 
quality and a fair range of facilities, frankly the 
sound quality does not measure up against com
petition at only fractionally higher prices.
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HARMANKARDON HDlOO
Harman (audio) uk Ltd, Mill St Slough, Berks sl2 sdd. 

-----------Tel (0753) 76911----------

B
est known for their amplifiers, 
though active across the board in 
electronic and electromagnetic com
ponents, Harman Kardon are essen
tially a US company of many years' 

standing, whose products are manufactured in 
Japan. The HO 100 is the cheapest of three CD 
players in their range, so its quite high £400 
price tag buys only a very limited range of 
facilities, not including remote control.

Attractively stark and functional, our sample 
was finished in a very matt black, with a sub
stantial and solid front panel. Build quality is 
very good, though with no apparent efforts made 
to combat vibration. Ergonomics are clear and 
sensible, uncluttered by the excess of facilities 
that often afflict mid-price players. The seven 
large transport buttons are clearly labelled in 
gold lettering, giving the usual skip and scan 
functions, while the smaller subsidiary controls 
for repeat, programming and display mode are 
mounted alongside the display on a plastic sub
fascia. The display itself is very small, though 
the ahpnce of remote control renderg the gize 
needed for reading at a distance largely un
necessary. It has two separate digital readouts 
plus a couple of status indicators.
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Lab Report
This 16-bit 2 x oversampling machine has a 
single, timeshared DAC, so there is some phase 
discrepancy between channels at high fre
quencies. The frequency response was generally 
flat, with just mild high frequency ripple. 
Channel balance was very close, deteriorating 
marginally at high frequencies, and separation 
was reasonably good. Harmonic distortion 
figures were normal at low levels but weak at 
high levels, particularly at high frequencies. 
Intermodulation figures were also unimpressive 
at high levels in particular, and the spectrogram 
shows quite a lot of ultrasonic activity.

Output level is just a shade higher than the 
CD spec, which could prove misleading in A/B 
comparisons. Track access speeds were quite 
rapid and mechanical noise was moderate, while 
shock and vibration rejection was only average. 
Signal-to-noise ratios were very good, but ultra
sonic spuriae were at a slightly higher than 
average level. Low level linearity was good, 
reduced slightly to 15.3-bits overall by some peak 
level compreGcion.

Sound Quality
The HD 100 rated a straight average overall 



during our listening tests, a decent enough result 
to be sure but a little disappointing considering 
the price. Bass was deep and generous, giving 
good 'slam' and a fine sense of scale, but the 
midband sounded a little lean and hard with 
some loss of dynamics and high level con
gestion; treble was slightly bright and lispy. 
Stereo focus and depth were reasonable, with 
some loss of ambience but good low level reso
lution. In all, the '100 gave a rather mixed 
subjective performance.

Conclusions
Though one cannot quibble with the fine build 
quality, and the styling and presentation are 
more attractive than most, the limited facilities 
(notably the absence of remote control), un
exceptional lab performance plus an over-all 
average rating on listening tests are not sufficient 
to justify recommendation for this fairly ex
pensive player.

Test Results
Channel balance _________________  
Stereo separarion_________________ 
Channel phase difference
Tomi harmonic distortion, OdB ____  
Tomi harmonic distortion, -JOdB __ 
Tomi harmonic distortion, -60dB __ 
Total harmonic distortion, -80JB __ 
Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, OdB
Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, - IOdB

201iz IkHz 2OkHz
0.0\dB 0.0\dB 0.23dB
-98dB -92dB -BIdB

0° 2° 40°
-67dB -67dB-39.4dB

-69dB
-43dB

- -19dB
-49dB
-64dB

Frequency response, left channel O.OldB, 0, -0.79dB 
Frequency response, right channel O.OldB, 0, -1.0ldB 
Signal-to-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted  106/IOSdB 
Signal-to-noise, CCIR/ARM, IkHz ref 101/IOZJB
Output level, OdB. left/right_______ . ______________ 2.25V
Output impedance __________________________________250ohms
De-emphasis lkHz, 0.22dB; 5kHz, l.JidB; 16kHz, 8.SdB
Track access time   .......... ............................................... __4.Osecs
Error correction capability__ ._________ >900pm gap, >800pm Jot
Mechanical noise .. ............ ._ _ _ .______________moderate
Spuriae up to 100kHz-78dB
Resolution at -90dB .. -91.7/-91.SdB
Headphone socket ior
Dimensions (wxdxh) 44x25.5x9.2cm
Estimated typical purchase price  £399

RANGE: 9 dBV STATUS: PAUSEDA:t1AG HAzKA HD108 IM RMS: 18
dBEU

START: 8 Hz BU: 375 Hz STOP: 188 888 Hz

Spectrum analysis (above} with input of l9k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to lOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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HITACHI DA007
Hitachi Sales (UK)Ltd, Hitachi House, Station Road, Hayes, Middx ub3 4dr. 

---------- T EL: 01-848 8787---------- •

H
itachi are one of the giant 
Japanese conglomerates, with 
interests ranging from power 
stations to consumer electronics, 
taking in elevators, computers 

and microprocessors on the way. Since the video 
boom, the development of a UK TV set manu
facturing base, and the emergence of the hi-fi 
systems market over the past ten years, their 
interest in specialist hi-fi components seems, to 
have waned somewhat, though the FT-5500 
tuner has continued to enjoy healthy sales and 
the LC-OFC wire developments have also 
enhanced their reputation.

They were amongst the first onto the CD 
player scene, but were unrepresented in last 
year's edition, so the appearance of a new 
DA-007 is doubly welcome. Priced at £330, this 
is a luxury model with comprehensive facilities 
and full remote control. Neither midi nor full
width in the normally understood 330mm/ 
430mm sense, the visual appearance is en
hanced by wooden end-cheeks making an all 
tuu rare appearance.

Construction is lightweight but of good 
quality, with fine external finish and good 'feel'. 
Hitachi claim exclusive components selected 

specifically for audio quality, but whether or not 
there is a serious attempt to minimise vibration 
effects depends on what is meant by the phrase 
'vibration cut mechanism VC’, emblazoned 
across the loading drawer but unexplained in the 
rather inscrutable manual. The control layout 
is logical, promoting easy use, while both 
handset and machine have 10-digit keypads for 
direct track entry. The usual range of facilities 
are provided, with audible search, skip, repeat, 
and programming, plus a volume slider for 
a headphone jack. The smallish display has 
two separate digital readouts, plus status 
indicators.

Lab Report
Using a single shared DAC with 2 x over
sampling, the basic technology is conventional 
enough. The response shows a gentle slope 
downwards from bass to treble, plus some rather 
sharp unevenness in the extreme treble, while 
the channel phase difference created by the 
single DAC was held to a minimal 32°. Channel 
balance wa, ItelJ lu iiuiiiial cuiiwieicial wlei- 
ances, showing a minor channel discrepancy at 
high frequencies, while separation was pretty 
good, again falling off a little at high fre
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quencies. Harmonic distortion was OK, de
teriorating somewhat at low levels, but inter
modulation figures were very good, reinforced 
by the fine spectrogram result.

The output level was a little below the official 
CD spec, so care will be needed to adjust levels 
if making A/B comparison with other machines. 
Track access time of 4 seconds was around aver
age, shock and vibration rejection likewise, 
while mechanical noise was quite low. Electrical 
noise levels were pretty good, and ultrasonic 
spuriae held to a low level, but the low level 
linearity of a de facto 14.3-bits was a trifle 
disappointing.

Sound Quality
Hitachi do not have much of a track record for 
CD sound quality in Hi-Fi Choice, but the '007 
proved to be much the best yet from this 
manufacturer, the very respectable scores falling 
right on the borderline between average and 
above average categories. This competent all
rounder sounded quite tidy and well integrated, 
suffered from slight losses in dynamics, trans
parency and depth, and added slight hardness 
to the mid and grain to the treble, but the bass 
was fine, and the overall result pretty de
cent.

Conclusions
Built well and attractively domesticated with 
its wooden trim, the '007 proved to be a pretty 
good all-rounder, though it failed to excell in 
any particular respect. Considering the com
petition at its mid-way price point, formal 
recommendation is not appropriate, but it re
mains worth considering nevertheless.

Test Results
Channel balance________ _______
Stereo separation _ .____________ 
Channel phase diference
Tomi harmonic distortion, OdB ___  
Toca\ harmonic distortion, -IOJB _  
Total harmonic distortion, -60dB _  
Total harmonic distortion, -SOdB _  
Inrermodularion, 19kHz/20kHz, OdB 
lnte<modulation. 19kHz/ZOkHz. -IOdB

ZOHz 
O.JZdB 
106JB 

0° 
-84JB

ZOkHz 
O.ZJJB 

79dB 
32° 

-80dB

1kHz 
O.JZdB 
103dB 

2° 
- 82.SdB 
- 78JB 
33.SdB

■ 13.7dB 
-92dB

- 84.SdB
Frequency response, left channel O.25dB, 0, -O.22JB 
Frequency response, right channel 0.25dB, 0, -0.76JB 
Signal-ro-noise, 20Hz-ZOkHz unweighted 94/98dB
Signal-to-noise, CCIR/ARM. !kHz ccf ... ________ 89/94dB
Output level, OdB, left/right . _ ______ l ,72V
Output impedance 450ohms 
De-emphasis !kHz, 0.14dB; 5kHz. 4.35dB; 16kHz. 8.6dB 
Track access time _ ..________________ .. . . _____ 4.0sccs
Error correction capability ___ _ >900pm gap, >B00pm dnt
Mechanical noise ____________________________ quire low
Spuriae up to 100kHz- lOZdB 
Resolution at -90dB _ ......_........  -81.6/-84dB
Headphone socket , _____________ yes (variable output) 57ohms 
Dimensions (wxdxh)37x27x8.3cm 
Estimated typical purchase price _____ £330

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of I9k and ZOkHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to IOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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JVCXLV400B
JVC (UK) Ltd, 12 Priestley Way, Eldonwall Trading Estate, Staples Corner, 

-----------London nw2. Tel 01-450 3282----------

T
is remote control full width CD 
player sells for around £370 and in
cludes a good range of facilities, in
cluding a front panel headphone 
socket with level control, and some 

multifunction buttons to aid operation. The 
fluorescent display has been extended and can 
show overall timings, track timings or remain 
ing time; track and index numbers are displayed 
separately, while a bar graph lists all the avail
able tracks up to 20 and indicates which have 
been programmed. Programming can be random 
or in order.

The player has the usual controls for audible 
music cueing and fast track skip. Repeat func
tions may be selected for A to B sections, for 
programmed tracks and for the whole disc. A 
synchro socket on the rear panel provides auto
start with an appropriately interfacing cassette 
recorder.

Track entry on the machine is by means of 
successive key presses when using the machine, 
but the remote control has a ten digit numeric 
keyboard which quickly speeds up the program
ming. All the necessary functions except head
phone level are present on the useful RM-V400 

handset.
Technically, several large scale integrated cir

cuits simplify the construction, and the laser 
transport is a mass produced assembly of pre
cision lightweight moulded plastics. A single 16 
bit linear converter is time-shared between the 
channels, and a double oversampling method 
is used, combining multipole linear phase digital 
filtering before the decoder, and some lower 
order analogue filtering after conversion.

Lab Report
Channel balance was very good, and the fre
quency response does show a family resemb
lance; in this case the extreme treble was 
completely contained, while the preceeding dip 
reached 0.4dB. At 20kHz output was 0.8dB 
down, but this is not significant.

Channel separation reached a very fine lOOdB 
in the midband, decaying to 74dB at 20kHz. 
The usual maximum of 42° was noted for inter
channel phase difference. Total harmonic distor- 
tiuu aveictge<l —90JD (0.003%) in the. midrange, 
and was held to a very good -87dB at 20kHz. 
Likewise, the high frequency intermodulation 
figures were very good at -85dB full level and 
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-82dB at the -IOdB test level. However, har
monic distortion results were impaired at the 
lower signal levels, and only -22dB was pro
duced at -80dB modulation, IkHz. Level error 
at -90dB averaged 4.3dB, indicating an esti
mated 15.4 bit resolution.

Output level was on the high side, at 2.2V 
from a 650ohm source, and the de-emphasis 
correction was in order. Track access time was 
average, and mechanical noise was held to fairly 
low levels. Absolutely no problems were en
countered with the error correction, and the 
white noise test signal was handled without 
complaint. The non-inverting output was 
almost linear phase, but the rejection of the 
spurious response was -68dB at 88kHz, weaker 
than average.

Sound Quality
The '400 offered a fairly lively almost 'typical 
CD digital sound’. Firm and crisp, it failed to 
beat the average ranking. The mid was some
what lightweight, a touch 'thin’ and 'forward’, 
with a loss of fine depth resolution. Depth 
effects were not fully brought out, and ambience 
was also subdued. The treble showed a hint of 
'grain’ and 'edge; while the bass was quite sharp, 
the impression of extension and weight was mis
sing. Focus was about average.

Conclusions
Although basically very satisfactory — JVC have 
equipped this player well for the money, and 
much of the technical performance is to a good 
standard — the sound quality is however unex
ceptional, and does not justify a recommenda
tion at this price level.

Test Results
Channel balance  
Stereo separation 
Channel phase difference
Total harmonic dostonion, OdB __
Total harmonic discorcion, - IOdB 
Total harmonic distortion, -60dB 
Total harmonic distortion, -BOdB 
Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, OdB

20Hz IkHz ZOkHz
0.04dB 0.04dB 0.04dB

-95. IdB* -100.ZdB-74.0dB 
0° 3° 42°

-93.0dB -90.8dB-86.7dB
-8t.7dB 
-45.SdB 
-21.8dB

................. -94.SdB
Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, - IOdB-83.ZdB
Frequency response, lefr channel ... +0.02dB, -0.79dB
Frequency response, righe channel +0.02dB, -0.79dB
Signal-to-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighced-97dB
Signal-to-noise, CCIR/ARM, IkHz ref ~  -92dB
Output level, OdB, left/right 2.ZV
Output impedance , ... _ ___  __ ____ . . —. 650ohms
De-emphasis correct
Track access rime 6.0secs
Error correction capability>9001-1m gap, >8001-1m dot 
Mechanical noise fairly low 
Spuriae up to 100kHz   -47.6
Resolution at -90dB left -4.30dB, right -4.39dB 
Headphone socket .____ _____ ______  yes (variable output)
Dimensions (wxdxh) .... . ______________ 43.5x30x8cm
Estimated typical purchase price ______ _____ ,.£W
*Left channel, -88. IdB
First reviewed 1986.

Spectrum analysis {above) with input of l 9k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to I OOkHz, and {right) frequency response.
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JVCXL-M700
JVC (UK) Ltd, 12 Priestley Way, Eldonwall Trading Estate, Staples Corner, 

----------London nwz 7 AF. Tel: 01-450 3282----------

K
nown formally as a Compact Disc 
Automatic Changer, this substan
tial, heavy, full-width and full
remote-control player looks a little 
daunting when first removed from 

the box. However, closer acquaintance shows 
that careful thought has gone into the 
ergonomics. The really clever trick has been to 
provide two separate loading drawers — one for 
a single disc, the other accepting the six-disc 
magazine. This cake-and-eat-it-too approach 
nearly avoids suffering the operational 
complexities of the original autochangers of a 
year or so ago when merely wishing to play 
single discs. Nice though this approach is, it 
does not come cheap — £570 puts the price up 
there with the weight and bulk.

When simply pressing 'play’, the, machine 
cycles steadily through all the loaded discs, 
beginning with the single drawer unit if loaded. 
But extensive pre-programming functions are 
available to those who choose to interact with 
the 20 + 1 track selection keypad, the seven 
Lulluii JioL 0<:leLLui pluo vdiiuus programming 
switches. In addition to such modes as repeat 
and intro-scan, a true 'random play' function 
lets the machine make up the playlist, con

tinuing presumably to provide background music 
ad infinitum (or nauseum).

Though the total mass is quite high, no 
special techniques seem to be used to suppress 
vibrations. The rear panel has a pair of audio 
phono sockets which links up with other JVC 
'Compu-Link' products to provide a measure of 
automatic interaction in an appropriate system 
context.

Lab Report
Based on 16-bit 2 x oversampling technology 
with a single DAC, the frequency response was 
generally flat, showing just the mildest ripple 
beginning at high frequencies, and the effect 
of the shared DAC may be seen in the phase 
change at high frequencies too. Channel 
balance was close and figures obtained for stereo 
separation and harmonic distortion are all fine, 
while intermodulation distortion is very low 
indeed.

The output level is a touch on the high side, 
error correction tests were all passed without 
problem, and truck occcgg timco ore 
commendably rapid. Mechanical noise is low, 
but the immunity from shock and vibration was 
rated only average. The measured resolution of 
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around 15.3 bits is reasonable, as is the sup
pression of ultrasonic spuriae, while the inter
modulation spectrogram shows a number of 
components, particularly in the 60-70kHz range.

Sound Quality
With an overall rating just above average, the 
JVC falls a little short of the audiophile mark 
but nonetheless rums in a respectable and solid 
performance. T e sound was considered 
agreeably dynamic and lively, with decent verve 
and pace, and firm control and resolution at the 
frequency extremes. The soundstage was open 
and well-focused with quite good depth, but 
there was some masking of low level detail and 
ambience information. A mild degree of treble 
forwardness was noted, along with some 
'thinning' and 'hardness' in the midrange.

Conclusions
The value for money rating Or this unusual 
player will depend entirely on the value attached 
by the user to the unique single/autochanger 
combination. The all round competence on 
sound quality and lab performance is not alone 
sufficient to justify the £570 asking price, but 

the ergonomics have been extremely well 
thought out, greatly facilitating the operation 
of a multi-role player. Accepting that the 
autochanger features account for a fair chunk 
of the price, the '700 is worth considering.

Test Results
Channel balance_________________ 
Stereo separation ________________  
Channel phase difference
Total harmonic distortion, OdB ____ 
Total harmonic distortion, -JOdB __ 
Total harmonic distortion, -60dB __ 
Total harmonic distortion, -80dB __ 
Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, OdB
Intcrmoodulation, \9kHz/20kHz, - IOdB

•LIE IkHz 20kHz
0.14JB 0.IJJB O<lB
I0IJB 88JB BldB

0° 0° 40°
-BOJB -82.6JB -85<lB

-79JB
-43<lB
-ZIJB

-103dB
- -IOOdB

Frequency response, left channel_______ ____ 0.00dB, 0, —0.SdB
Frequency response, right channel 0.00dB, 0, —0.SdB 
Signal-w-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted ,„ 99/\0JJB 
Signal-to-noise, CCIRIARM, IkHz ref 95/98<lB
Oucput level. OdB, lefrlrighr . 2.32V
Output impedance 650ohms 
De-emphasis IkHz, 0.39dB; 5kHz, 4.68<lB; 16kHz, 9.34JB 
Track access rime 2.0sccs
Error correction capability >900pm gap, >BOOpm <lot
Mechanical noise low
Spuriae up to IOOkHz _____________ _____ ._____ __ _-67JB
Resolution at -90dB -86.31-86.l<lB
Headphone socket yes (variable output) l \Oohms
Dimensions (wxdxh) ..._______________ ,_____ 4J.5x31xI l.3cm
Estimated typical purchase price______ ___________________£570

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and ZOkHz tones. 
showing spuriae up to IOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
ON THESE WORLD FAMOUS AMPS
Contact us at:
BEARD AUDIO, INDUSTRIAL UNIT 81, ASKEW CRESCENT WORKS W12 Tel: 01-749 4258

COM PACT all top selling titles

DISC 
DISCOUNT 

CENTRE

Classical 
Popular 

Jazz 
R 'n' B 
Soul

Mail Order Service Available---------------

Access & Barclaycard 
Welcome

3019 Goldhawk Road, London, 
W12BEZ. Tel 01-741 ^222/(9(5
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JVCXLVllOO
JVC (UK) Ltd, Priestley Way, Eldonwall Trading Estate, Staples Corner, 

-----------London nwz 7 AF. tel 01-450 3280----------

T
his substantial, heavily engineered 
machine represents one of two al- 
temati ve 'flagship approaches 
being pursued by JVC: lacking the 
multiple autochanger transports of 

the M700, the '1100 nevertheless costs some 
£90 more at £659. It is the 'high tech’ model 
of the two, with 16-bit 4X oversampling dual 
converters, multiple power supplies, high audio 
quality components etc. The metal mechanism 
shows some suspension decoupling, and con
struction quality is generally good.

The main controls are sensibly placed and 
easy to use, while the subsidiaries, and the 
JO-digit direct access keypad are both rather 
tucked away beneath a hinged cover. Fortunately 
their functions are duplicated on the full infra
red remote control. The very elaborate display 
includes three separate if small digital readouts 
for track, index and timings, plus a 1-16 music 
calendar and numerous status indicators. Per
haps the most interesting feature is the motor
ised volume control, driveable from the remote 
and also controlling the heaphone level. All the 

usual functions like scan and skip are present, 
plus a few more to baffle the unwary — intro
scan gives edited highlights, for example.

Sound Quality
This prestige luxury model costs a little more 
than the elaborate multi-play M700, yet did only 
slightly better on the listening tests, rating a dis
appointing 'above average'overall. The treble 
quality that caused the main panel unease was 
recessed yet a touch lispy on sibilants, and 
lacking in fine detail. Otherwise fairly pleasant 
and reasonably dynamic, the bass register was 
good and stereo staging was very presentable, 
with decent width, depth and focus.

Conclusions
One can praise the build quality of this flagship 
model, but the heavy investment in technology 
and engineering does not seem to be reflected 
in a correspondingly high standard of sound 
quality, which is where the 'VI 100 ultimately 
disappoints.
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^^^^^^^^^wood uk Ltd, i 7 Bristol Road.MetropolitanCentre, Greenford, Mmox UB68U'

--------TelOI-575 6030---------

O
nee known as Trio in the UK, the 
brand name change to Kenwood 
brings the UK product into line 
with the rest of the world. The 
smartly finished full-width 

DP-9900 looks like a prestige model with its 
solidly cast front panel, offering full remote 
control with an extensive display, so it is a 
welcome surprise to find the price is a fairly 
modest £299. Both display details and legends 
are rather on the small side for easy reading, but 
the control grouping is logical enough and two 
large buttons provide useful 'manual override’ 
out of the automatics and programming 
functions.

The operating manual is particularly arch, 
sprinkled with such headings as: "To play from 
the desired time of the desired tune”, or "To play 
the previous or next tune". Writ very tiny upon 
the player itself are references to an (unspecified) 
‘ over sampling system’, plus a 'linear skate’ disc 
loading mechanism whose aidvantages (or dis
advantages) receive no reference whatsoever m 
the manual.

The unit as a whole is solidly built, but shows 

no apparent techniques specifically aimed at 
avoiding unwanted vibration effects. The front 
panel features a headphone jack with volume 
control, the rear a pair of phono audio outputs 
only.

Lab Report
Technology based on 16-bit chips with 2 x 
oversampling and a shared DAC have resulted 
in an overall lab performance that was entirely 
competent, if unspectacular, rather reflecting 
the price level of the player. The response 
showed mild high frequency ripple, and a slight 
'bump’ in the filter characteristic centering on 
15kHz — small enough in degree but just at the 
edge of the audible band nonetheless. Channel 
balance could have been closer at low and mid 
frequencies, but stereo separation, harmonic and 
intermodulation distortions were all good, the 
IM spectrogram showing just two obvious com
ponents at 68-70kHz.

While mechanical noise was very low and re
sistance to shock and vibration good, the track 
accessing time was a rather slow 6 seconds. Error 
correction and white noise tests were cleared 
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without problems, noise was low, ultrasonic 
spuriae were well suppressed, and low level 
linearity was quite good, indicating a resolution 
of 15 .5 bits.

Sound Quality
The '9900 rated a firm average, leaning towards 
the plus side, which is quite a good result for 
its price. Depth and stereo focus were both quite 
good, though there was some loss of resolution 
on low level ambient information. Dynamics 
were considered only average, with some 
limitation, and the subjective tonal balance 
included a subtle treble exaggeration. Some 
'coarseness' was noted in the upper midrange, 
and the bass was a touch 'heavy' and 'slowed'.

Conclusions
Kenwood's DP990D clearly sits right on the 
borderline of recommendation. Both the 
1 istening tests and lab performance are par for 
the price, and the package is further enhanced 
by exceptional standards of finish and present
ation, plus full feature and remote control pro
visions. On balance and bearing in mind the 

good all-round package it deserves recommend
ation, with the caution that comparable sound 
quality can be obtained more cheaply elsewhere.

Test Results
Channel balance __
Slcrco separation .
Channel phase difference
Total harmonic distortion, OdB ____ 
Tomi harmonic disronion, -lOdB __ 
Total harmonic disronion, -60dB __ 
Total harmonic distortion, -80dB __ 
Intermodulation, I9kHz/20kHz. OdB
Intermodulation, I9kHz/10kHz, — lOdB

10Hz !kHz 10kHz
O.ldB 028dB OOldB 
lOSdB lOSdB 8O.SdB

0° 0° 40°
-90dB -9\dB -86dB

-82.SdB
-43dB
-19dB 
-9ldB 

-808dB
Frequency response, left channel O CJilB, 0, -0.61dB
Frequency response, right channel 0.03dB, 0, -0.34dB 
Signal-to-noise, ZOHz-20kHz unweighted . 981!03dB
Signal-to-noise, CCIR/ARM, !kHz ref 93/98dB
Output level, OdB, left/right 2.0SV
Ourput impedance __________ ...__________ 200ohms
De-emphasis !kHz, 0.42dB; SkHz. 4.58dB; 16kHz, 9ldB 
Track access rime ____ _ ______________________________6.0secs
Error correction capability>900pm gap, >BOOpm dm 
Mechanical noise  very low
Spuriae up to !OOkHz -lOldB
Resolution at -90dB -86.6/-88ldB
Headphone socket_______ _ yes (variable output) 82ohms
Dimensions (wxdxh)____ ... . 44x30x9.Scm
Estimated typical purchase price L .’OQ

d!EU

.rDiv

81HAG RAttGEi -5t dBV K[H DP-990D 11" STATUS! PAUSED RMS= 10

-106 START: 0 Hz BU: 375 Hz STOP: 100 000 HzX: 19000 Hz________ Y:~10.00 dBEU_______________________
Spectrum analysis (above) with input of l 9k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to I OOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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LUXMAND-100
HW International Ltd, 3-5 Eden Grove, London N7 seq. 

---------- TelOI-607 2717---------- •

L
uxman are a smallish Japanese com
pany that has always specialised in the 
luxury end of the hi-fi separates 
market, and has carved quite a niche 
for itself as a modern valve amplifier 

manufacturer on the Japanese market. Though 
they recently introduced an elaborate D-109 
multi-box/digital amplifier CD apparatus, this 
arrived too late for inclusion, so we have had 
to settle for the rather less extraordinary but 
considerably cheaper D-100 to represent the 
marque.

However, £450 is hardly bargain basement 
stuff, and the D-100 is quite sparsely equipped, 
so Luxman are clearly going for a market that 
appreciates the very high standards of finish and 
build quality that are evident, most notably in 
the front panel and the 'feel' of the controls. 
Though quite heavy, there is no evidence of any 
particular attempt to combat outside vibration.

Machine facilities are quite sparse, promoting 
simple operation, and are backed up by the infra
red remote control. (Neither the handset nor 
the manual accompanied the review machine, 
ed you'll have to find out for youreelf what 
facilities it has!) The usual main transport 
functions including skip and scan are sensibly 

grouped at the right hand end of the top section 
of the fascia, while three smaller buttons cover
ing subsidiary functions like display mode, repeat 
and programming, plus the headphone socket 
and its volume control are distributed along the 
lower section.

Lab Report
Based on Yamaha ^X-series technology, this 
Luxman uses 2 x oversampling with a single, 
shared 16-bit DAC, showing the expected high 
frequency interchannel phase shift. The fre
quency response showed the expected mild last
octave 0.4dB peak, but was flat enough else
where. Channel balance was reasonable, separ
ation unexceptional, and harmonic distortion 
below average, deteriorating at low levels and 
towards the bandwidth extremes. Intermodu
lation distortion was quite good, and the 
spectrogram was clean apart from some 25kHz 
components.

The output impedance was a trifle high, 
which could give rise to difficulties in direct/ 
passive connection to some power amplifiers. 
Track access wag quite fa£t, mechanicnl noise 
low, and resistance to shock and vibration very 
good. Error correction and tracking tests posed
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no problems and ultrasonic spuriae were well 
suppressed, but signal-to-noise ratios were a little 
below average, and low level resolution was an 
unimpressive 14.5-bits.

Sound Quality
The slightly below average rating for this player 
is something of a disappointment considering 
its price, and results from a sound that was 
considered a trifle old-fashioned, partly re
flecting the fact that the 0100 has been on the 
market for rather longer than most of the 
machines tested. The treble was slightly de
focused, forward and brash, though elsewhere 
stereo focus was fairly good and depth reason
able. The bass sounded a little 'softened', and 
the midrange slightly congested, especially on 
complex material.

Conclusions
Beautiful presentation and build quality plus 
simplicity of operation are clear points in favour 
of the 0-100. But the lab performance was 
nothing special, and the listening tests were 

even less positive, indicating that this particular 
machine is starting to slip behind the times in 
view of its quite high price.

Test Results
Channel balance 
Stereo separation ..................
Channel phase difference
Tora] harmonic disronion, OdB ____ 
Total harmonic distortion, — !OdB __ 
Tora] harmonic distoriion, —60dB __ 
Total harmonic distortion, -80dB __ 
Intermodulation, 19kHz/10kHz, OdB
Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, - lOdB

10Hz !kHz 10kHz
0.1 IdB 0.1ldB 0.19dB

90dB 86dB 64dB
0° 5° 70°

-68dB -84dB -68dB
-8ldB
-38dB

-15.5dB
-89dB
-92dB

Frequency response, left channel-0.0ldB, 0, -0.83dB 
Frequency response, right channel .... . OdB, 0, -0.82dB
Signal-to-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted 93/96dB 
Signal-to-noise, CCIR/ARM, !kHz ref 88/91dB
Output level, OdB, left/right . . ___ _____ .1.01V
Output impedance . .. l.2kohms
De-emphasis !kHz, O.SdB; 5kHz, 4.76dB; 16kHz, 8.81dB 
Track access time   .............. . ............. ............... ...........3.0secs
Error correction capability____________ >900pm gap, >8OOpm dot
Mechanical noise . __________ _______________low
Spuriae up ro lOOkHz________________ ____________ _.-98dB
Resolution at -90dB -84.2/-83.5dB
Headphone socket yes (variable output) 50ohms
Dimensions (wxdxh) ... _________ ___ 43.6x30x8.5cm
Estimated typical purchase price£450

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of! 9k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to I OOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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MARANTZCD273
Marantz Audio (uk) Ltd, 15-16 Saxon Way Industrial Estate, Moor Lane,

- Harmondsworth, Middx UB7 olw Tel: 01-897 6633- ••

Marantz are a subsidiary of 
Philips, but operate largely 
autonomously nonetheless as a 
specialist hi-fi brand, with en
tirely separate marketing and 

significant differences between product ranges. 
The CD players have most in common, and it 
is possible to establish equivalent models (this 
273 being closely related to the Philips 160), 
but Marantz have stayed true to their hi-fi roots, 
specifying components selected for good sound 
quality and adding modifications of their own 
in some instances.

Received only just in time for the 1987 
edition, this brand new manual control midi
sized Marantz is available in two versions. This 
review concentrates upon the 'standard' '273, 
priced at a competitive £199, but a C0273SE 
'special edition' model is also available for an 
extra £40, identical in overall appearance and 
facilities but with added UK-sourced 'Euro
tweaks' to enhance the sound quality.

The control layout is relatively clean and 
sensibly laid out, the large and clearly labelled 
main operating controls (including skip and 
audible scan) set apart from the less important 
programming (20 tracks), repeat and display 

functions. The display itself is quite small, but 
gives two separate numerical readouts for track 
number and elapsed or remaining time, and 
remains uncluttered by machine status LEDs. 
The presentation is smart with a good standard 
of finish, though the machine is very light in 
weight, a little flimsily constructed and plasticky 
in feel. However, much emphasis is placed on 
the under the skin engineering, features such 
as the separate analogue and digital power 
supplies and twin DACs being rare enough at 
twice the price.

Lab Report
Despite its budget price, this machine has 
advanced technical features, using twin 16-bit 
DACs with 4 X oversampling, and therefore 
shows no interchannel phase difference at high 
frequencies. Indeed the measurement set overall 
was no less impressive. Response is extremely 
flat, albeit with a trace of ripple at high fre
quencies. Channel balance measured very close, 
channel separation was outstanding, and har
monic distortion pretty good, alheit marmi ;ir 
low levels. Intermodulation distortion was ex
ceptionally low, though the spectrogram does 
show a few clusters of ultrasonic spuriae.
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Track access time was a reasonable 3.5 
seconds, mechanical noise was reasonably low, 
shock and vibration resistance were very good, 
and error and tracking tests posed no problems. 
Signal-to-noise figures were exceptionally good, 
ultrasonic spuriae were quite well under control, 
and low level linearity was a reasonable 15 bits.

Sound Quality
Not only did the '273 provide fine lab 
measurements for its price, it did very well in 
the listening tests too. The 'standard' model was 
rated firmly above average, close to the good 
category, and praised for its cheerful, lively, open 
and dynamic sound. There was a touch of treble 
brightness, but in this respect it was considered 
slightly cleaner than its sister machine, the 
Philips 160. Stereo staging was impressive, with 
good focus, clarity and definition, and decent 
bass resolution.

Conclusions
The fine lab performance and listening test 
results, together with good presentation and 
ergonomics make a Best Buy rating mandatory 

for this budget price player. The only minor 
quibble might be that the build is a little less 
rugged and operation a little less smooth than 
some of the competition.

Test Results
Channel balance , __ _____
Stereo separation , _ __....__ ,
Channel phase difference
Total harmonic distortion, O<lB ____  
Total harmonic distortion, -IOJB __ 
Tomi harmonic distortion, -60dB __ 
Tomi harmonic Jistorcion, -80dB __ 
lntcrmodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, OdB 
lmermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz. - IOdB

20Hz IkHz 20kHz
0.03JB 0.02JB O.OZdB
12IJB 108JB 9&\B

0° 0° o•
-88JB -84JB -BOdB

-81dB
-42JB

- -14JB
- -IO5JB

-99JB
Frequency response, left channel 0.03JB, 0, -0.03dB 
Frequency response, right channel 0.03dB. 0, -0.03dB 
Signal-to-noise, Z0Hz-20kHz unwcighred 110/111 dB
Signal-to-noise, CCIR/ARM. !kHz ref !05/106dB
Output level, OdB, lefr/right  .__________________2.1V
Ourpur impedance 200ohms 
De-emphasis Ikf-lz. 0.38dB; Skf-lz, 4.6dB; 16kHz. 9.1dB
Track access rime 3.5secs
Error correction capability_____ _ ____„>900pm gap, >800pm Jo(
Mechanical noise l.mlv low
Spuriae up co I OOkHz ________ , _____  86dB
Resolution at -90dB_____________________ . -1O1i-104dB
Headphone socket________________________________________ no
Dimensions (wX d X h) . ______ 32 X 31X 8.6cm
Estimated rypical purchase price _______________i 199

Spectrum analysis (above} with input of I 9k and ZOkHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to 100kHz, and (right) frequency response.
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MARANTZ CD^273SE
Marantz Audio (uk) Ltd, 15-16 Saxon Way Industrial Estate.Moor Lane, 

-----Harmondsworth, Middx ub7 olw. Tel: 01-897 6633-----------

R
eceived only just in time for the 
1987 edition, this brand new 
manual control midi-sized Marantz 
is available in two versions. The 
'standard' '273 is priced at a com

petitive £199, but this review concentrates upon 
the CD273SE 'special edition' model which 
costs an extra £40 and is identical in overall ap
pearance and facilities (barring a pretentiously 
scripted Special Edition front panel logo), but 
with added UK-sourced 'Eurotweaks' to enhance 
the sound quality.

The control layout is relatively clean and 
sensibly laid out, the large and clearly labelled 
main operating controls (including skip and 
audible scan) set apart from the less important 
programming (20 tracks), repeat and display 
functions. The display itself is quite small, but 
gives two separate numerical readouts for track 
number and elapsed or remaining time, and 
remains uncluttered by machine status LEDs.

Presentation is smart with a good standard of 
finish, though the machine is very light in 
weight, a little flimsy in construction and 
plasticky in feel. However, much emphasis is 

placed on the under the skin engineering, 
features such as the separate analogue and digital 
power supplies and twin DACs being rare 
enough at twice the price.

Sound Quality
Eclipsing the high standards set by the standard 
model, the '273SE scored a strong 'good' overall 
rating — edging towards audiophile territory at 
a near-budget price! Fine dynamics accompany 
a clean, coherent and stable stereo image, with 
good width and depth. The sound was easy and 
non-fatiguing, tidy and well ordered, with low 
distortion and pretty good low level resolution. 
Neutral in balance, the midrange showed less 
'muddle' than the standard model.

Conclusions
One may assume a good lab performance com
parable to the standard model. Build quality is 
quite adequare, finish and presenrntinn gnnrl, 
but the 'SE is in any case an obvious Best Buy, 
simply on the basis of fine sound quality versus 
price.
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MARANTZCD65
Marantz Audio (UK) Ltd, 15-16 Saxon Way Industrial Estate, Moor Lane, 

■ Harmondsworth, Middx ub7 olw. Tel: 01-897 6633

I
n many ways this is a typical mid-priced 
CD player — black, standard size, standard 
search and programming facilities, manual 
control, selling for £380, but in point of 
fact it is claimed to be the leading seller 

via independent dealers during the pre
Christmas period 1987. There is much in 
common with the remote-control Marantz 
CD75, and its nearest Philips equivalent is the 
CD460.

Manufactured in the Philips factory in 
Belgium, it shares much tried and tested 
common technology with most other Marantz 
and Philips models, not to mention a number 
of the players which are modified, branded and 
marketed by small specialist manufacturers. But 
Marantz see themselves as hi-fi specialists too 
— though owned by Philips they operate auto
nomously to a great extent. They brand and sell 
only hi-fi equipment and are not in the business 
of flogging lightbulbs and toasters, so they like 
to distinguish their models from those of the 
paiem company.

The CD65s now sold in the UK have been 
mildly 'tweaked' to enhance sound quality — 
a little like the specialist-branded machines 

though not perhaps to quite the same degree. 
The technology includes the latest 16-bit 4X 
oversampling technique, with dual D/A con
verters giving essentially linear phase, and digital 
filtering.

Sound Quality
Originally rating above average and falling a 
little beneath the sonic shadow of the CD75, 
the '65 has now been upgraded to SE-type 
specifications. Still falling a little short of the 
current '75, the '65 has a similar overall rating 
as the midi-sized '273SE. The high quality 
Philips 16-bit sound has superior focus, dynamics 
and treble precision, giving a fine combination 
of liveliness and neutrality, with good stereo 
presentation.

Conclusions
The CD65 has been improved sufficiently so 
that this already best selling model still repre
sents tair value tor money, well deserving firm 
recommendation. It is, however, perhaps mar
ginally the weakest in this respect compared 
with the '273 and '75 models.
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MARANTZCD75
Marantz Audio (UK) Ltd, 15-16 Saxon Way Industrial Estate, Moor Lane, 

----- Harmondsworth, Middex UB7 OLW. TeL: 01-897 6633-----------

T
his is a typical mid-priced CD 
player - black, standard size, stan
dard search and programming facil
ities, with remote control included 
at £450.Manufactured in the Philips factory in Bel

gium, it shares much tried and tested common 
technology with most other Marantz and Philips 
models, not to mention a number of the players 
which are modified, branded and marketed by 
small specialist manufacturers. But Marantz see 
themselves as hi-fi specialists too — though 
owned by Philips they operate autonomously to 
a great extent. They brand and sell only audio 
equipment and are not in the business of flog
ging lightbulbs and toasters, so they like to 
distinguish their models from those of the parent 
company.

The CD75s that are sold in the UK market 
have therefore been mildly 'tweaked' at Marantz 
UK by changing certain output and power sup
ply capacitor grodcs, in an attc.mpl Lu ciilidiiLe 
sound quality and give them an edge — a little 
like the specialist-branded machines though not 
to the same degree.

The technology includes the latest 16-bit 4X 
oversampling technique, with dual D/A conver
ters giving essentially linear phase, and digital 
filtering. This latest chip set has more on board 
memory and therefore more powerful error cor
rection than earlier models, and indeed those 
of many competitors.

Lab Report
Though there is still a trace of high frequency 
ripple under great magnification, the frequency 
response is essentially flat. Channel balance is 
indicative of normal commercial tolerances, 
with the twin converters providing zero phase 
error at high frequencies. Results for harmonic 
and intemodulation distortion were very good, 
albeit with some vibration between channels. 
White noise at OdB showed slight clipping asym
metry, and resolution at -90dB does show room 
for improvement.

Error correction is to the highest standards, 
anJ the player ac4uitted itself well on the 
'fingerprint' test. The unit is mechanically quiet 
in operation and behaved itself well under vib
ration or shock excitation. Track access times 
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were quite rapid and output met the 2V spec. 
from a comfortably low source impedance.

Sound Quality
Despite its comparatively modest price, the 
CD75 turned in a very fine performance on the 
listening tests, comfortably beating its '65 sibling 
and coming close to several highly rated mac
hines costing considerably more. Though falling 
a little short of the very best in terms of detail 
and dynamic resolution, the overall balance is 
particularly finely judged and the limitations 
very evenly spread. Lacking a little in bass 
‘ speed' and weight', depth and space were also 
slightly curtailed, but the mid/treble balance is 
sweet, even and open.

Conclusions
The CD75 must surely be the best bargain 
around in CD players at the moment, and it is 
on this machine that Marantz UK's own special 
touches appear to have had the most telling 
effect. Delivering a sound quality that can rival 
machines twice the price even though it may 

lack some of their luxury touches, the CD75 
is an obvious Best Buy.

Test Results
20Hz

Channel balance ___ ____ ,__0.14dB
Srereo separation , .--------------- . l17dB
Channel phase difference „_ _ 0°
Total harmonic disunion, OdB____ -92.7dB 
Total harmonic distortion, -IOdB 
Tora\ harmonic disunion, -60dB  
Tora\ harmonic distortion, -SOdB 

!kHz 10kHz
O.lSdB 0.13dB 

106dB IOJJB 
0° oo

-89dB -86dB
-83dB
-45dB
-18dB

Intermodulation, l9kHz/20kHz, OdB ... _ ,,__-90dB
lnrermodulat;on, 19kHz/20kHz. - IOdB _ _ . ... ... -92dB
Frequency response, left channel   0 0 -0.09dB
Frequency response, right channel  0 0 -0.0SdB
Signal-to-noise, 20Hz-ZOkHz unwcighrcd__ .__________ -1 !0dB
S;gnal-to-no;se. CCIRIARM, !kHz cef -104dB 
Output level, OdB, left/right _______ ___________ 2.0JV
Output impedance . ______.. __________________ 200 ohms
De-emphas;s -0.38dB(IkHz), -4.63dB(5kHz), (-9.ldB(l6kHz) 
Track access time_______________ ___________________ 3.Ssecs
Error correction capability . gap>900pm, dm>B00pm
Mechanical noise_______________ __________ very low
Spudae up to 100kHz  -87.JdB
Resolution at -90dB  L -97.9db, R -108dB
Headphone socket___________________ variable, 150 ohms
Dimensions (wxdxh) . ...  42x32x8.Scms
Estimated typical purchase price ... . £450
First reviewed The Collection l 987

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to IOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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MARANTZCD94Marantz Audio (UK) Ltd, 15-16 Saxon Way Inoustrial Estate, Moor Lane,--- Harmondsworth, Middlesex ub7 olw. Tel :01-897 6633-

The prestige £800 '94 is completely different in appearance, construction and price from previous Marantz CD players, though the technology at its heart is still fundamentally familiar. It is manufactured in Japan (in what was a Marantz factory before the Philips takeover) and offers deluxe build quality and certain features designed to enhance sound quality. Much of the reason behind the pricetag can be identified by lifting the carton: it is much heavier than other current models because it incorporates a number of expensive metal diecastings in place of the plastics mouldings used extensively in the Hasselt range.The styling has been carefully arranged to promote ease of use, separating the controls into two groups. The main operational controls (play, stop/pause, skip, open/close, plus FTC select) are to the right and below the quite elaborate display. Subsidiary facilities including a 10-digit keypad and headphone socket are tucked behind a hinged cover, permitting audible scan, repeat, display mode, programming, ere. 'Fvvrnmre mrk selection (FfS) is a useful feature which enables the machine to store and automatically play preprogrammed track selections from up to 150 or 

so discs in a collection. The rear panel has sockets for optical and electronic digital data outputs besides normal stereo audio, and the fall remote control can be interlinked with other compatible system components.The extra build quality undoubtedly promotes confidence in use. The main frame and the disc playing chassis are both substantial metal diecastings, with the latter spring-decoupled for vibration suppression. The top cover has been damped and the heatsink at the rear likewise designed to be inherently non-resonant.
Lab ReportThe internal technology is the familiar Philips 16-bit 4x oversampling, with separate DACs, powerful error correction and digital filtering. Additional attention here is paid to power supplies and audio circuitry, with extra internal screening. The frequency response was ruler flat, with the merest suggestion of HF ripples under our large scale magnification. Channel phase difference was zero due to the twin DACs, while rhannpl halance wai held to normal commcr cial tolerances. Separation and distortion figures were truly outstanding, though the IM spectrogram does show some ultrasonic spuriae.78



Error correction was very good on all tests, 
and resistance to shock or vibration likewise. 
Mechanical noise was very low, and track access 
times about average. The output level met the 
format specification, from a usefully low source 
impedance. Electrical noise levels were state-of- 
the-art, but the OdB white noise test showed 
slight rounding at the top of the waveform, 
ultrasonic spuriae could have been lower, and 
the practical low level resolution was only 15 
bits, a rather average result for an expensive 
machine.

Sound Quality
The efforts that have gone into creating this 
machine have not been wasted, the expense 
being subtantially vindicated by a very good 
sound quality rating — rather better than that 
achieved by Philips with the 960 in point of fact. 
Retaining the fundamentally fine character of 
this 16-bit 4 x oversampling chip set and losing 
nothing in dynamics, drama and bass drive, the 
94 is also clearly more restrained, refined and 
good mannered. Giving a dependable sound 
that is easy to listen to, stereo perspectives were 
very good and the midband notably neutral, 
though there was a hint of laziness in the bass 
and treble.

Conclusions
Clearly the best Marantz CD player, the CD 94's 

high build quality and good objective and sub
jective performance obviously deserve confident 
recommendation. The value for money is per
haps not quite in the CD 75 league, but it is 
fair to suggest that the far higher build quality 
of the mechanism in particular should result in 
a more consistent performance over time and 
from sample to sample.

Test Results
Channel balance _________________
Stereo separation
Channel phase difference
Total harmonic distortion, OdB ____ 
Tora\ harmonic distortion, -lOdB __ 
Toca\ harmonic distortion, -60dB __ 
Tora! harmonic distortion, -80dB __ 
lnte<modulation. 19kHz/20kHz, OdB
Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, - lOdB

20Hz IkHz 20kHz 
0.16dB 0.!6dB 0.14dB 

1013dB J \0.6dB l12.6dB 
0° 0° 0°

-92.7dB -88.7dB -90dB 
- -84dB
------ 50.4dB 
------20.4dB 
- -91.6dB

-9ldB
Frequency response, left channel + O.OldB, 0, -O.ZdB 
Frequency response, right channel OdB, 0, -O.JSdB
Signal-to-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted __ 109/J08dB
Signal-to-noise, CCIR/ARM, !kHz ref .... 108/106dB
Output level, OdB, left/right .. ZV
Output impedance_________ ___________________ . ______56ohms
De-emphasis lkH!, 0.4dB; SkHz, 4.6dB; 16kHz, 93dB 
Track access time__  ___ ___________________3 Ssecs
Error correction capability . , >900pm gap, >SOOpm dot
Mechanical noise ,__ _____ _____ __  very low
Spuriae up to lOOkHz-87.!dB 
Resolution at -90dB-102/-104dB 
Headphone socket .____ yes (variable output) 207ohms
Dimensions (wxdxh) 46x36x10.Scm
Estimated typical purchase price

RANGE: 5 dBV STATUS^ PAUSCD 
ainag marantz 9^ -1 en im rmsho-•• .SV

sTART : 0 Hz SU> 375 Hz STOP« 100 900 Hzfri e Hz
Spectrum analysis (above) with input of l 9k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to 100kHz, and (right) frequency response.
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MEMOREX CD 1400
Tandy uk, Tandy Centre, Leamore Lane, Bloxwich, Walsall, West Midlands ws2 7ps. 

-----------Tel: (09224) 77778----------

M
emorex have a noted track 
record in tape technology, not 
to mention magnetic storage in 
general, but this is the first time 
we have encountered hardware 

under their name. In fact the Memorex brand 
here has little or nothing to do with those tape 
people, but is now being used by the Tandy 
Corporation for various hardware items sold 
through their extensive UK chain of franchised 
shops, presumably because it has better public 
awareness than their earlier Realistic brand.

The £230 CD-1400 is a conventional enough 
machine of Japanese manufacture, with a simple 
infra-red remote control covering a fairly basic 
roster of facilities. Neither midi nor 'maxi' in 
size, but tending towards the former, the con
struction is lightweight, with little apparent 
attention paid to reducing vibration effects, but 
the manual's description of a 'cushioned' disc 
tray does make a genuflection in this direction.

Finish is good, the simple ergonomics making 
it easy and straightforward to use with just the 
minimum number of buttons to worry about, 
though the legends do give pause for thought 
— the aggrandised Automatic Search Music 
System (ASMS) is simply 'track skip' by another 

name. Audible scan, index search, 15-track 
memory play and repeat functions are also pro
vided, and the display has two separate digital 
readouts plus machine status indicators.

Lab Report
The CD-1400 uses traditional 16-bit linear 
conversion, with a 'brickwall' filter and single, 
time-shared DAC, bringing in consequence a 
significant high frequency interchannel phase 
shift. The frequency response was a trifle uneven 
at high frequencies, and mildly recessed around 
4-8kHz. Channel balance was very close, and 
separation was respectable enough, though 
deteriorating at high frequencies, as was the case 
with otherwise good harmonic distortion figures. 
IM distortion was low, and the spectrogram was 
fairly clean apart from prominent spuriae around 
25kHz.

Absolute phase was inverted, and the output 
level was a little below spec — sufficient to 
disadvantage this player in A/B comparison if 
adjustment is not made. Track access time was 
a reasonable 4 seconds, mechanical nnisr was 
moderate, and error correction/tracking tests 
were handled without problems. Shock and 
vibration rejection was only average, and the 
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OdB white noise test showed slight clipping. 
Electrical noise levels were good, ultrasonic 
spuriae were well suppressed and low level 
linearity was a very respectable 15.6-bits.

Sound Quality
Though rating below average overall, the 
Memorex by no means disgraced itself. It 
sounded a little old fashioned in the manner 
of older 16-bit linear players, against the context 
of the latest generation of players elsewhere. 
Mild criticism was made of treble 'swish’ and 
'brittleness', and a slight loss of detail, clarity 
and dynamics. The bass was a touch emphasised 
and slowed, the soundstage showed some flat
tening of perspective and reductions in stereo 
depth and width, and the sound seemed better 
with less taxing, lower level program material.

Conclusions
This respectable enough machine showed no 
particular weakspots and offered a fair comple
ment of facilities for the price, along with the 
undoubted benefit of Japanese build quality. The 

lab and subjective performances were both a 
little below average, so no formal recommend
ation is appropriate, but that is not to say this 
model does not offer a fair performance at a fair 
price.

Test Results
Channel balance ________________
Sccrco separation
Channel phase difference
Total harmonic distortion, OdB ____
Total harmonic distortion, — JOJB __
Total harmonic distortion, -60JB __
Total harmonic disrortion, -80dB __ 
Intermodulation, 19kHzf20kHz. OdB
Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, - lOdB

20Hz \kHz 20kHz
0.04dB 0.04dB 0.07dB

94dB 93dB 7ZJB
0° 5° 76°

-88dB -84JB -62JB
-85JB
-46dB
-24dB
-86dB
-91dB

Fre4uency response, lch channel 0. I 7dB. 0. -0.59dB 
Frequency response, right channel 0.17dB. 0, -0.56JB 
Signal-to-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted ._ ___________  96/99dB
Signal-to-noise, CCIR/ARM. I kHz ref 91/96JB
Output level. OdB, left/right I .79V 
Output impedance 450ohms 
De-emphasis ____1kHz, O.!SdB; SkHz. -4.3dB; 16kHz. -9.16JB 
Track access rime _ ____.___  _______.__________ 4.0sccs
Error correction capability >900pm gap, >800pm doi
Mechanical noise __________________________________ moderare
Spuriae up to !OOkHz -104dB
Resolution at -90dB_____. ... ... -87.1/-88.9dB
Headphone socket none
Dimensions (wxdxh) 37x27x7.lcm
Estimated typical purchase price ........  itoU

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of l 9k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to lOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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A
fter the success of their 
Philips-derived MCD and Pro
MCD players, Meridian have 
gone a substantial step further 
than most specialists in design

ing this new 207. Not only is it indisputably 
the most elegant looking CD player around, it 
also has capabilities only matched by B&O in 
providing full 'round the house' remote opera
tion. And where the earlier MCDs (based on 
the early Philips 100 chassis) were sparse, the 
207 is much better endowed with automatic/ 
programming facilities.

This is a two-box player, consisting of separate 
transport and electronics sections which can be 
sited side by side or stacked to taste. A pinstripe 
motif provides attractive visual distinction 
which is reflected in the layout of the chassis 
controls and remote unit. The control keys are 
straightforward in the main, but contain a shift
key system for less commonly used functions 
which takes a little learning — this is really just 
a matter of getting used to a new approach.

This electronics section also contains a simple 
inbuilt pre-amplifier which provides electronic 
volume. control aiiJ >wiLdtiiig fui Lwu udio fuie 
level inputs. In this sense the 207 can there
fore be connected directly to a power amplifier 
or a pair of Meridian's active loudspeakers, while 

also accepting and switching additional signals 
from tuner and tape sources. Both these func
tions will be controllable from the optional 209 
remote control unit, itself a substantial casting 
allowing, ultimately, armchair control through
out the house from different independent 
sources. A more elaborate 201 pre-amplifier is 
due on the market imminently, providing more 
sophisticated system control than those avail
able with just the CD player, plus a 204 FM 
tuner/timeswitch.

The transport section is a Philips'die-cast 
chassis adapted as a substantially built slide-out 
drawer system, giving the stacking advantages 
of a front loader. The metal sleeve and glass 
front plate provide a measure of acoustic iso
lation during play, reducing vibration at the disc. 
Meridian continue to rely upon the 14-bit 4X 
oversampling technology that they used in the 
Pro-MCD, an approach which they share with 
several other notable upmarket designs. Con
siderable care has been taken over the various 
power supplies needed, separating analogue from 
digital and running the transport separately as 
well.

Lab Report
Originally measured in pre-production form but 
giving essentially the same results when a pro-
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ductian model was checked, the frequency re

sponse showed a mild, gentle rolloff above 1kHz, 

amounting to -1.5dB at 20kHz, overlaying the 

high frequency ripple characteristic of this chip 

set. Channel balance was very close, with zero 

HF phase error and fine stereo separation. Dis

tortion results were generally good, while OdB 

white noise and -90dB resolution both gave 

excellent results — 14-bit notwithstanding. Error 

correction and shock/ vibration sensitivity were 

very good, while mechanical noise was low. 

Track access was a reasonable 4secs.

The fixed output met the standard, while the 

output via the electronic volume control gave 

up the 9V, both from low source impedances. 

This volume control showed good channel 

tracking down to low levels and had a decent 
.

law to retain normal 'feel'.

The pre-amp section was also checked out. 

The line input response showed a sensible HF 

rolloff to -3dB at 45kHz. Sensitivity was sen

sible for most sources, though overload margins 

could have been a little better, and the impe

dance was a little on the low side, particularly 

for interfacing some valve eqiupment. Distor

tion, noise and other measured parameters were 

all fine.

Sound Quality
Re-auditioned in production form to confirm the 

fine prototype results, Meridian seem well able 

to maintain standards. Highly rated on the lis

tening tests, the sound was lively yet without 

hardness. Depth was considered very good rather 

than exceptional, and stereo width was margin

ally less than the best too. The perceived mid

range balance was particularly liked, and the 

bass was crisp and articulate. The upper treble 

showed a touch of exaggeration, and transpar

ency and 'air' were a trifle constrained.

There was a mild loss of quality when used 

via the pre-amp section rather than from the 

fixed output, but this is in the context of a con

ventional system, where the Meridian may be 

used to drive active speaker systems directly, pro

viding an effective compensation.

Conclusions
The 207 delivered a sound quality in the very 

top class, comfortably ahead of more mass pro

duced products and bettered only slightly by 

significantly more expensive models. Not only 

arguably the prettiest model around, it is also 

one of the most capable with its on-board pre

amp, while Meridian’s plans indicate that it is 

future-ready to an unusual degree. Clearly de

serving strong recommendation, it is now up to 

Meridian to make this hitherto scarce model 

widely available.

Test Results
Channel balance _ ... -

Srereo separation___________r_.______ .
Channel phase difference .

Total harmonic distortion, OdB_____

Total harmonic distortion, -IOdB

Total harmonic distortion, -60dB

Toral harmonic distortion, -80dB 

Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, OdB

10Hz lkHz 20kHz

O.OIJB O.OldB O.OldB

i20JB I02dB 78JB
0 0 0

-91.2JB -84.3dB
82.4dB

43.SdB

19.7dB

-85JB

-86.ZdB
Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz. -IOdB -86.JJB 

Frequency response, lcfr channel   +0.07dB 0 -l.53dB

Frequency response, right channel  +0.07dB 0 -I.48JB

Signal-to-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted _ __ 95.SdB

Signal-to-noise. CCIRIARM. \kHz ref-96JB 

Output level. OdB, left/right ___________ 2.09V fixed, 9.06V variable

Output impedance 58uhms fixed, 19ohms variable 

De-emphasis _____ -0.52JB(lkHz). -5.52dB(5kHz), -9.7dB(l6kHz)

Track access time _________________ .__________________ 4secs
Error corectiun capability gap>900, pm dot, >800p
Mechanical noise very low 

Spuriae up to 1 OOkHz  - 87.6dB

Resolution at -90dB .. .. L -2.0ZdB, R -4.62dB
Headphone socket 3.5mm miniature

Dimensions (wxdxh) (16x38x JO)x2 ems 

Estimated typical purchase price £850

First reviewed The Collection I 987

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of l9k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to lOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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MITSUBISHI DP209R
Mitsubishi Electronic (UK) Ltd, Hertford Place, Maple Cross, Rickmansworth,

■ Herts wd3 2BJ Tel: (0923) 770000-

T
here are in fact two DP209 
machines from the Mitsubishi 
stable, sufficiently similar to share 
the same instruction manual but 
distinguished by a couple of luxury 

trimmings on the £250 'R model featured here. 
Logically adding full infra-red remote control, 
the 'R is also equipped with a headphone jack 
with its own volume control, but in other 
respects is identical with the standard '209.

This is an unusually slim full-width machine, 
light in weight and lacking any apparent pro
vision against external mechanical shock. The 
control surfaces are matt black against a 
'lacquer-finish' front panel, with intelligent 
separation and silver highlighting of the major 
power, stop and play buttons.

The usual comprehensive display provides a 
variety of pertinent details regarding the content 
of the disc and programming of the player. 
Control functions likewise permit great flexi
bility of searching, repeating and programming 
fur diuoe prepareJ tu master the manual. The 
rear panel phono sockets are accompanied by 
a 7-pin DIN socket offering subcode output 
against possible future applications.

Lab Report
Technically conventional enough, the 209 is a 
16-bit 2 X oversampling machine with single 
DAC shared between channels, as shown by-the 
high frequency phase difference. The frequency 
response looks a trifle odd compared with most 
CD players. Even allowing that the expanded 
vertical scale tends to exaggerate anomalies, the 
steepness of the treble peak is a little alarming. 
Note also the slightly suppressed lower treble 
range. Channel balance was close enough, but 
stereo separation and harmonic distortions both 
measured a little on the weak side. The inter
modulation spectrogram showed components at 
25/26kHz, but was commendably clean further 
up the band.

Both output level and impedance were a trifle 
on the high side, while high level white noise 
showed some clipping. Error correction was fine, 
but vibration and shock resistance were 
relatively poor. Noise levels and ultrasonic 
spuriae were both held to low levels, but low 
level resolution was below average, g1vmg an 
effective resolution of around 14.5 bits. Taken 
overall, these results are competent enough, but 
not particularly inspiring.
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Sound Quality
Rating below average overall on the listening 
tests, the '209 was criticised for possessing a 
rather 'thin' midrange, and having a 'waspy', 
‘lispy’ effect in the treble. The bass was free from 
boom, if a touch ‘softened’ nonetheless. The 
sound was quite 'busy’, with reasonably lively 
dynamics and quite good focus. The sound stage 
was somewhat narrowed with mildly curtailed 
depth, while discrimination of subtle tonality 
and fine low level detail was considered a little 
suspect.

Conclusions
This is a neat package visually and 
ergonomically, selling at a reasonably com
petitive price considering the fair range of 
facilities on offer. Both lab and listening tests 
gave respectable enough results overall, but 
neither showed sufficient distinction to single 
this model out for formal recommendation. 
Decent enough to merit consideration, the '209 

neither impressed nor depressed but is 
unavoidably rather run-of-the-mill.

Test Results
Channel balance . ____ . ___ .
Stereo separation . .
Channel phase difference
Tora\ harmonic distortion, OdB ____  
Tora\ harmonic distortion, -lOdB __ 
Tora\ harmonic distortion, -60dB _  
Toral harmonic distortion, -BOdB _  
Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, OdB
Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, -IOdB

!kHz 20kHz
0. l6dB O.OldB

74dB 54dB
0° 44°

-82dB -J7dB
-78dB
-35dB
-18dB
-82dB
-75JB

ZOHz
0.1SdB

77dB
0°

-8UB

Frequency response, left channel 0.1SdB, 0, -l.86dB 
Frequency response, right channel 0.14dB, 0, -2.04dB
Signal-to-noise, ZOHz-20kHz unweighted ...................... 98/102dB
Signal-to-noise, CCIR/ARM, !kHz ref .
Output level, OdB, left/right ..... 2.23V
Output impedance______ __  ,___ ._________,. ________I kohm
De-emphasis _IkHz, -0. l7dB; SkHz, -4.29dB; 16kHz, -7. IJdB 
Track access rime .____ ,  ........   __........... RLOsecs
Error correcrion capability . . ____ ,___ i900pm gap, >S00pm dot
Mechanical noise  ............................... ............ ...... _.low
Spuriae up ro 100kHz . ________________ ___ _ — l02.4dB
Resolution at -90dB -81.S/-81.4dB 
Headphone socket......................  yes (variable output) 69ohms
Dimensions (wxdxh) 42.5 x28x6.3cm
Estimated typical purchase price 1250

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of I9k and 20kHz tones, showing spuriae up to IOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.



MISSION PCM7000
Mission Electronics Ltd, Stonehill, Huntingdon, Cambridge peis 6ed.

-Tel (0408) 57477

L
ike other manufacturers relying upon 
the Philips 16-bit chip set, Mission's 
PCM series were subject to some 
delay, but eventually reached the 
shops in Autumn 1986. The two 

models are both based on the Philips 4501650 
chassis, the 4000 logically costing around £400, 
but the 7000 £600. They are distinguished from 
the Philips models by an unusually large pro
prietary display, and from each other by D/A 
converter selection and complex additional 
circuitry that includes remote volume control 
on the more expensive 7000 assessed here.

The extra electronics includes additional 
power supplies and analogue filtering, plus a 
special electronic volume attenuator operating 
in !dB steps down to -6dB and claimed to 
sound superior to others of the breed.

The large display may be a little obtrusive for 
some, but it does at least facilitate remote op
eration by being easily legible from a distance. 
And it disappears entirely from view when the 
machine is switched off, whereupon the mac
hine loob neat :ind Ep:irse, with minim:il op^ 
erating legends. When powered up the display 
gives comprehensive information in response to 
the remote control.

The Philips 16-bit 4501650 chassis shows im
provements in tracking error processing over ear
lier models, and continues to use four times 
oversampling, with digital filtering and dual 
converters. Mission select the D/As used in the 
7000. The chassis is constructed from plastics 
mouldings while the optics use a single beam 
laser.

Lab Report
The frequency response showed the expected 
very mild high frequency rippling and a slight 
rolloff at very high frequencies, amounting to 
around !dB at 20kHz — probably inaudible to 
many listeners, and possibly marginally bene
ficial besides. Channel balance was close 
enough, while high frequency phase difference 
is eliminated by the dual D/A converters. The 
variable output degraded stereo separation mar
ginally, but inconsequentially, and showed fine 
channel balance tracking. Distortion results 
were good throughout, though OdB white noise 
chowed 3 tmce of compression :ind -90dB rew^ 
lution showed room for improvement.

Error correction is to the highest standards, 
coping with all the tests with ease and also 
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proving very good in resisting the effects of 
shock and vibration. Track access times were 
adequate enough at Ssecs, and mechanical noise 
was low. Output met the format specification 
for level and source impedance.

Sound Quality
The PCM7000 sounded clearly better than its 
DAD predecessor by a substantial margin, but 
perhaps shows less model-to-model improve
ments than that achieved elsewhere. The sound 
was attractively 'bouncy’ and dynamic, with 
good bass 'speed’ and a well balanced spacious 
midrange, but also a touch of treble 'brightness’ 
and 'grain’. Space, 'air’ and transparency were 
all good, though somewhat less than the best, 
and some slight muddling was also noted.

Conclusions
The PCM7000 is a fine sounding CD player, 
with some nice ergonomic touches, particularly 
in the large informative display. Deserving re
commendation on the basis of its sound quality 
alone, it is also true to say that the delays in 

getting this product to market have dulled its 
competitiveness a trifle, such is the steepness 
of the learning curve and rate of progress in CD 
player design.

Test Results
ZOHz lkHz 20kHz 

0.2dB 0.26dB O.l9dB
l03dB l02dB lOOdB 

0° 0° 0°
-92dB -88.7dB -85.JdB 
 84dB -

________ -47.ldB 
________  -21.6dB

___________________ -90.SdB

Channel balance_________________
Stereo separation __________
Channel phase difference
Total harmonic distortion, OdB____
Toca! harmonic distortion, -lOdB
Toca] harmonic disrorrion, -60dB
Tomi harmonic distortion, -80dB
Intermodulation, l9kHz/20kHz, OdB
Intermodulation, l9kHz/20kHz, -lOdB -82.BdB
Frequency response, lefr channel   +0.03dB 0 -1. ISdB
Frequency response, right channel  +0.02dB 0 -1.0ldB
Signal-to-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted -l05dB
Signal-to-noise, CClR/ARM, !kHz ref ... -1OOdB
Output level, OdB, left/right 2.1 V
Output impedance...... .............. .. 200 ohms
De-emphasis correct
Track access time . 5 sees
Error correction capability gcpTybctou dot, >SOO^m
Mechanical noise low
Spuriae up to lOOkHz-100.6dB
Resolution at -90dB L -6.8dB, R -10.6dB
Headphone socket none
Dimensions (wxdxh) ...............  43 Hx'fan
Estimated typical purchase price
First reviewed The Collection 1987

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19 k and ZOkHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to lOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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A BREATH OF FRESH SOUND

Heybrook brings a breath of fresh sound 
to your listening environment with a brilliant 

realism that's almost beyond belief.
Savour aural excellence from an award winning 
range of audio products; contact your Heybrook 
dealer listed opposite, or send the coupon today.

HEYBRDDK
HBt LOUDSPEAKER DF ME YEAR 1984. 1985. 1986 - WHAT HI-FI BEST BUY 1983, 1984. 1985 - HI-FI CHOICE 
HB2RECOMMENDED 1979, 1980. 1981. 1982. 1983. 1984 - HI-FI CHOICE. 'THEY POSSESS THATEFFORTlESS SOUND OUAllTY WHICH 
WAS ALMOST IMPOSSIBLE TO BELIEVE" PRACTICAL HI-FI 1980. • A CLEAR RECOMMENDATION' HI-FI NEWS 1983.

HB3 "EXCITING ANO VERY ORAMALC WITH AN EFFORTLESSNESS AND EASE RHYTHMS ARE Wfll DEFINED AND CRISP...A
WARMTH AND RICHNESS OF TONAI COLOUR . HIGHLY INFORMATIVE EXCEUENT LEVELS DF INSTRUMENTAL SEPARATION ..AND 

DYNAMICS" PRACTICAL Hl-FI 1983. 'HIGH SOUND LEVELS WITHOUT ANY NOTICEABLE COMPRESSION. CONVINCING REALISM
ANALYTICAL SOUND REMINISCENT OF STUDIO MONITORS" HI-FI FOR PLEASURE 1984.
TT2 RECOMMENDED 19B3. 1984. 1985 - HI-FI CHOICE 'IN TERMS OF PERFORMANCE THE TT2 CAN BE WELCOMED TO THE SELECT 

BAND OF HIGH OUAUTY UNITS' GRAMAPHONE 1984 " EXCELLENT Wfll MADE ABOVE AVERAGE PERFORMANCE" HI-FI
ANSWERS IJ&l "TllETTfl3A3UrfmOnl'lODUCr Ill nNE,W9D04.
HBSt LOUDSPEAKER STANO DF THE YEAR. FEDERATION OF BRITISH AUDIO AWARDS 1984.

CC21P2 ". ONE OF THE VERY BEST COMBINATIONS AVAILABLE UNDER £{}(){)" NEW HI-FI SOUND 1986 " BETTER THAN ANY 
EOUIVAlENTLY PRICED AMPLIFIER I HAVE HEARD' HI-FI ANSWERS 1986 99

Heybrook Hi-Fi Ltd Knighton Hill, 1%>mbuf)< Plymoulh, Devon. Telephone {07521 863188



NAKAMICHI OMS^E
Nakamichi B&W (UK) Ltd, Marlborough Road, Churchill Industrial Estate, Lancing, 

•--------- West Sussex. Tel: (0903)750750---------- •

N
akamichi are best known for their 
legendary cassette decks, which 
provide an industry reference 
standard for sound, engineering 
and build quality — not to men

tion price. Now they are applying similar stan
dards to CD players: four have recently become 
available in the UK, priced from £1,000-£2,000, 
comprising two distinct ranges of two models 
each. The subject of this review is the cheapest 
(!) model of all, the £1,000 OMS-3E, which is 
superficially nearly identical to the 4E, with 
both featuring 16-bit 2 x oversampling. How
ever, certain under-the-skin specification 
changes have taken place between the models, 
the '3E being slightly lighter, with slightly lower 
power consumption and slightly inferior detail 
measurements, indicating some savings being 
made on the power supply side.

Black and brutal front panel over-engineering 
is Nakamichi house style, not to mention a 
highly effective marketing tool, and it is here 
in full measure, creative strong positive im
pressions regarding the constructional quality 
of the unit. The substantial casework is mech
anically damped, and the disc transport further 
isolated from the environment. The '3E is a 
relatively simple machine operationally, and is 
accompanied by an equally simple remote con
trol unit.

The main driving controls for play, skip and 
scan are characteristically large and chunky, 
clearly labelled, and prominently sited beneath 
a comprehensive display. This has two rather 
small digital readouts for timings and track 
numbers, plus a number of machine status LEDs. 
The remaining program, repeat, and display 
mode features are switched from a cluster of 
smaller buttons above the headphone socket 
and its attendant volume control.

Sound Quality
Only just managing the 'good' category on 
listening tests, the '3E created a good initial 
impression with a firm dynamic sound, but the 
treble was regarded as unexceptional and mildly 
dulled. The stereo showed moderately good 
focus and depth but a lack of true transparency. 
Bass showed reasonable drive and power, but the 
overall sound was significantly behind the '4E.

Conclusions
Despite Nakamichi's legendary build quality and 
presentation, when sound quality is taken into 
the equation this expensive machine doesn’t 
quite make the grade. Nakamichi fans need to 
spend just a little more, and should look at the 
sister '4E model with its improved power 
supplies more closely.
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N
akamichi are best known for their 
legendary cassette decks, which 
provide an industry reference 
standard for sound, engineering 
and build quality - not to men

tion price. Now they are applying similar stan
dards to CD players: four have recently become 
available in the UK, priced from £1,000-£2,000, 
comprising two distinct ranges of two models 
each. The subject of this review is the top model 
of the cheaper (!) range, the £1,200 OMS-4E.

Black and brutal front panel over-engineering 
is Nakamichi house style, not to mention a 
highly effective marketing tool, and it is here 
in full measure, creating strong positive im
pressions regarding the constructional quality 
of the unit. The substantial casework is mech
anically damped, and the disc transport further 
isolated from the environment. The '4E is a 
relatively simple machine operationally, and is 
accompanied by an equally simple remote con
trol unit: there is no calculator-style keypad for 
direct entry programming on either, but its 
omission does help to keep the control surfaces 
uncluttered.

The main driving controls for play, skip and 
scan are characteristically large and chunky, 

clearly labelled, and prominently sited beneath 
a comprehensive display. This has two rather 
small digital readouts for timings and track 
numbers, plus a number of machine status LEDs. 
The remaining program, repeat, and display 
mode features are switched from a cluster of 
smaller buttons above the headphone socket 
and its attendant volume control.

Lab Report
Nakamichi's own digital circuitry has similarities 
to the Philips system, using two separate 16-bit 
converters with 4 x oversampling, with digital 
and analogue filtering and selected quality 
components in strategic locations. The fre
quency response shows a mild and clearly delib
erate treble rolloff, but (less excusably for such 
an expensive unit) some uncorrectable channel 
imbalances at high frequencies. The overall 
channel balance also showed some QC limit
ations, and reflections of this mild asymmetry 
were seen in the otherwise good distortion and 
channel separation figures as well. The IM 
spectrogram showed a reasonable control of 
ulllddUlliLO.

The output level was somewhat above spec. 
— to the point where care needs to be taken 
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to avoid misleading results from listening tests. 
Track access times were a bit slow, but mech
anical noise was very low and shock and vi
bration rejection very good. Error correction and 
tracking tests were handled without problems, 
electrical noise levels were very low, and ultra
sonic spuriae were well suppressed. The practical 
low level linearity was 15 .2 -bits — reasonable, 
but nothing special.

Sound Quality
Very good sound quality ratings are rare enough, 
but the OMS-4E qualifies with plenty of room 
to spare, and clearly represents one of the major 
benchmarks for sound quality. The treble sounds 
open and clear, conveying much subtle detail, 
while the bass is tight and powerful. Dynamics 
are well conveyed, and the stereo image has fine 
focus with good width and depth. The midrange 
sounded just a touch thin, a trifle 'solid state’ 
in character, but this is a great player none
theless.

Conclusions
Clearly meriting recommendation on the basis 
of its exceptional sound quality, this Nakamichi 
will also be liked for its solid construction and 

comparative simplicity. Lab performance was 
very good too, albeit with evidence of room for 
tighter quality control, but on the evidence of 
this player in particular Nakamichi are a force 
to be reckoned with for those seeking the ulti
mate CD player.

Test Results
ZOHz

Channel balance . 0.44dB
Stereo separation  113.ZdB
Channel phase difference 0°
Total harmonic distortion, OdB _ -88.9dB
Tora\ harmonic distortion, - IOdB —
Total harmonic distortion, -60dB —
Total harmonic distortion, -80dB —
Intermodulation, 19kHz/10kHz, OdB 
Intermodulation, 19kHz/10kHz, -!OdB

I kHz ZOkHz 
0.45dB 0.15dB 

101.9dB 71.4dB 
0° 0°

-90dB-86.4dB 
-88.SdB -
-43.SdB -
-23.9dB -
-89.6dB 
-91.9dB

Frequency response, left channel  0.0ldB, 0, -0.6dB
Frequency response, right channel O.OldB, 0, -0.4dB 
Signal-to-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighred __ ________  103/97dB
Signal-to-noise, CCIRIARM, !kHz ref . ...... 97191dB
Output level, OdB, left/right ___ ____ . . 1.65V
Output impedance _ __  .__ .... 228ohms
Deemphasis IkHz, 0.31dB; 5kHz, 4.4dB; !6kHz, B.9dB
Track access time __________________ 6.Ssccs
Error correction capability____________ >900pm gap, >BOOpm dm
Mechanical noise very low
Spuriae up to !OOkHz... -108.ZdB
Resolution at -90dB -87.ll-83.9dB
Headphone sacker   yes (variable output) 150ohms
Dimensions (wxdxh)_____________________ ____43x35x ll.Scm
Estimated typical purchase price _______£1200

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to !OOkHz. and (right) frequency response.
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Hampshire Audio Ltd

Kingfisher House 
2d2 Hursley Road 

Chandlers Ford, Hants SOS 2FU 
Tel: Southampton (0703) 252827 & 265232

We stock selected items for: 
Aloi. Audiolab A&R. Audio 
Technica. B&W. Bowers, 
Celestion. Cliff Stone Creek. 
Cyrus Denon. Dual, Gale. 
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substantially improved by them. But imagine what 
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that they could claim to be the largest UK electron
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NAKAMICHI OMS^EII
Nakamichi B&W (UK) Ltd, Marlborough Road, Churchill Industrial Estate, Lancing, 

---------- West Sussex. Tel (0903) 750750----------

Nakamichi are best known for their 
legendary cassette decks, which 
provide an industry reference 
standard for sound, engineering 
and build quality — not to men

tion price. Now they are applying similar stan
dards to CD players: four new models have 
recently become available in the UK, priced 
from £1,000-£2,000, comprising two distinct 
ranges of two models each. The subject of this 
review is the cheaper (!) model of the more 
expensive range. The £1,500 OMS-5EII is fitted 
with the ‘flagship’ internals of the 4X over
sampling '7EII but in a much simplified and less 
well equipped package. It lacks the luxury of 
even the simple remote control afforded the 
cheaper '3E and '4E models, not to mention 
the track-programming facilities of the humblest 
midi CD player, Nakamichi here making a 
positive virtue out of simplicity.

Black and brutal front panel over-engineering 
is Nakamichi house style, not to mention a 
highly effective marketing tool, and it is here 
in full measure, creative strong positive im
pressions regarding the constructional quality 
of the unit. The substantial casework is mech
anically damped, and the disc transport further 
isolated from the environment. The main 
driving controls for play, skip and scan are 

prominently sited beside a comprehensive dis
play. This has two rather small digital readouts 
for timings and track numbers, plus a number 
of machine status LEDs. The sole remaining 
facilities provide display mode switching and 
simple repeat.

Sound Quality
Just reaching a ‘very good’ rating, the OMS-5EII 
is another good-sounding Nakamichi deck, 
closely resembling and not far behind the 
flagship '7EII, but also lagging a little behind 
the cheaper '4E under our listening conditions. 
Highly competent, stereo images were well con
structed, with clear, unambiguous focus, good 
stage width and fine depth. The bass had ex
tension, power and ‘scale’; the midband was 
detailed if a trifle forward; the treble was well 
above average, if not in the highest class, with 
slight sibilant and grainy effects.

Conclusions
This is another good Nakamichi deck, de
livering near state-of-the-art performance and 
build quality in a deliberately starkly functional 
package, but at a very high price which reduces 
its competitiveness somewhat. A good per
former without any doubt, the '5EII is still 
overshadowed by the cheaper '4E.
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NAKAMICHI OMSTEII
Nakamichi B&W (UK) Ltd, Marlborough Road, Churchill Industrial Estate, Lancing, 

•------------ W est Sussex. T el : (0903) 750750----------

N
akamichi are best known for their 
legendary cassette decks, which 
provide an industry reference 
standard for sound, engineering 
and build quality — not to men

tion price. Now they are applying similar stan
dards to CD players: four new models have 
recently become available in the UK, priced 
from £1,000-£2,000, comprising two distinct 
ranges of two models each. The £2,000 
OMS-7E11 of this review is the top model of the 
more expensive range, with 'flagship' dual 16-bit 
4 X oversampling technology in a rather elab
orate package of features and facilities, including 
full keypad remote control.

Black and brutal front panel over-engineering 
is Nakamichi house style, not to mention a 
highly effective marketing tool, and it is here 
in full measure, creating strong positive im
pressions regarding the constructional quality 
of the unit. The substantial casework is mech
anically damped, and the disc transport farther 
isolated from the environment. The main 
driving controls for play, skip and scan are 
prominently sited beside a comprehensive dis
play. This has two rather small digital readouts 
for timings and track numbers, plus a number 
of machine status LEDs. The right hand end of 

the unit bristles with buttons, comprising a 
10-digit track entry keypad, plus programming, 
time display and repeat functions. A headphone 
jack with its own volume control is also fitted.

Sound Quality
This very expensive CD player at least made a 
serious attempt to justify its price with approp
riate sound quality, comfortably rating 'very 
good' overall, though it did not quite achieve 
the same overall standard as its cheaper OMS-4E 
stablemate, one of our leading references. The 
sound is open, firm and clear, with fine detail 
resolution, good depth, width and focus. The 
bass is solid with good extension, the treble 
detailed but just a touch untidy — vocals showed 
a mild tendency to 'spitch. Dynamics were 
generally good, but there was a touch of grain
iness in the upper mid and treble.

Conclusions
The only really serious criticism of this excellent 
CD player is its exceptionally high price. Build 
quality, features and sound quality are all in the 
top class, but the sound may be bettered for less 
money elsewhere in Nakamichi's range in our 
opinion.
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PHILIPS CD150BH
Philips Electrical Ltd, City House, 420-430 London Road, Croydon, Surrey CR9 3QR.

---------- Tel 01-689 2166-----------

T
his budget Philips machine comes 
with a remarkable £180 price tag, 
and employs a powerful set of inte
grated circuits offering 16 bit reso
lution via the Philips 14 bit four 

times oversampled scheme, noted for its good 
sound quality.

With the CD150, Philips have decided to join 
the Japanese in offering a slim, midi-sized 
machine with a fast front loading mechanism 
and the now familiar array of push buttons. 
Audible music cueing is also provided at two 
speeds, with track skip and comprehensive track 
programming. The basic deck is described as 
'remote ready' and the infra-red hand control 
can be added at any time, at an extra cost of 
£40 or so. Another rear panel facility connects 
to the matching Philips midi system providing 
a centralised system remote facility.

Like the Far Eastern competition, the '150 
also has a fluorescent display, rather larger than 
the pea sized version fitted to the earlier Philips 
machines. Track numbers and timings may be 
displayed, with mrb entered for programming 
via successive key entries, and the data is 
acquired quickly. The audio output is at standard 
level from the usual nickel plated phono sockets. 

At best, the Philips owner can make his own 
choice of interconnect.

As regards its construction, the '150 feels 
rather lightweight, with extensive use of plastic 
mouldings. Conversely, its construction is quite 
accurate. The number of printed circuits has also 
been reduced, and a new laser head has been 
fitted. This and the new central circuitry are 
jointly responsible for the decent track access 
speed shown, an improvement on previous 
Philips models.

Lab Report
Despite lower prices and a new chip set, the full 
Philips CD player performance has been broadly 
maintained in this budget model. The fine fre
quency response shown here will be familiar to 
regular readers, its characteristic mild high fre
quency ripples generally felt to be subjectively 
harmless. Limits of ±0.ZdB sufficed for the 
whole range while excellent results were also ob
tained for channel separation; for example, 
108dB was quite typical. With the use of dual 
DIA converters, interchannel phase shift was 
essentially zero. _

On harmonic distortion at full level it 
measured very well, this including the in-band 
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products of 20kHz, at an excellent -88dB. 
Good linearity was shown at lower signal levels, 
though by -60dB there was evidence of wide
band hum modulation - probably mild supply 
ripple on the D/A converter lines. In conse
quence the distortion at -80dB was a little 
higher than average with a -90dB level error 
of around +SdB. The practical resolution was 
estimated to be 151/4 bit. Fine results were 
obtained for intermodulation distortion at both 
test levels. With a standard 2V output, its source 
impedance was low at 200 ohms. Track access 
times were fairly rapid, mechanical noise was 
quite low and no problems were encountered 
with respect to error correction. The usual 
exemplary signal to noise ratios were obtained.

Sound Quality
Scoring above average, and thus doing very well 
at the price, the CDJ50 rewarded us with a fine 
standard of bass precision and power. Mid defini
tion was very good though tonally speaking the 
mid was a touch lean and thin, presented a little 
forward in the stereo image. The latter was well 
focused and stable with respectable depth and 
above average transparency. The treble also 
attained a good standard.

Conclusions
Philips have brought their classic CD sound 
down to a bargain price level, and despite its 
'plastic' feel, the CDJSO was one of our favourite 
budget players in 1986, and still maintains 
confident Recommendation by 1987 standards.

Test Results
20Hz 1kHz 20kHz 

Channel balance 0.02dB 0.02dB 0.05dB
Stereo separation -108.6dB — l l I .B<lB-108.ZdB
Channel phase difference 0° 0° 1°
Toral hrirmonic distortion, OdB  -89.SdB —90.4dB —87.SdB 
Total harmonic distortion, —1OdB -83.6JB
Tomi harmonic distortion, —60dB — -42.0dB
Total harmonic distortion, —80dB —21.9d8
Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, OdB ... _ _ —85.8dB
Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, -1OdB . —88.0dB
Frequency response, left channel+ 0.04dB, —0.SOdB 
Frequency response, right channel +0.04dB, —0.42dB 
Signal-co-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted -98dB 
Signal-to-noise, CCIR/ARM, 1kHz ref—115dB 
Output level, OdB, left/right____  ___ 2.0V
Output impedance__ . .____________   ZOOohms
De-emphasis__________________________________________ correct
Track access time . ._ 4.REX--
Error correction capability . __ .>BOOpm gap, >B00pm dot
Mechanical noise . _________... ______________ very low
Spuriae up to 100kHz _ . -7Z.5dB
Resolution at -90dB  left +4.0dB, right +4.89dB
Headphone socket no
Dimensions (w X d X h) ,3Z X 30 X 8.5 cm
Estimated typical purchase price . ____ __ .__Ji180

First reviewed 1986

-•• dBEU

RANGEi -3 dBV STATUS« PAUSED 
A1 NAG PHILIPS ISe-iePBIM RMS»16_________

START: 0 Hz Xri e Hz

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to IOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.

STOP! 100 000 Hz
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PH IL IPS GD I 60 . _
ECTRiCALLm. CityHouse,420-43oLondonRoad,Croydon. Surrey. Cr9 3qr. 

---------- TEL: 01-689 2166----------

P
hilips have capitalised on their posi
tion as co-inventors of the CD 
medium to re-establish themselves in 
the hi-fi marketplace, by means of a 
succession of standalone players 

whose main distinguishing feature has been a 
high quality sound at a competitive price. 
Whereas most other consumer electronic brands 
update complete ranges on a more-or-less annual 
cycle basis, Philips introduce items piecemeal, 
often adjusting relative prices at the same time, 
so that the range gradually evolves from month 
to month. It therefore becomes a little confusing 
to keep track.

The CD 160 (and the identical remote control 
'260) are the middle models of the midi-size 
players, and belong to the same technology gen
eration as the full size '460, with 16-bit dual 
DACs and 4X oversampling. There is no longer 
any price saving in going midi, but the '160 
nevertheless sells at a 'budget' £200, and offers 
most of the usual basic features with an optional 
add-on remote if desired.

The control layout is relatively clean and sen
sibly laid out, the large and clearly labelled main 
operating controls (including skip) set apart from 
the rather scattered scanning, programming (20 

tracks), repeat and display function controls. 
The display itself is quite small, and is rather 
cluttered by machine status LEDs. The present
ation is smart with good finish, but the machine 
is a little flimsy in construction and plasticky 
in feel.

Sound Quality
Rating firmly above average despite its budget 
price, the CD160 represents a worthwhile sonic 
improvement on the earlier but nonetheless res
pected CD150B. The '160 sounds clearer, with 
better focus, higher definition and more con
vincing bass. The treble has a touch of bright
ness — a slight defocusing with a wispiness and 
zing in the high treble — but it is dynamic, 
cheerful and lively, with an attractive, open 
sound that was generally well received.

Conclusions
Though mildly overshadowed by the now sim
ilarly priced '460, and the slightly more expen
sive '360, the CD-160 is still a Best Buy model, 
particularly tor those who place sound quality 
ahead of a slightly plasticky build quality in 
their order of priorities.
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P
hilips have capitalised on their 
position as co-inventors of the CD 
medium to re-establish themselves in 
the hi-fi marketplace, by means of a 
succession of standalone players 

whose main distinguishing feature has been a 
high quality sound at a competitive price. 
Whereas most other consumer electronic brands 
update complete ranges on a more-or-less annual 
cycle basis, Philips introduce items piecemeal, 
often adjusting relative prices at the same time, 
so that the range gradually evolves from month 
to month. It therefore becomes a little confusing 
to keep track.

The '460 is Philips' mainstream full size 
machine. From the same generation as the midi 
'160, it was the model in which they first 
introduced the 16-bit 4 x oversampling circuitry. 
But the subsequent arrival of the FTS-equipped 
remote-control '360 brought a recent substantial 
price cut to £200 for the '460 (remote here is 
an optional extra).

Like the midi machines, build quality is ade
quate rather than luxurious, but unlike the midis 
the control layout is rather bitty. The facilities 

are the normal standard collection of skip, scan, 
repeat, and 20-track programming, with a 
limited single 4-digit multi-function display.

Sound Quality
In the wake of its recent significant price cut, 
the '460 gives even more exceptional sound 
quality for the money, undermining many more 
expensive models with a 'good’overall rating. 
The sound is lively and dynamic, with an open, 
well-focused image and respectable depth and 
perspectives. Clear and uncomplicated with a 
pretty firm and rhythmic bass, the midrange was 
a touch 'lean but not hard, while the treble was 
mildly defocused with some coarseness and 
brittleness.

Conclusions
This is a clear Best Buy model. It is amongst 
the best sounding and least expensive of current 
budget players, and full width to boot, with the 
only minor criticisms relating to a rather 
'plasticky' build quality compared to the best 
oriental standards, plus some room for improve
ment in the ergonomics.
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12 OSMASTON ROAD — THE SPOT — DERBY 380385

The Midlands
PM94

140WPC Mosfet, Quarter A, CD 
Direct, MC Input Transformer, 
330W IHF Dynamic Power 2!1

Hear The Music 
A Masterful Combination 

CD94&PM94 
Available on Demonstration

CD94

16 Bit plus 4 Times Oversampling, 
Remote, Non-Magnetic 

Construction Opt Dig Out

FULL RANGE ALWAYS AVAILABLE
CD75

Bl 16 Bit plus 4 Times 
Oversampling, Remote, 
Modified in UK to ensure 
musical excellence

CD65
16 Bit plus 4 Times 
Oversampling, Modified in 
UK to ensure musical 
excellence

CD273SE
16 Bit plus 4 Times 
Oversampling, Modified in 
UK to ensure musical 
excellence20 Track

‘COMPACT DISC SPECIALISTS *CD LIBRARY 
£40 WORTH OF CD VOUCHERS WITH ANY PLAYER

3 DAY MARANTZ DEMONSTRATION
27th-29th AUGUST 10am-6pm

In conjunction with Marantz UK — Hear the Music in our new 
demonstration Studio — Special Offers for 3 days only

The Largest Range of CD Players in Derbyshire
Marantz * Kenwood * Mission * Meridian * Yamaha * Denon * Pioneer * Tandberg * 

NAD * Onkyo * Akai * Aiwa * Philips * Rotel

STOKE
16 OSMASTON ROAD - THE SPOT - DERBY 385185 B
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PHILIPS CD360
Philips Electrical1td,QtyHouse,420-43oLondonRoad,Croydon,Surreycr9 3qr. 

---------- Tel 01-689 2166----------

P
hilips have capitalised on their 
position as co-inventors of the CD 
medium to re-establish themselves in 
the hi-fi marketplace, by means of a 
succession of stand-alone players 

whose main distinguishing feature has been a 
high quality sound at a competitive price. 
Whereas most other consumer electronic brands 
update complete ranges on a more-or-less annual 
cycle basis, Philips introduce items piecemeal, 
often adjusting relative prices at the same time, 
so that the range gradually evolves from month 
to month. It therefore becomes a little confusing 
to keep track. Writing in Spring 1987 the 
CO360 is the top model of three midi-size 
players; is one of the most recent introductions 
to the range, using the latest simplified board 
construction techniques; and is modestly priced 
at £250 for a full-feature remote-control player.

Sharing the same basic chassis as the CD/60, 
the 360 adds two thoroughly desirable extra 
features: a limited function remote control (an 
outboard item available as an optional extra on 
other midi players), and the rather clever FTS 
(favourite track selection) facility. FTS allows the 
user to store permanently an order of play 
programme for any or all of the discs in his 

collection (up to a couple of hundred), the 
machine automatically identifying the disc and 
executing the stored programme when FTS is 
selected.

The control layout is relatively clean and 
sensibly laid out, the large and clearly labelled 
main operating controls (including skip) set 
apart from the rather scattered scanning, 
programming (20 tracks), repeat and display 
function controls. The display itself is quite 
small, and is rather cluttered by machine status 
LEDs. The presentation is smart with good 
finish, but contruction is a little flimsy and 
plasticky in feel. The rear panel had a digital 
output as well as conventional stereo audio.

Lab Report
Despite the budget price and construction, this 
machine has advanced technical features. It uses 
the latest twin 16-bit DACs with 4 x over
sampling, and so has no interchannel phase 
difference at high frequencies. Indeed, overall 
the measurements were very impressive. Re
sponse is extremely flat, albeit with a trace of 
ripple at high frequencies. Channel balance 
measured very close, channel separation was 
outstanding, and harmonic distortion very good, 
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albeit marred by a channel imbalance at low 
levels. Intermodulation distortion was 
exceptionally low, though the spectrogram does 
show a few clusters of ultrasonic spuriae.

Track access time was a reasonable 4 seconds, 
mechanical noise was very low, shock and 
vibration rejection were excellent, and error and 
tracking tests posed no problems. The OdB white 
noise test did reveal some rounding at the top, 
and very slight rounding at the bottom of the 
waveform. Signal-to-noise figures were 
exceptionally good, and ultrasonic spuriae were 
quite well under control. However, low level 
resolution on our sample was a disappointing 
14 bits.

Sound Quality
Despite their apparent physical similarities, the 
360 sounded significantly better than the still 
highly rated 160, turning in a 'good' rating 
overall which is quite remarkable for the price. 
This is probably due to the simplified con
struction of this more recent model. To a 
basically attractive, lively and open sound, the 
360 adds better dynamics, a firmer clearer bass, 
a more sharply defined and located treble with 
less untidiness besides, plus general improve
ments in stereo imagery and ambience reso

lution, and less muddle.

Conclusions
The fine lab performance and exceptional 
listening test results, together with good 
presentation and the attractive FTS feature 
make a Best Buy rating mandatory for this 
modestly priced midi machine. This is a lot of 
plastic player for the money.

Test Results
20Hz I kHz 20kHz

Channel balance 0.05dB O.OSdB 0.05dB
Stereo separation  Jl9dB 106dB 99dB
Channel phase difference 0° 0° Qo
Tomi harmonic distortion, OdB ____ -93.2<lB -86.4dB-86.8dB
Tora\ harmonic distortion, — lOdB _ — -83.4dB —
Total harmonic distortion, —60dB _ — -47.6dB —
Toral harmonic distortion, —80dB __ —2l.2dB —
Intermodulation. J9kHz/20kHz. OdB —94.3dB —
Intermodulation. 19kHz/20kHz, —JOdB -------94.9dB
Frequency response, left channel .¿IB. 0, -0.03dB
Frequency response, right channel OJB. 0, —0.0JdB
Signal-to-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unwcighrcJ 111/llOdB
Signal-to-noise, CClR/ARM, !kHz ref 108/lOSdB
Output level, OdB, left/right 2.JSV
Output impedance 200ohms 
De-emphasis!kHz. 0.38dB; SkHz, 4.6d8; J6kHz, —9.ldB 
Track access time
Error correction capability .______ >900pm gap, >BOOpm dot 
Mechanical noise _ ________________ .... ___ =very low
Spuriae up to lOOkHz___ ___ . -87.ldB
Resolution at —90dB -94.9/—l07.2dB
Headphone socket .......... _ no

Dimensions (wxdxh)  32x30.Sx9cm
Estimated typical purchase price 0249

Spectrum analysis (above} with input of l9k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to lOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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PHILIPS CD960
Philips Electrical Ltd, City House, 420-430 London Road, Croydon, Surrey cr9 3qr.

-T EL: 01-689 2166-

B
rand new for 1987, the remote-con
trol CD960 is completely different 
in appearance, construction and 
price from Philips' previous CD 
players, though the technology at 

the heart of this prestige player is still funda
mentally familiar. It is manufactured in Japan 
at a factory which Philips acquired when pur
chasing Marantz some years ago, and is con
ceived as a new 'flagship' for their audio range, 
offering deluxe build quality and certain features 
designed to enhance sound quality. A CD94 
Marantz equivalent shares many components, 
but differs significantly in cosmetics and has 
other component changes.

Much of the reason behind the £700 pricetag 
can be identified by lifting the carton. It is much 
heavier than other current Philips' and incor
porates a number of expensive metal diecastings 
in place of the plastics mouldings used exten
sively in the Hasselt range.

Out of the box, the styling has been carefully 
arranged to promote ease of use, separating the 
rnntrnls intn three group>. The main operational 

controls are on the vertical front panel, secon
dary facilities are placed on an angled ledge 
which is distinctly reminiscent of Aiwa's cassette 

decks, and compulsive button pushers can access 
a sliding drawer which provides still further 
program/timing complexities. The only disad
vantage of this layout is the tendency of ledges 
to accumulate dust.

Special features include full remote control 
which can be interlinked in the future with 
other compatible system components, optical 
and electronic digital data outputs, and Philips' 
'favourite track selection' (FTS), which enables 
the machine to play any of the discs in a col
lection in any permanently stored pre-program
med track order of so desired.

The extra build quality undoubtedly promotes 
confidence in use. The main frame and the disc 
playing chassis are both substantial metal die
castings, with the latter spring-decoupled for 
vibration suppression. The top cover has been 
damped and the heatsink at the rear likewise 
designed to be inherently non-resonant. The in
ternal technology is the familiar Philips 16-bit 
4X oversampling, with separate D/A converters, 
powerful error correction and digital filtering. 
Additional attention here is paid to power cup. 
plies and audio circuitry, with extra internal 
screening.
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Lab Report
The frequency response was ruler flat, with the 
merest suggestion of HF ripples under large scale 
magnification. Channel phase difference was 
zero due to the twin DIA converters, while 
channel balance was held to normal commercial 
tolerances. Separation and distortion figures 
were truly excellent, and -90dB resolution was 
also good, but there was slight asymmetric com
pression with OdB white noise.

Error correction was very good on all tests, 
and resistance to shock or vibration was excel
lent. Mechanical noise was very low, and track 
access times about average. The output level met 
the format specification, from usefully low 
source impedance.

Sound Quality
The listening tests confirmed the success of 
Philips' efforts in improving the sound over their 
standard - already good - players. The rating 
was only bettered by a handful of 'audiophile’ 
models, reflecting significant improvements in 
dynamics and control. Bass was powerful and 
dynamic, albeit a trifle softened at the extreme 
low end, while the midrange was pure and re
laxing, showing good depth, convincing per
spectives and no gain. The treble sounded 
unforced, the generally fine string tone accom
panied by slight 'sheen'

Conclusions
This new Philips machine has fine build quality 
and presentation, with excellent 'graded' ergo
nomics that were simple to use. The lab results 
were exemplary, with no sign of weakness, while 
the sound quality improvements over Philips' 
'mainstream' models more or less justifies its 
premium price. The machine as a whole is very 
satisfying and well balanced, deserving recom
mendation.

Test Results
ZOl I, IkH: ZOkH: 

Channel balance 0.1 ldB 0.1ldB 0.05dB
Stereo scpararion 107JB lIOJB 120dB
Channel phase difference 0 0 0
Total harmonic distortion, OdB____ -92.4JB -89.6dB -85.9dB
Total harmonic distortion, - IOdB____ .____ -81.4dB 
Tomi harmonic disrorrion, -60dB  -49.SrgB 
Tora] harmonic distortion, -80dB  -24.IJB
Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, OdB-9}.9JB
Inrcrmodulation, 19kHz/20kHz. -\OdB -92.3dB
Frc4ucncy response, left channel   C 0 0
Frequency response, righr channel  C 0 -0. JdB
Signal-ro-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted \lOdB 
Signal-to-noise. CCIR/ARM, IkH: ref!08dB 
Output level, OdB, left/right 2.1 V
Output impedance 56 ohms
De-emphasis ______ -0.4JB(lkH:), -4.7dB(SkH:), -9.3dB(l6kH:)
Track access time   3.5sccs
Error correction capability>900pm dot, >BOOpm
Mechanical noise very low
Spuriae up to lOOkHz-87.4dB 
Resolution at -90dB L-93.SdB, R-94.?dB
Headphone socket variable (207ohms)
Dimensions (wxdxh) . ...   _42x 38x !Ocm
Estimated typical purchase price . _____________________ £700

Firsr reviewed The Collection 1987

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and ZOkHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to IOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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PIONEER PDM70
Pioneer High Fidelity gb Ltd, Field Way, Greenford, Middx ub6 8uz.

----- TEL:Ol-575 5757------

L
iving up to their name, Pioneer were 
one of the originators of the 
magazine-loading CD autochanger, 
an approach that takes particular ad
vantage of the capabilities of the 

new medium, allowing up to six hours of 
continuous pre-programmed music (for in
somniacs?).

The PD-M70 reviewed here is in many senses 
a development of the PD-M6 tested last year, 
still using a time-shared single DAC with 2 x 

oversampling and a price now up to £399. It is 
supplied with two loading magazines, one of 
which takes up to six CDs at a time, the other 
a single disc for convenient single-play. Features 
include a complex remote control handset that 
has its own LCD display, plus the ability to store 
up to eight programmes in memory and operate 
a coarse digital volume control with 24dB 
overall range.

The wide range of programming functions 
result in some inevitable complexity, but 
separate keypads cover disc and track selection 
on both machine and remote, which helpc. 
Additional functions include an 'accumulated 
time' which tots up the total playing time being 
programmed, on board timer start, plus genuine 
106

'random play' or 'random program play'.
The player is substantially built, avoiding 

unwanted vibration effects with a honeycomb 
structured chassis. The front panel has a head
phone jack with volume control while the rear 
has good quality phono sockets plus a subcode 
output.

Lab Report
Despite the intervening year's technical 
evolution, the M70's lab performance closely 
paralleled its predecessor. The frequency re
sponse shows a similar flatness with slight high 
frequency ripple, while channel balance, separ
ation and the various measured distortions were 
all very good. The IM spectrogram showed an 
almost identical pattern to the earlier machine, 
albeit some 20dB poorer on the 25kHz spuriae.

Mechanical noise levels were low, but the 
autochanger mechanism inevitably resulted in 
rather longer track access times than most. The 
response to mechanical shock and vibration was 
only average, but error correction tests were 
pucced without problems Noice WU£ low, ultro • 
sonic spuriae were well suppressed, but low level 
linearity, at around 15.1 bits, could have been 
improved.



Sound Quality
Keeping up with the steadily improving 
standards of commercial CD players, the M70 
rated average overall, tending towards the plus 
side. Delivering a solid and competent perform
ance, the sound was a little heavy in the bass 
but generally tidy overall. Image depth was 
considered pretty good, though there was some 
narrowing of the soundstage and masking of low 
level detail. A mild degree of congestion was 
noted at high levels, and some listeners con
sidered the sound a trifle uninvolving overall.

Conclusions
Though the M70 doesn’t entirely justify its price 
on sound quality grounds alone, it does deliver 
a decent standard of lab and subjective 
performance while at the same time in
corporating a remarkable catalogue of features 
to justify its price premium, notably the auto
changer and sophisticated remote control. 
Folling a shade short of formal recommendation, 

it is clearly worth considering for those who will 
make extensive use of the multi-play option.

Test Results
20Hz !kHz

Channel balance _ _______ 0.l2dB O.lldB
Stereo separation .    ,________ l06dB lOldB
Channel phase difference 0° 0°
Tora\ harmonic distortion, OdB ___ -82.SdB -82dB
Tora\ harmonic distortion, - lOdB _ — -84dB
Tora\ harmonic distortion, -60dB _ — -48dB
Total harmonic disrorrion, -80dB _ — -22.SdB
lnre<molulation, 19kHz/20kHz, OdB -94dB
lnrenno<lulation, 19kHz/20kHz, -IOdB -97dB
Frequency response, left channel-0.79dB, 0,

20kHz
0.06dB
83.SdB 

40°
-83dB

0.2ldB
Frequency response, right channel -0.SldB, 0, -0.16dB 
Signal-to-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted .---------------- 99/1OUB
Signal-to-noise, CCIR/ARM, 1kHz ref 92.5/94.SdB
Output level, OdB, lefthighr ._________________ ._2.28V
Output impedance _____ _ .  . , _______ .____ _925ohms
De-emphasis ____ !kHz, 0.28dB; SkHz, -4.SldB; 16kHz, -9.14dB
Track access rime 8.0secs
Error correction capability ----->900pm gap, >SOOpm dot
Mechanical noise -_________________ __ _______________ low
Spuriae up to 100kHz _ - _ ._________ , -104dB
Resolution at -90dB-95.8/-98dB 
Headphone socket  yes {variable outpur) \ 20ohms 
Dimensions (w x d x h) ......................................... 42 x 32 x 10.Scm
Estimated typical purchase price £399
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REVOXB226
F.W.O. Bauch Ltd, 49 Theobald Street, Borehamwood, Herts W06 4RZ. 

-----------Tel: 01-953 0091----------

T
he new Revox B226 CD player fully 
lives up to the high standards of 
design and finish that are the 
hallmarks of this luxury European 
brand. Superficially it is almost 

identical to its '225 predecessor, and is again 
based on Philips technology, but in this case it 
uses the latest 16-bit chip set. The unit as a 
whole and the control surfaces in particular feel 
reassuringly heavy and solid, as does the sub
stantial slide-out drawer-loading mechanism.

Presentation is attractively different from the 
norm, the grey and matt silver with contrasting 
grey and red highlights creating something of 
a 'hi-tech/semi-pro’ impression, enhanced 
perhaps by the small but informative LCD 
display. The control layout is complex, with a 
number of extra buttons covering functions 
which are not immediately self evident, but 
grouped in four distinct areas to provide an 
element of logic, with major functions in any 
case duplicated by full infra-red remote control.

The rear panel has fixed and variable phono 
vulpulo, pluo lwv Jigilal JaLa vuLpub auJ a oeiial 
link system interface connector. Internal con
struction is to the highest standards, with 
minimal wiring.

Lab Report
This new model uses 16-bit !Cs with 4X 
oversampling, with dual DACs preserving high 
frequency phase linearity1. It is particularly in
teresting to note both the close similarity,, as well 
as the steady small improvements in the mea
sured performance of this model over its 
predecessor.

The virtually flat frequency response shows 
the much reduced ripple effect which accom
panies this particular chip set. Channel balance 
might have been closer, but was at least con
sistent, while stereo separation was exceptional. 
Harmonic distortion levels were low at high 
levels, worsening significantly at lower levels, 
due to the rather poor low level linearity of our 
sample which could only register 15-bit reso
lution. IM distortion figures and spectrogram 
both gave very good results, almost identical to 
the earlier model.

While mechanical noise was very low and 
shock and vibration rejection good, track access 
times were a little on the slow side. Signal-to- 
uuioe taLiuo were exLepLiuually guuJ, while 
ultrasonic spuriae and error correction results 
were both satisfactory,. The overall lab perform
ance is very sound, but considering the high 
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price there is still room for some quality control 
improvements in certain areas.

Sound Quality
Rated on the borderline between 'above average’ 
and 'good’ overall, the '226 was considered to 
offer a marked subjective improvement over its 
predecessor. The balance was pleasantly neutral, 
with little observable coloration, but dynamics 
were somewhat ‘softened’, and both depth and 
focus were slightly compromised. The sound will 
satisfy many and is difficult both to dislike or 
criticise, but it lacked the ‘speed', ‘sparkle’ and 
‘air’ of more overtly audiophile-oriented com
ponents nonetheless when auditioned in our 
quite exotic system, and ultimately failed to 
generate sufficient listener interest to make the 
front rank.

Conclusions
On sound quality value for money grounds the 
Revox 8226 still looks a rather expensive 
proposition. But the unique ergonomics, ex
ceptional integrity and build quality do go a fair 
way towards sweetening the pill of the price, and 

the machine clearly makes a lot of sense in the 
context of a complete Revox system, for the 
discriminating user who values solid engineering 
with a uniquely European flavour.

Test Results
20Hz I kHz 20kHz 

0. l 3dB 0.14dB 0.14dB 
l 26dB I08dB 97.4JB 

0° 0° 0°
-95dB -86dB-83.8dB

-78.SdB
-38.SdB

-12JB
_____-____________ -98lB

Channel balance  
Stereo separation _,,
Channel phase difference
Total harmonic distortion, OJB ____  
Tomi harmonic distortion, — IOdB __ 
Total harmonic distortion, -60dB __ 
Tomi harmonic distortion, —80dB __ 
Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, OdB
Inrermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, -IOJB -96dB
Fre4ucncy response, left channel 0.0 MB, 0, -0.0JJB
Frequency response, right channel 0.0 MB, 0, -0.04dB
Signal-to-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted_____________105/108dB
Signal-to-noise, CCIR/ARM. \kHz ref 100/10ZJB
Output level, OdB, left/right .__________________________ 2.19V
Output impedance __________________________________ 220ohms
De-emphasis 1 kHz, 0.36dB; 5kHz, 4.56dB; \6kHz. 9.05dB
Trnck access time     5.0sccs
Error correction capability _____________ >900pm gap, >SOOpm Jot
Mechanical noise . _ ___  _. _______________ v. low
Spuriae up ro 100kHz . ___________ . ________________-86dB
Resolution at -90dB -108/-101<lB
Headphone socket  (variable output) 22ohms 
Dimensions (wxdxh)  45x 33x I !cm
Estimcired typical purchase price . .£754

-i, 
dB[U

RANG[i -51 diV STATUS! PAUSED
A:MAG REVOX 8226 IMO leDB Rl'ISilO

BUS 375 Hz 
Vr:-82.14 dB

START: 0 Hz 
xr:-19eee Hz

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of I 9k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to I OOkHz, and (right) frequency response.

STOP: 100 000 Hz
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BIRMINGHAM'S BECT 
SY^EM OFFERS

SYSTEM A

DENON DCD300

SYSTEMB

DUAL CS505-2

SYSTEMC

REVOLVER/REVOLVER

SYSTEM D

MISSION PCM 7000

MISSION 7011

S8JEM PRICE 
WITH FREE LEADS

A&R ALPHA PWS MISSION CYRUS TWO MISSION 8JRUS TWO

MISSION 700 LE

S8JEM PRICE 
WITH FREE LEADS

£459.95 £359.95
Minion Cyrus 1 £10 ertra MISSION PCM 7000 £599.00

MISSION 737R
SY8JEM PRICE 

WITH FREE LEADS

£739.95

MISSION 770F
SY8JEM PRICE 

WITH FREE LEADS 
£1,299.95

MISSION PCM 4000 £399.00

Also stockists of:ADC, AIWA, AKAi, ALPHASON, AKG, A&R, AR, ARISTON, AUDIO LAB, AUDIO TECHNICA, BEYER, BOSE, CAMBRIDGE AUDIO, CELEOTION, DENON, DUAL, ELITE ROCK, EXPOSURE, GALE, GLANZ, GOLDBUG, GOLDRING, GRADO, HARMAN KARDON, HELIUS, HEYBROOK, KEF, LOGIC, LINX, LYNX, MANTRA, MARANTZ, MAXELL, MERIDIAN, MICHELL, MISSION, MONITOR AUDIO, MONGER, MORDUANT SHOOT, MUSICAL FIDELITY, NAO, NAGAOKA, NVA, OAK, O^TOFON, PHILIPS, PINK TRIANGLE, PROTON, OED, QUAD, REVOLVER, ROGERS, ROTEL, SANSUI, SENNHEISER, SUGDEN, SYOTEMDEK, TANNOY, TARGET, TDK, TEAC, TECHNICS, THORENS, WHARFEDALE, YAMAHA.
Zlh ALTERNATIVE AUDIO LTD 

l| 93/95 HOBS MOAT ROAD,SOLIHULL,WESTMIDLANDSB92&JL 

HIT' TEL: SALES 021 742 0254; SERVICE 021 742 0248Open Tuesday to Saturday 10.00-6.00 Demonstrations by appointment, please



""'. ....... ROTELRCD.820
RotelHifi.25 Heathfield, StaceyBushes,MiltonKeynesm,iz6hr.

-T EL: (0908) 317707

R
ote! have pioneered the technique 
of combining low cost Far Eastern 
manufacture with UK design ex
pertise to create components spec
ifically and successfully tailored to 

UK tastes. The amplifiers have taken the lead 
here, but other electronics components are also 
produced along similar lines, including two CD 
players, though in fact these are based on the 
popular Philips chassis, manufactured in Hasselt, 
Belgium. The basic '820 sells for around £249, 
£100 less than the 'tweaked’ BX.

It is a full width unit finished in black, and 
is currently a simple manual machine with add
on remote control option, and has a fairly stan
dard package of operating features. However, 
folly integrated remote control is promised from 
June 1987, with no price increase.

External finish is good, and build quality 
sound enough, if a little plasticky compared 
with some rivals. The display is a simple, 
switchable 4-digit section for timing or track 
presentation, backed by five status LEDs. Ergo
nomically the main operating panel is logically 
ordered, but the subsidiary functions of display 
switching, repeat, step, and 20-track pro

gramming seem randomly placed. The rear 
panel has a digital co-ax output and provision 
for an add-on remote control in addition to the 
phono stereo audio pair.

Sound Quality
Showing the expected family resemblance to 
other Philips-based machines, of the '460/'160 
genre, the '820 scored near the top of the 'above 
average' grouping, a decent result at the price 
but a full subjective grade behind the 'BX's 
achievement. The sound is direct and lively, well 
focused with a good scale of image, and seemed 
marginally sweeter, more precise and transparent 
in the treble than the standard brew, though 
such aspects were further improved in the 'BX.

Conclusions
Though essentially a Philips clone at a some
what higher price, the Rote! 820 does offer a 
very respectable sound quality for the price, and 
a reasonable build quality besides. It clearly 
deserves recommendation, particularly with the 
promised imminent incorporation of remote 
control without an increase in price.
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ROTEL RCD 820BX
Rotel Hi-fi, 25 Heathfield, Stacey Bushes, Milton Keynes mkiz 6hr. 

---------- TEL: (0908) 317707----------

R
ote! have pioneered the technique 
of combining low cost Far Eastern 
manufacture with UK design ex
pertise to create components spec
ifically and successfully tailored to 

UK tastes. The amplifiers have taken the lead 
here, but other electronics components are also 
produced along similar lines, including two CD 
players. Paralleling nomenclature used in the 
amplifiers, the model fully reviewed here is the 
820BX variant which is modified in the UK for 
improved sound quality.. It sells for around £350, 
a £100 premium on the standard '820.

The 820BX is a full-width unit finished in 
black and based on a Philips chassis (some 
derivation on the 460, one presumes). As tested 
this was a simple manual machine with optional 
add-on remote control, but this feature will be 
built in at no extra cost from summer '87, we 
understand. External finish is good, and build 
quality sound enough, if a little plasticky 
compared with some rivals. The display is a 
simple, switchable 4-digit section for timing or 
track presentation, backed bv five status LEDs. 
Ergonomically the main operating panel is 
logically ordered, but the subsidiary functions 
of display switching, repeat, step, and 20-track 

programming seem randomly placed. The rear 
panel has a digital co-ax output and provision 
for the add-on remote control in addition to the 
phono stereo audio pair.

Lab Report
The range of test measurements indicate a fine 
overall lab performance, compromised slightly 
by some mild channel imbalances, presumably 
reflecting limited component tolerancing. The 
response is smooth and flat through most of the 
frequency band, showing gentle and probably 
sensible filtering towards the bandwidth 
extremes (llkohm loading). Close channel phase 
coherence confirms the twin 16-bit DACs, used 
with 4x oversampling. Channel separation was 
very good, though with significant difference 
between L on R and R on L. Both harmonic 
and intermodulation distortions were very good, 
the spectrogram showing a basically clean 
ultrasonic region with a single 25kHz 
component.

Output level was accurate, and source 
impedance low enough for direct power 
amplifier working. Mechanical noise was low, 
track accessing a fairly rapid 3 .5 seconds, and 
error/tracking tests were handled without 
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problems. Feedback rejection was very good, 
though shock rejection rated only average. 
Electrical noise was very low indeed, and 
ultrasonic spuriae well suppressed, but low level 
linearity was a rather average 15-bits, and the 
white noise test (OdB) showed very slight 
rounding at the top.

Sound Quality
Rating a solid good overall, the 802BX certainly 
provided a significant improvement over the 
standard 820, though at the same time it did 
not particularly stand out amongst similar 
modified-Philips machines. Dynamics and depth 
were both good, but there was also a slight 
'clouding’ effect which reduced transparency 
through the well focused but slightly narrowed 
soundstage. The bass was firm, strong and well 
above average, while the treble was a mite 
recessed, lacking a little 'sparkle’. Overall, the 
sound was aptly described as both entertaining 
and involving.

Conclusions
While the 820BX CD player does not quite 
attain the competitive position of the 820BXII 
amplifier, it is a respectable performer 
nonetheless. The lab performance was generally 

good, though not without a few L/R channel 
anomalies; the build quality and features were 
adequate, if ungenerous. But it has still done 
more than enough to merit recommendation on 
the basis of a fundamentally good standard of 
sound quality for the price, maintaining Rotel’s 
reputation and philosophy in this new product 
area.

Test Results
Channel balance________________  
Srcrc\i separation ...________________  
Channel phase difference
Tomi harmonic distortion, OdB ____  
Tomi harmonic distortion, - lOdB __ 
Tora\ harmonic distortion, -60dB __ 
Tomi harmonic distortion, -80JB __ 
Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, OdB
Intermodulacion, 19kHz/20kHz. - lOdB

201-iz IkHz ZOkl-lz
O.OldB 0.02dB 0.43JB 

l l 3dB 93dB 81.SdB 
0° 0° zo

-93.4dB -88.8dB-84.8dB
-83dB
-46dB
-21dB
-94dB
-90dB

Frequency response, lefr channel-0.54JB, 0, -0.86dB
Frequency response, right channel -0.53dB, 0, — l .27dB
Signal-to-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted 107/107dB
Signal-to-noise, CCIR/ARM. Ikl-lz ref 103/IOJdB
Output level, OdB, left/right 2.IV
Output impedance 200ohms 
De-emphasis ____ !kHz. —0.4dB; 5kHz, -4.7dB; 16kHz. —9.37JB 
Track access time   . = 3.Ssecs
Error correction capability_____________>900pm gap, >800pm dot
Mechanical noise low
Spuriae up co 100kHz________ ____ _______ ... -I00dB
Resolution ar —90dB ~ -104.7/-100.ldB
Headphone socker no 

Dimensions (wxdxh) 42xJ!x8.5cm 
Estimated typical purchase price __ _ . _ ___ _____ .___ ..’350

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of I 9k and 20kHz tones. 
;hawing spuriae up to IOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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SHARPDX610
Sharp Electronics, Thorp Road, Manchester mio 9be. 

------------ TEL: (061) 205 2333-----------

S
harp stayed out of the CD business 
until expanding sales made it worth
while setting up the production of 
their own high value machines. The 
DX-610 and its brother the DX-110 

sell at the competitive £200 price level, and 
have been extensively advertised.

A fashionable front loader, the deck conforms 
to a basic specification, for example lacking 
remote control or access to those rarely-used 
index points — indeed few discs are indexed 
anyway, although the facility can be useful for 
music students. A headphone socket is provided, 
with a fixed volume level, and some 
experimentation might be required to find the 
optimum choice of headphone to produce a 
suitable loudness level.

The back-lit liquid crystal display gives track 
and timing information while additional 
features include fast track skip, plus two speed 
audible music cue and review. Programming 
facilities are not provided, though. Output is 
nominally to the 2V standard via RCA phono 
sockets.

Inside, the player made use of many large scale 
integrated circuits to reduce the component 
count and simplify the construction. Tech

nically, it is a 16 bit linear machine, twice 
oversampled, with a time shared DIA converter. 
Some measured digital filtering is present, 
followed by shallow-slope analogue filtering to 
complete the suppression of spurious signals in 
the ultrasonic frequency range. This 
combination should result in an improved pulse 
response, as compared with the standard high 
slope brickwall filters. A smoother high end 
response is also likely,though the ultimate sound 
quality could not be predicted from this 
information alone.

Lab Report
The impulse response was of a superior kind, 
with moderate overshoot and well controlled 
ringing. Conversely, the machine was found to 
be phase inverting; generally, this will be of little 
consequence. Although some listeners are 
conscious of absolute phase, a knowledge of the 
phase of the accompanying system and of the 
particular recording would be essential to exploit 
this.

Vpry good rhnnnpl matching was 5een :md the 
two response traces could be virtually laid one 
on the other. The response is mildly downtilted 
with increasiog frequency though the effect is 
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slight. Specifically, above 6kHz the output fell 
to -0.6dB at 20kHz, but for most listeners this 
would pass unnoticed. The peak often noted at 
extremely high frequencies was entirely absent 
here. No problems could be associated with the 
separation results although these were poorer 
than average, measuring around 85dB midband. 
As is typical of the type, the interchannel phase 
difference was held to a maximum of 40° at 
20kHz.

While the price may be budget, its resolution 
is not, and this machine was virtually to the 
16 bit standard of the CD specification. The 
level error at -90dB was less than IdB, while 
the midband distortion at full level approached 
0.003%, or -90dB. The more searching 20kHz 
distortion measurement still scored a fine 
-83dB for the in-band component, though the 
theoretically inaudible 24kHz beat component 
was only 24dB down.

A very good response to the high frequency 
intermodulation test was seen, with -90dB of 
distortion at the -lOdB reference level. Gen
erally good spurious rejection was observed. The 
output was marginally higher than standard, at 
2.15V, with a higher than average source 
impedance. Track access speeds were fine while 
the machine shows a slight preference on error 
correction for surfface dots as opposed to infor
mation layer gaps. The last two gap levels 
produced ‘ticking' but taken overall the error 
correction was OK. Signal to noise ratios were 
satisfactory.

Sound Quality
Scoring below average for this issue, the ’610 

still delivered quite a pleasant sound with 
softened dynamics and a loss of attack. Image 
focus was unimpressive with vague positioning 
of high frequencies. Some lack of air and sparkle 
was apparent while the bass could have been 
more tuneful. Subjectively, the treble was quite 
smooth but depth and ambience were 
constricted.

Conclusions
Generally satisfactory, this player avoided some 
of the ‘edge and ‘hardness’ associated with the 
sound of some of the other budget players. Al
though a bit below average on sonic grounds, 
it offers fair value.

Test Results
20Hz IkHz 20kHz

Channel balance . . _ 0.20dB 0.16dB O.Z9dB
Steceo separation ..  -81.4dB -84.7dB-63.7dB
Channel phase difference 1° 3° 41°
Total harmonic distortion, OdB ___  -86.3dB -88.7dB-8Z.6dB
Total harmonic distortion, — lOdB _  — -85.9dB —
Tomi harmonic distortion, -60dB _  — -42.0dB —
Total harmonic distortion, -BOdB _  — -22.9dB —
Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, OdB -85.ldB
Intermodulation. 19kHz/20kHz, - lOdB-90.9dB 
Frequency response, left channel .. . _ + 0.19dB, -I.56dB
Frequency response, right channel +OdB, -l.42dB
Signal-to-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighied _ .________ -88dB
Signal-to-noise, CCIRIARM, IkHz ref-86dB 
Output level, OdB, left/right____________ ___ ___________i.i'jV
Output impedance_____________________ . _____l.6kohms
De-emphasis
Track access time ____________________________________ 4.5secs
Error correction capability    >700pm gap, >8OOpm dot 
Mechanical noise _ ____ _________________________ very low
Spuriae up to lOOkHz -left -95.4dB, right -lOOJdB 
Resolution at -90dB_______________ left +0.66dB, right +0.7ZdB
Headphone socket yes
Dimensions (wxdxh)_____________________ 43x3lx8cm
Estimated typical purchase price ____________  - 199

Spectrum analysis (above} with input of 19k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to IOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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SHURE ULTRA 06000
HW International Ltd, 3-5 Eden Grove, London N7 seq. 

---------- TEL: 01-607 2717----------

K
nown first and foremost for their 
evergreen range of cartridges, US 
company Shure Brothers have 
fingers in various other pies, 
notably the professional market 

for microphones and sound reinforcement, plus 
such devices as surround sound processors for 
domestic 'home cinema' applications.

Now they have added a luxury CD player to 
the roster, the Ultra 06000, recalling the name 
of their top cartridge and selling at a similar 
£500. Shure rationalise their involvement by 
questioning the sound quality of other current 
players, claiming to have made significant sonic 
improvements through careful filter design and 
quality DACs amongst other factors. A useful 
safety net is a five-year guarantee on the laser, 
a device which should give 8,000 hours of use 
but whose premature failure could result in a 
substantial bill.

Though expensive, it does not suffer from the 
disease which requires such devices to be littered 
with a corresponding number of buttons. The 
machine itself is rln nhjprt Ip"nn in clear 
presentation, gold legends and symbols clearly 
identifying the seven large transport keys, with 
just three smaller subsidiary buttons and a 

variable headphone socket. The display is neat 
and unobtrusive, with three separate, rather 
small digital readouts covering time, track and 
index, plus a number of status indicators.

This is a full remote control unit, so the 
handset provides these various functions, plus 
two more thoroughly useful facilities besides — 
a direct entry I I-digit keypad, plus remote 
control volume. Build quality is to top Japanese 
standards, with a substantial machined front 
panel, though no evidence of any particular 
anti-vibration techniques.

Lab Report
With a 16-bit 2 x oversampling conversion 
system, the 6000 has dual DACs that eliminate 
interchannel phase shifts. The frequency re
sponse was pretty damn good, flat and smooth 
with just a touch of channel imbalance at the 
high frequency rolloff. Channel balance showed 
a O.SdB difference, indicative of normal com
mercial tolerances, while separation was good 
in the midband, but rather less so at high and 
lnw frequencies Harmonic anrl intermmlubtinn 
distortions all measured well, with a generally 
clean spectrogram but some channel imbalance 
at low levels on the harmonic measurements.
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The output level is higher than the CD spec., 
which can be useful if driving power amplifiers 
directly (perhaps via the variable output sockets 
fitted to this player), but which can also flatter 
the 6000 during A/B comparisons if appropriate 
compensation is not made. Track access times 
were not particularly fast, but mechanical noise 
was low and rejection of shock and vibration 
excellent. Error correction and tracking tests 
were passed without drama, ultrasonic spuriae 
were well suppressed, and electrical noise levels 
very good. Low level linearity achieved a very 
reasonable 15.3-bits.

Sound Quality
An above average rating is respectable enough, 
though rather more might have been expected. 
The bass sounded sharp and clear, the midrange 
a little lean and hard, while the treble seemed 
a trifle bright and over-emphasised. Stereo focus 
was good, but with some loss of depth and 
width. The overall sound had something of the 
character of the top Shure cartridges: it con
veyed good and convincing dynamics, but was 
also considered potentially a little fatiguing.

Conclusions
The Ultra 6000 is evidence enough that Shure 

are taking CD very seriously. The build quality 
and ergonomics are both excellent, particularly 
in the extra features fitted to the remote handset 
which keep the machine itself uncluttered. The 
lab performance was thoroughly respectable, 
though the results of the listening tests might 
have been better considering the high price of 
the machine.

Test Results
ZOHz I kHz ZOkHz

Channel balance ---------------------- 0.5JB O.SJR 0.3 IJB

Stert'l separation

Channel phase difference

Total harmonic distortion, OdB --------

Total harmonic distortion, -JOJB__

Total harmonic distortion, -60dB__

Total harmonic disrorrion, -80dB__  

Intermodulation, \9kHz/20kHz, OJB 

Inrermodularion, \9kHzlZOkHz, -IO<1B

87JB IOOJB 74<lB

0° 0° 0°

-91.SJR -9\JB-83.4<lB

-86.9JB

-42. l<lB

-2 I.9JB

-85.9JB

-9 1.4JB

Frequency response, lefr channel+O.OJJB, 0, -0.32dB 

Frequency response, right channel +O.OJ<lB, 0, -0.14JB 

Signal-ro-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighte<l ... !04/99JB

Signal-ro-noise, CCIR/ARM, I kHz ref _ 97/92dB

Omput level, OdB, left/right ____  . 2.5V (var=2.5V)
Output impedance 570(var l .Sktyp)ohms

De-emphasis IkHz, 0.25JB; SkHz, 4.3dB; 16kHz, 8.9dB

Track access time ...------------ ---------------------------- . _5.0secs

Error correction capability >900pm gap; >BOOpm dot

Mechanical noise ... . low

Spuriae up to lOOkHz  -102.5dB

Resolution at -90dB  -86.3/-83.4dB

Headphone socket(v<lriab\e output) !50ohms

Dimensions (wxdxh)  43x8.5 x33cm

Estimated typical purchase price  . £495

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to lOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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SONOGRAPHE SDl (by Conrad Johnson)
Automation Sciences Co, 20 Little Gaddesden, Berkhamsted, Herts hp4 ipa.

-T EL: (044284) 2786-

T
he Sonographe (by Conrad John
son) SDI CD player has recently 
become available in the UK, and 
may be seen as something of a US 
equivalent to the UK specialist 

machines. A basic Philips (in the US Mag- 
navox) chassis has had customising touches here 
and there, plus 'audiophile'analogue pre-amp 
circuitry. The price of £799 is unusually low by 
C-J standards, hence the Sonographe identity, 
a US turntable brand which C-J acquired quite 
recently and which makes a suitable identity for 
good quality products at more modest prices 
than their normal amplification equipment.

The styling changes consist of a substantial 
metal fascia plus oak end-cheeks. The result 
looks satisfyingly substantial and distinctively 
American, though one might question the over
all elegance. An additional simple internal cir
cuit board substitutes the normal output filter 
with a Bessel filter with different Q and rolloff 
point. The analogue output uses an FET stage 
reminiscent of the Motif pre-amp, and further 
modifications include a good quality dual-rnil 
power supply and the replacement and use of 
high quality C-J specified capacitors.

The basic machine is similar to the familiar 

drawer-loading Philips 350, and can be upgraded 
to remote control operation using the Philips 
remote/receiver kit. All the usual search, pro
gram and timing features are included. The con
version circuitry is the 14-bit four times 
oversampling which is still used in some of the 
best players around. The chassis is a plastic 
moulding, using a single beam laser.

Lab Report
The frequency response showed the same mild 
high frequency ripples as other related 
machines: they can look a little alarming under 
high scale magnification but there is no evi
dence of an adverse effect upon sound quality. 
Phase difference at high frequencies was zero, 
due to the two DIA converters. Stereo separation 
was satisfactory, but rather poorer at high fre
quencies than the standard models which use 
the same chassis. Similarly, distortion results 
were rather poorer than the standard achieved 
by other machines, both for harmonic and inter
modulation. Despite the evidence of some dis
tortion, white nnisp at OrlR was handled fine, 
and resolution at -90dB was good.

Error correction was very good on all tests, 
while mechanical noise was low and the unit 
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showed generally good resistance to shock and 
vibration. Track access took a satisfactory 
4.Ssecs, while output was a little below the stan
dard, and further hampered by a highish source 
impedance — a little care may be needed to en
sure amplifier compatibility here.

Sound Quality
Highly rated in auditioning, the SDl is bettered 
by very few, mostly more expensive, competitor’s. 
Effectively confirming its illustrious heritage, its 
great strength was sheer 'listenability’ in a top 
class replay chain, the sound described as en
gagingly sweet and unfatiguing, if slightly ‘soft’ 
and lacking ‘attack. The midrange, vocal regions 
were particularly good, but the treble showed 
a little grain and was a trifle ‘shut in. Bass 
sounded slightly ‘heavy, lacking a little ‘grip’ 
and ‘slam.

Conclusions
Despite the cost penalties inevitably incurred 
by shipping a unit halfway round the world, the 
Sonographe still delivers a fully competitive 
sound quality that comes very close to our re
ference yardsticks irrespective of price. Conrad 

Johnsons engineers have come up with a sonic 
recipe that gives an attractively relaxed 'musical’ 
result, the only penalty being facilities and 
presentation which are rather mundane when 
compared with the immediate competition.

Test Results
Channel balance ___________
Stereo separation_____________ . _
Channel phase difference
Tomi harmonic distortion, OdB____
Tomi harmonic distortion, - IOdB
Tomi harmonic distortion, -60dB
Tomi harmonic distortion, -8OdB

20Hz IkHz 20kHz 
0.18JB 0.17dB 0.19JB 
95.2dB 89. IdB 66.SdB

0° 0° 0°
-62.JJB -62.B<lB -78.6JB 
_______  -71.ZdB 

________ -38.7JB 
________ -20.ZdB

Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, OdB-52.7JB 
Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, - IOdB-6I.6dB 
Fnc^uency response, lefr channel   +0.03dB 0-1.0SdB
Fn:‘4uency response, right channel  +0.02dB 0 -1.08dB
Signal-w-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted 93dB
Signal-ro-noise, CCIR/ARM, IkHz ref ________ . _.90dB
Output level, OdB, lefr/right .. __  ___ ._________l .87V
Output impedance .___________ _______________ .__2.6 kohm
De-emphasis ______-0.4dB(lkHz), -4.74dB(SkHz), 9.SdB(l6kHz)
Track access time _—.--------- ---------------_.4.Ssecs
Error correction capability ________ ___gap>900pm. dot>SOOpm
Mechanical noise_______—---------------------------------------- very low
Spuriae up to !OOkHz _ ___ .___ __ ..___________ -78.9JB
Resolution at -90JB _ L -87.9dB, R -93.ldB
Headphone socket fixed, l50ohms
Dimensions (wxdxh) . ______________ 46 x39 x9cm
Estimated typical purchase price £799
Firsc reviewed The Collection 1987

STARTI 0 Hz Xrt 0 Hz BUI 375 HzYri 0.00 dB

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to IOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.

STOP! 100 000 Hz
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^ SONYCDPM20
Sony uk Ltd, Sony House, South Street, Staines, Middlesex twis 4PF.

---------- TEL: Staines 61688---------

S
ony see this new 1987 midi-sized 
model as the successor to the highly 
successful COP 35. (This Choice 
Recommended model was 1986's 
biggest selling machine.)The M20 is the cheapest in a range of four 

midi machines. All share the high standards of 
quality and presentation that play no small part 
in Sony's success, but the manually operated '20 
has the most basic facilities at the same £199 
price point as last year. An extra £30 adds the 
full-feature remote control of the M30. We had 
planned to review the M50, but our sample 
withdrew its labour: this £270 model has a more 
comprehensive display plus extra technical 
features. The £350 C5M is a 5-disc autochanger, 
with the most convenient and ingenious loading 
mechanism yet.

The M20 is quite well equipped for a baseline 
model, yet it is also neatly laid out for simple 
operation. The featur@g include a 20-track pro
grammable memory, skip and audible high speed 
scan, repeat and shuffle (random) play, plus dis
played track, index and disc timing.

Lab Report
The basic circuitry is developed from last year's 
more upmarket machines, using 2 x over
sampling and digital filtering with a single time
shared 16-bit DAC. The technical performance 
is generally well balanced, while showing the 
mild compromises appropriate to a player in the 
'budget' category. Frequency response was flat 
below 1kHz, showing slight ripple and uneveness 
at higher frequencies but within close limits 
nonetheless. Channel balance was close, de
teriorating slightly at high frequencies, while the 
interchannel phase difference confirms the 
shared DAC.

Harmonic distortion was generally good, but 
weak at low levels. Intermodulation gave good 
figures but the spectrogram does reveal a number 
of lurking ultrasonic components. The output 
impedance was rather high, so this player may 
not be suitable for direct or via potentiometer 
connection to a power :.implifer. Shock :.ind 
vibration resistance was good, mechanical noise 
quite low, and track access time a reasonable 
5 seconds. Error correction tests posed no 
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problems, resolution was a decent 15 .4-bits at 
low levels, and signal-to-noise ratios were quite 
good, but the suppression of ultrasonic spuriae 
could have been better.

Sound Quality
The M20 scored a straight average on the 
listening tests, which is a good result for a budget 
player. The sound was considered a little 
lightweight but dry and quick in the bass. Mid 
and treble both sounded reasonably clean with 
quite good focus and dynamics. The soundstage 
could have been wider with better depth reso
lution, but there were no upsetting colorations 
and imbalances, merely the expected limitations 
of an essentially competent budget deck.

Conclusions
The CDP-M20 makes a worthy heir to its 
successful predecessor, fully keeping pace with 
the improving standards of the marketplace as 
a whole. It combines decent subjective and 
laboratory performance in a competitive £200 
package, with the bonus of fine Japanese build 
and presentation quality, and so clearly merits 
firm recommendation.

Test Results
Channel balance _________________ 
Srereo separation
Channel phase difference
Toial harmonic distortion, OdB ____ 
Tora! harmonic distortion, -!OdB __ 
Total harmonic distortion, -60dB __ 
Torn\ harmonic disrorrion, -80dB _  
Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, OJB
Inrermcxlulation, 19kHz/20kHz, -!OdB

20Hz !kHz 20kHz
0.02dB 0.02dB 0.!7dB

92dB 9\dB 7ldB
0° 2° 40°

-82dB -83dB -86dB
-82JB
-40dB

------ 14.SJB
- -86dB
------ 88.SJB

Frequency response, lefi channel 0.04dB, 0, -0.64dB
Frequency response, right channel 0.05dB, 0, -0.49dB
Signal-to-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted 89/93dB
Signal-ro-noise, CCIR/ARM, !kHz ref 84/88dB
Output level, OdB, left/right 2.12V
Ourpui impedance 2.4kohms
De-emphasis !kHz. 0.4dB: lkHz. 4.6dB: 16kHz. 9.3JB
Track access time ; k.
Error correction capability__ , _________ >900pm gap, >SOOpm dot
Mechanical noise ,|uii< low
Spuriae up to I OOkHz—76dB
Resolution ac —90dB ................... ........ -86.9/—86.7dB
Headphone socket yes (fixed) I OOohms
Dimensions (wxdxh)_____ _  . ______ 35.4x27x8cm
Estimated typical purchase price _ : 199

RANGL1 5 dJV STATUS» PAUSED
AtMAU SONY CDP-1120 111 R11S:10

STARTs 0 Hz BUS 375 Hz STOP: 100 000 Hz
Spectrum analysis (above) with input of l9k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to lOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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IN Hi l l 0

CHOOSY ABOUT COMPACT DISC?

You should be, as there are as many choices to be made 
about CD p layers as any otherpart of your system. We have 
selected a numb e r of machines for yo: to ;hoosefro rn, With 
our usual helpful advice and demonstrations we will hety 

you make the correct choice.
Stockists of these fine CD players.

MA^NNTZ. MERI.DIAN. MISSION. SONYES. YAMAHA.

Co-Sponsors of the Festival cfS;und and Vision, 6th-8th 
November 1987, Edinburgh.

63 GEORGE STREET EDINBURGH
Tel:031-225 §854 »°



SONY CDPdH)
Sony uk Ltd, Sony House, South Street, Staines, Middlesex twi8 4pe 

---------- Tel Staines 61688----------

C
o-inventors of the CD format, 
Sony are also amongst the market 
leaders, and have introduced for 
1987 some ten mains machines 
plus several portables to maintain 

their market position. Disregarding the prestige 
'ES models, alongside no less than five midis, 
there are two full width models, both with full 
remote control. The simpler £250 COP 310 
costs £50 less than the more complex and tech
nically more advanced '710 reviewed in the 
following pages.

The finish and build quality are both exemp
lary, even if Sony are able to surpass it with their 
ES series, which are clearly more solidly built 
overall. Still the '310 more than passes muster, 
even if it does represent a more cost effective 
package. All the usual features are available, and 
intelligently laid out. Lacking the complexity 
of the '7 J O’s front panel direct entry keypad and 
displayed music calendar, the '310 at least offers 
the convenience of the former on the compre
hensive handset.

Sound Quality
Scoring a healthy enough average rating, the 
'310 showed a small but worthwhile improve
ment over the 'M20, with enhanced dynamic 
qualities and a more solid extended bass, though 
it fell substantially behind the '710 with its more 
advanced digital circuitry. Focus was quite good, 
but with some loss in stereo depth and trans
parency. The treble was quite tidy, but with a 
mild 'lispiness' or ‘edge’. Overall, this is decent 
commercial sound quality, but nothing special.

Conclusions
Fine build quality, facilities and presentation, 
plus a very acceptable standard of sound quality 
for £250 make recommendation of the CDP-310 
mandatory. But those who want a full size 
machine should consider carefully the slightly 
more expensive '710. And if size is immaterial, 
the M50 ought to be investigated — though we 
were unable to test this model, it appears to 
incorporate '710 technology in a £270 midi 
package, which could be a winning com
bination.
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, SONYCDP710
Sony uk Ltd, Sony House, South Street, Staines, Middlesex twi8 4pf.

-----------TEL: Staines 61688-----------

C
o-inventors of the CD format, 
Sony are also amongst the market 
leaders, and have introduced for 
1987 some ten mains machines 
plus a couple of portables to main

tain their market position. This is the top model 
in Sony's extensive seven-model standard line
up, disregarding the more exotic ES models 
described elsewhere: alongside no less than five 
midis, there are two full-width models, both with 
full remote control, this £300 COP 710 costing 
£50 more than its simpler '3 JO brother.

For the extra, one gets additional features like 
the front panel 20-digit direct entry keypad, plus 
internal engineering changes to the digital con
version circuitry. The finish and build quality 
are both exemplary, even if Sony are able to 
surpass it with their ES series which are clearly 
more solidly built overall. Still the 710 more 
than passes muster, even if it does represent a 
more cost effective package. All the usual 
features are available in full measure, and 
intelligently laid out, though the degree of 
complexity might not be to every taste.

Lab Report
This particular model has 'high tech'digital 

circuitry, with dual 16-bit DACs (from Philips 
sources) used with 4x oversampling, and Sony's 
own advanced digital filtering, giving a ruler
flat frequency response with no interchannel 
phase discrepancy. Stereo separation was very 
good, deteriorating marginally at high fre
quencies, while both harmonic and intermodu
lation distortion measurements gave excellent 
results.

The output level was near enough correct, but 
the output impedance was on the high side, 
which might create the odd problem for dedi
cated enthusiasts attempting to drive some 
power amplifiers directly or via a passive volume 
control. Mechanical noise was low, track access 
speed very fast, shock and vibration rejection 
excellent, and error correction and tracking tests 
handled without difficulty. Electrical noise levels 
were excellent, ultrasonic spuriae were well sup
pressed, and low level linearity was a very good 
15.7 bits.

Sound Quality
Despite its comparatively modest price, this 
player scureJ a vet y iitipieooi ve aiiJ oliuiig uveiall 
'good' rating. Showing excellent vocal focus and 
stereo staging, with good depth and width, the 
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soundstage was slightly 'forward', and tonally 
mildly 'lean. Bass was qualitatively good, if a 
trifle lightweight, and the treble showed fine 
explicit detail. Though lacking a little 'slam', the 
710 provided a fine combination of good 
dynamics and subtle detail.

Conclusions
This player proved to be one of the more out
standing new entries for the 1987 edition, Sony’s 
additional 'high tech’ fix on this premium model 
appearing to give a significant boost to sound 
quality. The build quality may not quite achieve 
ES standards, but it is more than sufficient 
nevertheless, while the range of facilities and 
lab performance are both generous at the price, 
irrespective of the sound quality. The CDP 710 
is therefore an obvious Best Buy.

Test Results
Channel balance_________________ 
Stereo separation
Channel phase difference
Toca\ harmonic distortion, OdB ____ 
Toca\ harmonic disrortion, -!OdB __ 
Tomi harmonic disrorrion, -60dB __ 
Total harmonic disrortion, -80dB __ 
Inrcrmodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, OdB 
lnrermodulat;on, 19kHz/20kHz, -IOJB

20Hz IkHz ZOkHz
O.ZZJB O.ZZdB O.JdB
12&1B IJOdB 84dB

0° 0° oo
-87dB -83dB -87dB

-BldB
-41dB -

------23.SdB -
-9ldB
-85dB

Frequency response, lcfr channel O.OldB, 0, -0.0JJB
Frequency response, right channel O.OldB, 0, -O.lldB 
Signal-w-noise, ZOHz-2OkHz unweighted IO9111OdB 
S;gnal-tmno;se, CCIR/ARM, IkHz ref 104dB
Output level, OdB, left/right . .. 2.2\V
Output impedance . ._ \ .6kohms
De-emphas;s IkHz, O.JJJB; SkHz, 4.JSdB; 16kHz, 9.ldB 
Track access time . . . _ 2.Osecs
Error correction capability >900pm gap, >SOOpm dot
Mechanical noise.......  .. low
Spuriae up to \OOkHz___  __ .. ____________ -99dB
Resolut;on at -90dB -87.71-89.JdB 
Headphone socket . —yes (variable ourput) lOOohms
Dimensions (wxdxh) 43x3Jx9.5cm 
Estimated typical purchase price f'

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of l9k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to lOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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SONYDlOO
Sony (UK) Lto, Sony House, South Street Staines, Middlesex twi8 4pe

---------- TEL: Staines 61688----------

T
he £300 0100 is the latest top-of- 
the-line miniature 'personal' port
able CD player from Sony, effect
ively replacing last year's 050 but 
smaller still and lighter in weight. 

Indeed it is probably the smallest currently 
available, and certainly makes a slimmer, lighter 
package than its most obvious competitor (the 
Technics XP5) when both are fitted with their 
rechargeable 'flatpack' lead acid batteries.

Features and facilities are of limited import
ance when trying to save as much weight and 
power comsumption as possible, but the 0100 
is still reasonably well equipped. It has a small, 
simple, power-saving LCD display, the usual play 
functions including skip and repeat, plus 
21-track programmability. The decision to put 
the play switch on the top surface may have 
been a mistake, as it is rather too easy to switch 
the player on accidentally when travelling 
around. The 0100 comes complete with a good 
quality set of folding 'in-ear' headphones.

Sound Quality
The engineering constraints of portable 
packages are clearly reflected in a sound quality 
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which is poor by comparison with stand-alone 
mains machines, but in a strictly portable con
text the Sony is as good as anything else cur
rently around (though it represents an actual 
drop in quality compared with last year's 050 
we have to point out). The sound improved on 
the cheaper 030 in terms of definition, treble 
clarity and openness. Bass was reasonably free 
from serious censure, focus likewise, but depth 
and low level detail were both masked to a 
degree, and there were some compressive effects 
and midband hardness. Tracking was a little 
below par, even with the machine stationary.

Conclusions
The best all round package amongst the 1987 
portables we have tried, the 0100 is also the 
most expensive, and is still no substitute for a 
conventional mains player. It may be worth con
sidering for those who must have portable CD, 
and it is reasonably effective via headphones, 
but there is still a feeling of immaturity about 
this technology that applies less with mains CD 
machines, or with personal cassette players for 
that matter.
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A. RADFORD

WOODSIDE ELECTRONICS 
KIMBERLY ROAD, CLEVEDON, AVON BS21 6OJ 

Telephone: 0272 877611

TECHNICS SLPlllK 
BESTBUY

^CAMBRIDGE HI-FI

PROFESSIONAL ADVICE 
PERSONAL SERVICE

VOTED BEST HI-FI DEALER IN EASTANGLIA 1986

AR, CAMBRIDGE AUDIO, CELESTION, 
GOODMANS, MISSION, MONITOR AUDIO, 

NAGAOKA, PIONEER, SONY ES, TECHNICS, 
THORENS, TRIO-KENWOOD, YAMAHA, ETC. SONYCDP710 

BESTBUY

1 HAWTHORN WAY, CAMBRIDGE CB4 1AT. TEL: 0223 A.773. THE ULTIMATE IN SOUND ADVICE
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SONYD30
Sony (uk) Lto, Sony House, South Street, Staines, Middlesex twi8 4pe

---------- T EL: Staines 61688-----------

S
ony's introduction of the £230 030 
brings the starting price for their 
personal 'portable' CD players down 
significantly from last year's 050, 
though not without some compro

mise in size, appearance and 'feel'. This is very 
much a plastic package, compared with the 
luxury metal-cased models available at some
what higher prices. Although somewhat thicker, 
slipping less easily into the pocket or handbag, 
it is attractively light in weight and has a certain 
fashionable style and overall presentation.

Moreover, the 030 does have one significant 
advantage over Sony's more expensive machine, 
inasmuch as it is not solely reliant upon a special 
'flatpack' lead acid recharageable battery. The 
030's removable rechargeable power pack is 
similar in size and shape to a container for four 
AA cells - and such a container is precisely 
what can be used as an alternative if and when 
the rechargeables run out inconveniently. The 
snag is that the three-hour battery life will cost 
you SOp+ psr hour. ...

Benefiting from starting with a cleaner sheet 
of paper, the 030 is generally rather neater than 
the more expensive 0100 ergonomically. It has 

a similar power-saving LCD display, skip, shuffle 
and repeat play modes, and is supplied complete 
with good quality, folding 'in-ear' headphones.

Sound Quality
The sound quality is poor by comparison with 
stand-alone mains machines, indicating that 
there is no easy solution to the engineering 
constraints of portable packages. In comparative 
terms the 030 fell slightly behind two metal- 
cased personal portables assessed at the same 
time, though it sounded reasonably respectable 
via the headphone output. There was little 
depth, focus was diffuse, low bass was deficient, 
and upper bass sounded 'grumbly' in character. 
However, the midband was pleasant, the treble 
reasonably open, and the overall sound was 
generally tidy and reasonably competent. Even 
when static, some mistracking was encountered.

Conclusions
In many senses the most practical and cost 
offertivp nf thp thret> personals assessed in this 
edition, the 030 makes a good effort at realising 
a practical Oiscman, though it still falls short 
of last year's 050 in terms of sound quality.
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109-113 London Road

SEVENOAKS Kent 
■ (0732)459555
Mail Order: Sevenoaks Branch only

MAIL ORDER
■ (0732)458985
73b North Street

GUILDFORD Surrey
■ (0483)36666
34 Mount Ephraim

TUNBRIDGE WELLS Kent
■ (0892)31543

SFWVOAKSH/FhWDFO
' If you can buy 
cheder eke where, 

Ml .-«.::l 
tokMw!

51 Beckenham Road
BECKENHAM Kent

■ (01)6583450
4 Railway Street

CHATHAM Kent
« (0634) 46659

162 Powis Street, Woolwich

LONDON SE18
a (01)855 8016

55 Preston Street

BRIGHTON Sussex
■ (0273)733338This advertisement is valid until at least 15thJui'/ 1987 All branches close Wednesday except Guildford

Dual CSSOS/2 + OED A240CO + Cel OL4 or AABBX or Ke! C10 or JPW Pl or Mission 70l1 or M/Short MS15 or (AA18BX or B&W DM100 imp add £20) £314.95
Dual CSSOS/2 + OED A240SA + Cel OL4 or AABBX or Ke! C10 or JPW Pl or Mission 7011 or M/Short MS15 or (AA18BX or B&W DM100 imp add £20) £359.95
Dual CSSOS/2 + Sansut AUG30X + Cel OL4 or AABBX or Kef C10 or JPW Pl or Mission 7011 or M/Short MS15 or (AA18BX or B&W 0M100 imp add £20) £'/9.95
Dual CSSOS/2 + A&A A6Û+ + Cel OL4 or AABBX or Kef C10 or JPW Pl or Mission 70ll or M/Short MS15 or (AA18BX or B&W DM100 imp add £20) £::9.95
Dual CS50512 + Marantz PM26 + Cel DL4 or AABBX or Kef C10 or JPW Pl or Mission 7011 or M/Short MS15 or (AA18BX or B&W 0M100 imp add £20) £284.95
Dual CSSOS/2 + AA A04 + Cel DL4 or AABBX or Kef C10 or JPW P1 or Mission 7011 or M/Short MS15 or (AA18BX or B&W 0M100 imp add £20) £319.95
Dual CSSOS/2 + AA A06 + Cel DL4 or AABBX or Kef C10 or JPW P1 or Mission 7011 or M/Short MS15 or (AA18BX or B&W DM100 imp add £20) £(l4.95
Dual CSSOS/2 + Trio KA550 + Cel OL4 or AA8BX or Kef C10 or JPW P1 or Mission 7011 or M/Short MS15 or (AA188X or B&W DM100 imp add £20) £294.95
Dual CSSOS/2 + A & A Alpha + + Cel DL4 or AABBX or Kef C10 or JPW Pl or Mission 7011 or M/Short MS15 or (AA18BX or B&W DM100 imp add £20) £^9.95
Dual CSSOS/2 + Denon PMA250 + Cel DL4 or AA8BX or Kef ClO or JPW P1 or Mission 7011 or M/Short MS15 or (AA18BX or B&W DM100 imp add £20) £289.95
Dual CS505/2 + Cambridge P40 + Cel DL4 01 AA88X or Kef C10 or JPW P1 or Mission 7011 or M/Short MS15 or (AA188X or B&W DM100 imp add £20) £369.95
Dual CS505/2 + Rote! AA8408X2 + Cel DL4 or AriBBX or Ke! C10 or JPW P1 or Mission 7011 or MlShort MS15 or (AAIBBX or B&W DM100 imp add £20) £354.95
Dual CSSOS/2 + Marantz ?M\51 + Cel DL4 or AA88X or Kef C10 or JPW Pl or Mission 7011 or M/Short MS15 or (AA188X or B&W DM100 imp add £20) £254.95
Dual CSSOS/2 + Maran!z PM45 + Cel DL4 or AA88X or Ke! C10 or JPW Pl or Mission 7011 or M/Short MS15 or IAA188X or B&W DM100 mp add £20) £334.95

Aolel Aa820 or Nad 3020E or Nad 3130 Of Aotel Aa8208X2 See illus!rated sys!em below
The followinq are available as OPTIONS to the turntable and speakers in the above systems.

AA E8101 add £80 Mission 737R add £110 Rotel RP8301AT110E add£30 FREE
8& W DM220 Imp add £110 Heybrook HBI add £'/ Aotel RP850/AT 110E add£55 • Cartridge supplied with above systems
8& W DM110 Imp add £40 Moniior Audio R252V add £20 Thorens TD166 add£55 • Leads provided with above systems ■
Compact Disc Players P.O.A. Monitor Audio R352 add £1:: Wharfdale Diamond UU deduct£15 • Carnage for mail order customers
Dual CS505/2 deluxe add £20 Nad 5120 deduct £30 Revolver inc. arm........ . add£80 on all orders in excess of £200 .

Amplifiers
Audoiab B'/IAiSe^oniyi
:;=A&RAipha^

Camb<o09eP40CamOuaO- mlega^ PS5 Cy^u One

t324 « C\59.95 * UOM* [^49.95 [211.95 t3::H £10.« £249 95

Nadlii))Na0 6220

ROtiR0630 TecnmuRSTiO TecMoCSFISTZO l'/MiciFIS830$ Tecnn.eRSB405

Denon PMA70?Denon PMA250Denon PM A 300VKenwood Trio KA330OOMaranU PM26Marantz PM45

MueaifideKyAiMusicai F-aeehyAi^O Musical F^enry 82W Nad 2155 powe•amp Nao 3020E Nad 3130 Nad 3240Nid1155preHmp Nadll30preampNad2200powerampQuad 34/44/405 2/606/306 OEO A24OCD□ED A240SA Role!R"820 Rotei RA620BX2
Ro:::r:::OBX2 Sansu. AUU11X11 SinwrAUG30X Sansu. AUG5OX Techn«csSUV<0 Teline SUVSO Technics SUV60 Trio KAS50Yamaha AX 300Yamaha AX400 Yamaha AXSOO

£119» £169.95£50.95 £124.95*£10.95 £159.95£69.95* £209.95 £399 95 £299 95 £229» * £109»*
£219» * £10»*
UMM.

£ 199 95 £'OT»i
£100* £t39 95* £10 95» £279.« *£129 » £159.«£179 » £129«* £119 »•
£10»*

Cassette Decks
Ai wa AOF260 Aiwa AQF»0 Anna AOR0O Aw1AOR550 *—1AOF6‘0 '/•ADF770Denon DAMO? Denon DAM 10 Denon DRM12HX OenonORMMHX Denon DRM20 Oeno: DRM30HX OenonORMUHXMarantrSO« M^rantzSOJS

£89.95 [H951129.95 £159.«
£20 » £139.»
£209 » £2»« (»1» £319« ^M [179.95 [151.95

Vima1iKl22Yl—hMK340 vamai>aM10YiminiK540YamahaK^200Yamana !U400 YamaliaKKWMO

Tuners
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SONY CDP-222ESD
&onvukLtd,&onyHouse,SouthStreet,Staines,Midjlesextw'84PE

------------TEL: Staines 61688---------

T
he CDP-222ES is the least expen
sive model in the costly but beauti
fully presented Sony ES range of 
three CD players. Features and 
facilities are too comprehensive to 

detail without the review taking on the appear
ance of a shopping list, but this is very much 
a luxury machine with everything one would 
expect plus a few more besides — inevitably 
resulting in a somewhat complex layout, no 
doubt to the delight of many, but the possible 
intimidation of some.

Full comprehensive remote control is pro
vided, but this does not have the remote volume 
of the more expensive models. Other economies 
have been found in avoiding the elaborate power 
supply provisions and anti-vibration G-chassis, 
though the '222 still makes a serious attempt 
to combat shock and vibration. A 20-digit 
keypad gives direct track access and program
ming on both handset and machine, the latter's 
music calendar display providing attractive 
visual confirmation. Under the skin, the '222 
has Sony's 4x oversampling system, based 

on Philips twin DACs but with Sony's digital 
filtering technology.

Sound Quality
Despite the luxurious build quality, the '222 was 
a mild disappointment in the listening tests, 
scoring a healthy enough 'above average' rating 
— better than the '310 but falling a little short 
of the non-ES '710 model. The stereo image had 
good scale and focus, with fair depth and good 
low level detail. The sound was inviting and 
interesting, quite dynamic and authoritative 
with good bass; overall this is a tidy, clean all 
rounder.

Conclusions
The combination of exceptional build and 
presentation plus respectably good sound quality 
at a realistic price is sufficient to merit recom
mendation, but our preference for alternative 
Sony models either side m the price hierarchy 
keeps our enthusiasm for the '222 just a shade 
lukewarm.
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SONY CDP 555esD
Sony uk Ltd, Sony House, South Street, Staines, Middlesex twi8 4pe

--------- T EL: Staines 61688--------

T
his £1000 luxury model in Sony's 
ES range is something of a flagship 
amongst single-box standalone 
players, oozing advanced engineer
ing features to match the very 

highest standards of finish and presentation.
One obvious characteristic is the massive 

weight, due to the ceramic 'Gibraltar' chassis 
on which the unit is founded. This technique 
is now used to suppress vibration susceptibility 
in a number of ES models: it certainly adds great 
mechanical solidity, but presumably also plays 
its part in manufacture and transportation costs. 
Additional cast front and side panels plus a sub
stantial solid top plate and two heavy, enclosed 
transformers hanging out of the rear create an 
'over-engineered' impression which all helps to 
build consumer confidence.

Features and facilities are too comprehensive 
to detail without the review taking on the ap
pearance of a shopping list. Full comprehensive 
remote control includes volume and a 20-digit 
keypad for track accessing and programming, 
with a music calendar display providing 
attractive visual confirmation.

Under the skin, the 555 has Sony's 4X 
oversampling system, based on Philips twin 

DACs but with Sony's digital filtering tech
nology. Separate power transformers handle the 
digital and analogue signals, and care has been 
taken in choosing high quality components and 
wiring in critical areas, and in avoiding cross
interference.

Lab Report
A first class lab performance is demanded of a 
product such as this, and the Sony flagship did 
not disappoint. The frequency response was 
smooth and flat, with just the hint of a rise at 
very high frequencies. Channel balance was 
good, and stereo separation outstanding at low 
and mid frequencies, worsening somewhat at 
high frequencies. Dual DACs ensure phase con
sistency between channels. Harmonic distortion 
was low and intermodulation excellent, both on 
spot measurement and the broadband spec
trogram.

Excellent resistance to shock and vibration 
confirms one benefit of the 'G' chassis. Mech
anical noise was held to low levels, but track 
access times were very quick. State-of-the-art 
figures were set for noise levels and the sup
pression of ultrasonic spuriae. Error correction 
tests were passed without problems and low level
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resolution was very good, approximating 15.8 
bits.

Sound Quality
Much again is expected of such a model, and 
fortunately the delivery was in full measure, the 
555es rating very good overall, offering genuine 
competition for more audiophile-oriented prod
ucts from small specialist companies. Described 
as essentially high class and pleasant with good 
dynamics, the midrange was strikingly clear with 
precise focus, while sibilants were clean and the 
treble pure. The presentation was a touch 'for
ward', slightly small in scale but secure and co
herent, with a mild flattening of perspectives. 
The overall balance was neutral and attractively 
easy on the ears.

Conclusions
A £1000 pricetag needs some justification, but 
the 555 proves up to the task — at the same 
time rather undermining Sony's still more ex
pensive two-box 5521703 combination. It is 
difficult to put a value on build quality as 
extravagant as this, but it should certainly in
spire confidence and pride of ownership. Soph

isticated facilities combine with state-of-the-art 
measured performance, and although the very 
fine sound quality fell slightly short of the very 
best in our reference system, the Sony is well 
up there competing with still more expensive 
models, and may be confidently recommended.

Test Results
Channel balance _________________
Stereo separation
Channel phase difference
Toral harmonic distortion, OdB ____ 
Tomi harmonic disrorrion, -IOJB __ 
Total harmonic distortion, -60dB __ 
Total harmonic distortion, -80dB __ 
Intermodulation, 19kHz120kHz, OdB
Intermodulation, 19kH^20kHz, -IOdB

20Hz IkHz 20kHz 
0.08dB 0.07dB 0.04dB 
l20dB I !OdB 77dB 

0° 0° 0^
-89dB -88dB -85dB 

- -82dB 
-43dB 
- -20dB -
-104dB -

-90dB -
Frequency response, left channel B.:B. 0, —0.0SdB
Frequency response, right channel >\iB. 0, —0.02dB
Signal-to-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted 11 !dB
Signal-to-noise, CCIR/ARM, !kHz ref . lOSdB
Output level, OdB, left/right ._  . Z.ISV
Output impedance . ____ . 200ohms
De-emphasis 1kHz. 0.33dB; SkHz, 4.3ZdB; 16kHz. 8.S1dB 
Track access time
Error correction capability._____ >9001-1m gap, >800pm dot
Mechanical noise  .______ __ . ...low
Spuriae up ro I OOkHz  —I04dB
Resolution at -90dB . —88.3/—89.9dB
Headphone socket........ ............. .yes (variable output) l lOohms
Dimensions (wxdxh) . 43x39.5xlZ.Zcm
Estimated typical purchase price.... .. x 1000

RANGE: 5 dBV STATUS: PAUSED
A:MAG_________ SONY CDP-555 IN R M S : 10

START: 0 Hz BU: 375 Hz STOP: 100 000 Hz

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and ZOkHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to IOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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SONY CD^552 ESII/DW03ES
Sony (UK) Ltd, Sony House, South Street, Staines, Middlesex TW18 4PE 

---------- Tel: Staines 61688----------

S ony's CD flagship is the elaborately 
engineered CD-P552 ESH/DA-S703ES 
combination.

The CD-P552 ES/I is a complete 
stand-alone player, basically similar to

the 50211 but with a higher performance as well 
as an additional digital data bus output via a 
single co-axial cable. When used in 
combination, the '552 II is merely a transport, 
since full high-quality signal demodulation is 
carried out by the DA-S703ES digital processor.

The ’703 uses an oversampling technique 
with a 96th order digital filter as well as separate 
high speed digital to analogue converters.

In use, the '552 II is linked to the '703 via 
a single cable, with the '703 automatically 
registering the incoming sampling frequency 
(the '703 will also operate on the 32kHz and 
48kHz standards). All the normal facilities on 
the ’552 II remain operative, including the 
comprehensive remote control, the latter 
including power operated level, although this 
is only available via the lower quality variable 
level socket.

Lab Report
The lah resting included hoth the '552 II proper 
and the '703. The former showed an amazingly 
flat frequency response; almost ruler flat, it was 
+0.05dB -0.06dB, 20Hz to 20kHz. The '703 

showed a mild treble lift of +0.24dB resulting 
from its need to operate over a range of sampling 
frequencies. Channel balance was excellent for 
both sections at typically better than O.ldB. 
Channel separation was very good on the '552 
II but the separate converters of the '703 allowed 
it to reach 108dB of separation even at 20kHz. 
Interchannel phase shift is now zero degrees for 
both models. Downband noise and distortion 
were very good at 20kHz, reaching -90dB for 
all outputs and similar for both machines.

Both outputs demonstrated very good figures 
for high frequency intermodulation, the '703 
again slightly poorer than the '552 II. The 
latter's spectrogram showed at 89 .2dB result at 
the lOdB below peak modulation level. 
Excellent clarity was shown, with spurious 
components excellently rejected, both up and 
down band of the fundamental signals. Ultimate 
spurious rejection was consistently good at about 
-lOOdB.

While both units use two times oversampling, 
their phase response was not quite as linear as 
the Philips system, which is truly linear phase 
within the audible bandwidth. The Sony does 
however come very close to linear phase, as pulse 
responses testified. All the fixed outpurs 
provided a nominal 2V, useful for comparative 
tests, though the '703 could provide up to 2.5V 
via its variable output, possibly helpful in studio 
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aapplications. For the '703 the output impedance 
was low and constant at 10 ohms, while the '552 
II offered 100 ohms on its fixed output, and via 
its useful variable output an impedance up to 
a high I kohms via its adjustable output. The 
latter is not really suited to direct power amp 
connection.

The transport was amazingly fast, reaching 
chosen tracks almost as one’s finger left the 
button. Mechanical noise was very low. With 
their new range, Sony now comfortably meet 
the error correction targets and these units easily 
covered the worst test error. Signal-to-noise 
ratios were very similar for both units. The 
transport proved very resistant to shock, a mark 
of the fine servo design.

Sound Quality
Listening tests were dominated by the '703, via 
its fixed output, although additional tests were 
made on the '552 II via its fixed and variable 
outputs as well. In rank order, the '552 H's 
variable came last, its fixed output came second, 
but the '703 was a handsome first. The separate 
decoder clearly provides a worthwhile 
improvement.

The '552 II showed a decent level of bass 
precision and extension, and it produced well 
focused stereo images with satisfactory depth. 
At times it could sound a touch larger than life, 
this coupled with rather close perspectives on 
some programme sections. It proved to be lively 
and open with a high resolution of detail as well 
as a generally civilised tonal balance.

The '703 improvement was worthwhile. The 
tonal balance was slightly lean but remained 
natural sounding, with an impression of weight 
and power. Stereo images were solid and depth 

was well resolved. The bass was 'quick' and artic
ulate, mid transients were clear and the treble 
was sweet and subtly detailed.

Conclusion
This luxury combination was excellently made 
and finished, offering every conceivable feature 
and facility. Error correction was superb, the 
track access almost spontaneous, while the 
transfer response was highly accurate and 
virtually linear phase. Reinforcing these qualities 
the sound quality was very good.

The CD-P552 ESIIIDA-S703ES is still worth 
considering, but its value has been undermined 
somewhat by more recent competition - 
notably Sony's own 555ES.

Test Results
1011: I kHz ZOkHz

Channel balance OJB O.OtdB 0.07JB
Stereo separation------------------------------- -\21JB -114dB -108dB
Channel phase difference  0° 0° 0°
Total harmonic distortion, OdB_______-91.4JB -89.3dB -83.SdB
Toral harmonic distortion, - IOdB ____ _2JB
Total harmonic distortion, -60JB -43JB
Total harmonic distortion, -80dB  - --.Zi!B 
lntcrnuidulaiion, 19kHz/20kHz, OJB-85.ldB 
Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, -IOJB-82.4dB 
Frequency response, ldi channel + 0.ldB, -0.0SdB 
Frequency response, right channel +0.09dB, -0.12dB 
Signal-tu-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted -IOldB
Signal-to-noise, CCIR/ARM, Ikl-lz rd-94dB 
Output level, OdB,2.5V (also variable) 
Output impedance -------------100 ohms (variable up to 5.8 kohms)
De-emphasis__________________ ______________ _____ . correct
Track access time __________ ____ ._______ _______ 1.3 sees
Error correction capability _ ._______ >900pm gap, >800pm dot
Mechanical noise _ . _______ __very low
Spuriae up ro IOOkHz--------._____ ____________________ -IOOJB
Resolution at -90dB -2JB
HodpD’irn socket yes (voroiblc) 
Dimensions (wxdxh)____________„______________ 43x44x I !cm
Estimard typical purchase price____  _____ 22000
First reviewed: 1985, II revision 1987.

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to JOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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TEACPD-250
Harman (audio) UK Ltd, Mill Street, Slough, Berks sl2 sod. 

---------- TEL:(0753)76911-----------

T
eac are fundamentally tape recorder 
specialists, and have enjoyed par
ticular success amongst musicians 
and engineers in the semi-pro and 
professional areas of the music 

business for many years. Cassette decks have 
been the mainstay of their hi-fi activities, 
though they also market systems and other 
components, such as the CD player featured 
here.

The PD-250 is a conventional full-width 
budget player, costing around £250 complete 
with a simple infra-red remote control. It is well
built, if light in weight, with a good standard 
of finish and logical presentation. The front 
panel is particularly well laid out, the larger 
main operating buttons, distinguished by size, 
falling easily to hand. The display has a single, 
rather small, switchable digital readout, plus a 
variety of status indicators. The normal range 
of operating features are provided, including 
audible scan, skip, repeat, programming, and 
display mode.

Lab Report
This 16-bit 2 x oversampling design shares a 
single DAC between the two channels, giving 

some phase difference at high frequencies. The 
frequency response was pretty flat up to 5kHz, 
above which there was some unevenness and 
a slight overall rise, amounting to IdB at 20kHz. 
Channel balance was close, but separation 
readings were somewhat below average — 
though good enough in themselves. Harmonic 
and intermodulation distortions were also below 
average with high level signals, but harmonic 
distortion at low levels was good. The IM 
spectrogram showed a substantial c25kHz 
component, but little else of significance.

Output level was about right, but the source 
impedance is rather high, so some care will be 
needed if planning to connect this player via 
passive potentiometers direct to power 
amplifiers. Shock and vibration rejection was 
good, mechanical noise moderate, and track 
access time a quite rapid 3 seconds. Error 
correction and tracking tests were handled 
without problems. Resolution was a very re
spectable 15.5-bits, with some high level 
compression noted.

Sound Quality
Just scraping an 'average' rating for sound quality, 
the PD-250 neither disgraced nor distinguished 
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itself in the listening tests. With some midband 
‘hardening' and an 'upfront' presentation with 
bright and slightly brash treble, it was praised 
for good basic dynamics, but was felt to lack 
subtlety. Stereo focus, width and depth were all 
fairly good, and clarity was fair.

Conclusions
Offering a good range of facilities including 
remote control, plus a fine standard of finish and 
Japanese build quality, both lab and listening 
test results were acceptable rather than excep
tional for the price, so the PD-250 falls a little 
short of recommendation but is worth con
sidering nonetheless.

Test Results
Channel balance__________ . _
Stereo separation . . .... . _
Channel phase difference
Total harmonic distortion, OdB ____ 
Total harmonic Jistonion, — IOJB __ 
Tomi harmonic distortion, —60JB __ 
Tomi harmonic distortion, —SOdB __ 
Intermodulation, 19kHzZ20kHz, OdB
Intermodulation, 19kHzZ20kHz, — IOJB

ZOHz !kHz ZOkHz
O.OSdB O.OSdB O. IJdB

84JB 86JB 69dB
0° 2° 40°

-70dB -70dB -65dB
-65dB
-SOdB
-ZSdB
-69JB
-68dB

Frequency response, left channel .......  O.OZdB, 0, 0.5 IdB
Frequency response, right channel __0.02dB, 0, O.S&IB
Signal-to-noise, 20Hz-20kllz unweighted 101/104JB
Signal-to-noise, CCIR/ARM, !kHz ref
Output level, OdB, left/righr 2.0V
Ourpiu impedance _______________  .__________ l .9kohms
De-ernphasis lkHz. 0.39dB; 5kHz, 4.16dB; 16kHz. 8.7ldB
Track access time_________________ .--------------------------- J.Osecs
Error correction capability =„_____ .__ „...>900JJm gap, >800JJm dot
Mechanical noise moderate
Spuriae up to lOOkHz—104JB
Resolution at -90d8 -88.6Z-88.JdB
Headphone socket___________________________ __.__..__„none
Dimensions (wxJxh) 42.2x30x9.Scm
Estimated typical purchase price . ____ . .DSÙ

RANGE: 5 dBV STATUS^ PAUSED
IhMAG TERC PD258 11'1 RMS:10

START: 0 Hz BU: 375 Hz STOP: 100 000 Hz

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of l 9k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to !OOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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TEAC ZD5000 (D3000)
Harman (audio) uk Ltd, Mill Street, Slough, Berks, sl2 sod. 

• TeL: (0753) 76911 •

T
eac's designers have aimed at taking 
on the best available machines with 
this pair of upmarket models — the 
ZD-3000 costs nearly £800 and the 
luxury ZD-5000 nearly £900. 

While they are nominally of identical construc
tion the '5000 actually has a heavier suspended 
chassis for the laser transport, and remote 
control of the audio output level.

Full feature machines, these large automatic 
drawer loaders both provide a wide range of 
facilities plus a high standard of finish and con
struction. Full remote control is provided, the 
handset including a numeric keyboard facilitat
ing rapid programming. Features include audible 
music cueing, fast track skip, indexing, ‘A-B’ 
repeat plus normal repeat, and random order 
programming for up to 20 tracks. A short pause 
may be inserted between tracks if so desired. The 
clear multi-function display shows the usual data 
and track number, plus index numerals and play
ing time, which may be displayed simultane
ously. The headphone socket has its own level 
control while a timer play mode ic available, 
whereby the machine will start play automati
cally on power up. A subcode terminal is present 
on the rear panel, for future video graphics. The 

audio output is present on two terminals, one 
fixed at 2V and the other variable down to 
55mY.

Technically, the machines are quite advanced. 
They use double DIA converters of 16 bit resolu
tion, twice oversampled. Digital phase-linear 
filtering is followed by low rate rolloff analogue 
filtering at the final stage, quoted as seventh 
order. A special circuit, apparently a form of 
dither, has been applied to the converters in 
order to increase their resolution. A high speed 
transport system is fitted and great care has been 
taken over vibration isolation, particularly so 
in the case of the '5000 version, which is the 
main subject of this review. Our test model was 
a UOY sample, with an auto-transformer.

Lab Report
High linearity and a good resolution was 
claimed for this player, and was verified on test. 
The results showed very careful design, with 
superbly low distortion throughout and a full 
16 bit resolution. At low and mid frequencies 
the dictortion at full level meacured around 
0.001% and was still only 0.003% at 20kHz. 
Teac have also succeeded in suppressing the 
associated 24kHz beat component to -86dB.
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The rejection of the spurious signals both in and 
out of the audio band was extremely good. The 
distortion performance was maintained at all 
levels and the intermodulation results were also 
exemplary; for example, -96dB at the -lOdB 
level, which is almost impossible to credit! The 
impulse response, non-inverted, showed a well 
behaved, essentially linear phase characteristic. 
Interchannel phase shift held to a maximum of 
40° by 20kHz, while channel balance was 
superb and the frequency response was superbly 
flat, barely deviating from the zero line.

Track access was very fast at 1.5 seconds, and 
mechanical noise rated as very low. Error cor
rection was first rate as judged by the test discs, 
and a good shock resistance was shown. The 
signal to noise ratios were very good, reaching 
103dB unweighted, with emphasis. A standard 
2.1V output was obtained, from a modest 420 
ohm impedance. The variable output showed 
a non-uniform output impedance up to a maxi
mum of 5 kohms.

Sound Quality
Scoring above average, the ZD-5000 was liked 
for its fine definition on transients. Edges in 
musical sounds were 'believable', while the focus 
was stable and strong. Depth and ambience were 
quite good, offset by some forwardness in the 
stereo presentation. The mid sounded a little 
bright with mild 'hardness', and the treble could 
also have been sweeter. However, the bass was 
firm and the overall character was lively.

Conclusions
Both these related machines offer superb techni
cal performances with a near textbook standard 
of laboratory measured performance. The sound 
is good too, and was felt to be very precise but 
not quite as rewarding as the lab results might 
have suggested.

These are good machines but their sonic 
rating is not impressive enough for any recom
mendation, though they remain worthy of con
sideration.

Test Results
201A Ikl-lz 20kl-h 

Channel balance ---------------- O.OZdB 0.03dB 0.04dB
Stereo separation . -79.JdB -79.SdB- 75.7dB*
Channel phase difference 0° 3° 40°
Total harmonic distortion, OdB _  -I00.7dB -98.7d8 -90.0dB
Total harmonic distortion, -IOdB — -90.6dB —
Total harmonic distortion, -60dB — -51.?dB —
Total harmonic distortion, -80dB — -25.0dB —
lnte<modulat;on, 19kHz/ZOkHz, OdB -96.SdB
lntermodulat;on, 19kHz/20kHz, -!OdB -96.4dB
Frequency response, left channel +0.I0dB, -0.06dB
Frequency response, right channel +0.I0dB, -O.IZdB 
Signal-to-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted -99dB
Signal-to-no;se, CCIR/ARM, Ikl-lz ref -91dB
Ourpur level, OdB, lefrlrighr 2.IV
Outpur impedance 420ohms
De-emphasis .... correct
Track access rime  l.5secs
Error correction capability >900J.1m gap, >800J.1m doi
Mechanical noise___  _ _ _ . . . .. _.very low
Spudae up to !OOkl-lz  . . -104.ldB
Resolut;on at -90dB . . left -0.75dB, right -0.79dB
Headphone S{Kkci_________ __ . ________ yes (variable output)
Dimensions (wxJxh)_______  ,44.5 x34.5 x9.5cm
Estimated typical purchase price £899, £799
*Lft channel 77.&JB. 77.6d8, 72.&18 
Finr reviewed 1986

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to IOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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TECHNICS SL-P 111
Panasonic uk Ltd, 300-318 Bath Road, Slough. Berks su 6jb.

---------- TEL: (0753) 34522-----------

T
he hi-fi brand of the mighty Mat
sushita organisation, Technics have 
been market leaders for many years, 
showing a particularly effective 
knack for choosing the right com

promises when engineering components for the 
budget sector of the marketplace. This brand 
new full-width £179 Technics player is a little 
different from most others of its type in the way 
in which the controls function, though in other 
respects it is a conventional enough budget 
player. Lightweight in construction, it is none
theless well finished and presented, and is tech
nically based on well established methods seen 
previously on more upmarket players. In most 
respects the SL-P]22 midi size player is an 
identical smaller version.

Stark and simple enough to warm the hearts 
of many an audiophile, the '11 l's total 
complement of six large and three small push
buttons makes a dramatic contrast with the 
Technics' upmarket players like the '520, '720 
and '1200. Surely Technics have not abandoned 
the feature roce? Of courcc not! Many of thc3c 
buttons serve more than one function, providing 
different facilities according to how they are 
pressed.

The result is a simple and easily understood 
configuration for the major tasks, plus the 
capability to do more for those prepared to crack 
the detailed code, set out in the even more 
detailed manual. Though distinctly economy
sized, the display panel has separate track and 
timing readouts, plus four machine status indi- 

■ cators. Most of the usual functions such as skip, 
audible scan, program play and repeat are avail
able, plus something faintly bizarre requiring four 
separate control commands called 'preset edit 
play’.

Lab Report
The practice of applying older technology in 
budget players can be seen in the use of a single 
16-bit linear time-shared DAC, with its attend
ant high frequency interchannel phase error, but 
the measurement set overall was pretty well 
balanced nonetheless, with no particular weak
ness and some good points. The frequency re
sponse was pretty flat, with just some uneven
ness and channel imbalance at high frequencies. 
Di3tortion measurements were good, particuldtly 
for intermodulation, while the latter's spectro
gram showed just one spurious ultrasonic 
reflection.
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The output level was a little higher than spec. 
- those who attempt to carry out A/B com
parison should be warned that this player may 
be flattered by additional loudness if levels are 
not adjusted carefully. Track access was very fast, 
mechanical noise low, and shock and vibration 
immunity pretty good. Error correction and 
tracking tests were handled without problems, 
electrical noise and ultrasonic spuriae were both 
fairly low, while the practical low level linearity 
of our sample was a very good 15 .7-bits.

SOUND QUALITY
While not setting any new benchmarks for per
formance against price, the SL-P111 acquitted 
itself very respectably in the listening tests, 
rating above average overall, a very acceptable 
result for the price. Typically Technics, the tidy 
sound was coherent and well focused, with an 
even tonal balance but slightly 'hardened' and 
a touch forward in the midband. The bass was 
good, and depth was quite well portrayed, but 
there was a slight loss of transparency and 
softening of dynamics.

CONCLUSIONS
An above average sound quality at a well below 
average price, coupled with decent lab perform

ance and good presentation and build quality 
is clearly the recipe for a Best Buy. The ergo
nomics of this player differ to a degree that may 
be appealing or infuriating, and the discerning 
may find the sound of some competitors more 
attractive, but the Technics scores above all on 
its good balance - its relative success in being 
most things to most men.

TEST RESULTS
Channel balance________________
Stereo separation __ _______ ____
Channel phase difference _ 
Tomi harmonic distortion, OdB _ 
Total harmonic distortion, - IOdB _  
Total harmonic disrorrion, -60dB __ 
Total harmonic distortion, -80dB __ 
Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, OdB
Intermodulation, l9kHz/20kHz, - IOdB

10Hz !kHz 10kHz
O.OSdB 0.09dB 0.27dB

93dB 93dB 83dB
0° 2° 45°

-80dB -SOdB -83dB
-SldB
-43dB
-17dB
-88dB
-IOOdB

Frequency response, left channel -0.03d8, 0, O.OJdB 
Frequency response, right channel -0.0ldB. 0, -0.16dB 
Signal-ro-noise, 20H2-20kHz unweighted - ' 'b 
Signabto-noise, CCIR/ARM, !kHz ref 'ryry.lb
Ollpul level, OdB, left/right 2.SV
Output impedance _ ________________________________ 550ohms
De-emphasis IkHz. 0.3dB; SkHz. 4dB, 16kHz, 8.9dB
Track access rime 2.Ssecs
Error correction capability>900pm gap, >800pm dot
Mechanical noise______________ . very low
Spuriac up to !OOkHz  -92<lB
Resolution at -90dB -87.9/-90.6dB
Headphone socket .____.__ ______ ______ _____,_________ no
Dimensions (wxdxh) _43x23.5x7.1cm
Esrimared typical purchase price _____ 0 7°

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of l 9k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to JOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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TECHNICS SlrP520
Panasonic (uk) Lto, 300-318 Bath Road, Slough, Berks su 6jb.

-Tel (0753) 34522-

C
heaper of a pair of similar mid
priced machines, the full width 
£350 '520 has luxury features and 
facilities to satisfy the most eager 
button pusher, plus full function 

infra-red remote control (including coarse 
volume). It also incorporates a number of 
Technics’ proprietary advanced engineering 
features such as search/dial cueing, high access 
speed optics, class AA analogue pre
amplification, and anti-vibration construction 
(comprising insulating feet and internal floating 
deck insulation). The elaborate display covers 
machine status, separate time and track/index, 
plus a disc menu to assist programming.

External ‘camouflage’ finish and build quality 
are to very high standards, and the exceptionally 
fast, quiet transport gives an expensive operating 
'feel, but the complexity of controls and display 
suggest this is not a machine for sufferers of 
'technofear’. Furthermore, the ergonomics are 
perhaps not totally logical, the dominant dial 
on the front panel merely controlling the fast 
cueing, a funrtinn nf limiterl imrnrrnnrp

The main operating functions are on large 
buttons situated below the display, interspersed 
with 1-10 programming keys plus memory, clear 

and index buttons. Three other separate button 
clusters provide repeat play functions, volume 
control on a headphone output, and switch the 
cueing to high or low scan ratios, and auto space 
between tracks, and switch the time display 
mode.

Lab Report
Using 16-bit chips with 2 x oversampling and 
digital filtering, it is perhaps a little surprising 
at this price level to find a single, time-shared 
DAC, with its inevitable interchannel phase 
shift at high frequencies. The frequency response 
was very flat indeed, showing just the suggestion 
of ripple at high frequencies. Stereo separation 
was very good, and harmonic distortion was fine 
at high levels, deteriorating somewhat at low 
levels. Intermodulation distortion measured 
pretty low, the ultrasonic spectrogram showing 
just one area of perturbation at 68kHz.

The quality of the transport mechanism is 
shown in the low mechanical noise, high track 
access speed, and very good resistance to ex- 
tpm;:il 'hnrk ::inrl vihrntinn Frmr rnrrertinn tf'‘t' 
were passed without fuss, electrical noise was 
low, ultrasonic spuriae were well suppressed, 
while low level linearity was a pretty good 15.5 
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bits. Overall, the 520 is the usual well balanced 
high quality lab performer we have come to 
expect from this manufacturer.

Sound Quality
Comfortably rating above average, the 520 was 
difficult to fault soundwise, but at the same time 
failed to cause any great excitement or raise 
particular enthusiasm amongst the listeners. 
The balance was smooth, even and uncoloured, 
with a well-ordered, precise soundstage con
veying subtle and delicate fine detail. But 
dynamics and transients seemed a touch muted 
and softened, giving a slightly bland effect 
throughout. Nice, polite and essentially very 
listenable, a slight lack of 'sparkle’ held the score 
back a Iittle.

Conclusions
With a particularly fine transport mechanism 
and generally fine standards of build, 
engineering and lab performance, the Technics 
'520 also offers an extravagant range of features 
and facilities at a quite competitive price. The 

sounds produced were also of decent quality, so 
recommendation is appropriate, while noting 
that this is a rather complicated machine to use.

Test Results
20Hz

Channel balance 0.04JB 
Stereo separation\03dB 
Channel phase difference 0°
Total harmonic distortion, OdB ____ -82dB
Toral harmonic distortion, -IOJB   —
Total harmonic distortion, -60dB __ —
Total harmonic distortion, -SOdB __ —
Intermodulation, l9kl lz/ZOkl L. OdB 
lntermodubtion, 19kl lz/20kHz, -10dB

IkHz 
0.03JB 
lOSdB 

2° 
-84dB 
-8ldB 
-44d8 
- IBJB 
-78dB 
-82JB

20kllz
0.07JB

82JB
40°

-87dB

Frequency response, left channel 0.02<lB, 0, -O.ISdB 
Frequency response, right channel 0.0ldB, 0, -0.19<lB 
Signal-tu-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted 98/I0J<lB
Signal-to-noise, CCIR/ARM, !kHz ref 94/98JB 
Output level, OdB, left/right 2.0SV 
Output impedance 600ohms 
De-emphasis IkHz, O.JldB; 5kllz, 4.5dB; 16kHz. 8.9dB
Track access time____________________________________ 2.0secs
Error correction capability . >900pm gap, >S00prn Jot
Mechanical noise_________________________ low
Spuriae up w 100kHz -!OIdB
Resolution at -90dB -87.Il-86.9dB
Headphone socket yes (variahle output) 83ohms
Dimensions (wxdxh) ______ ____ ___________ 4Jx27x8.8cm
Estimated typical purchase price___________ . .

RANGE: 5 dBV STATUS: PAUSED
a:MaG TECH SL-P520 IM RMS: 10

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of I9k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to IOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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TECHNICS SLP 720
PANASONIC UK LTD, 300-318 BATH ROAD, SLOUGH, BERKS SU 6)8.

---------- Tel(0753)34522-----------

M
ore expensive of a pair of simi
lar mid-priced machines, the 

full width £400 720 has luxury 
features and facilities to satisfy 
the most eager button pusher, 

including full function infra-red remote control 
(including coarse volume). It also has a number 
of Technics' proprietary advanced engineering 
features such as search/dial cueing, high access 

speed optics, and class AA analogue pre-ampli- 
fication. The elaborate display covers machine 
status, separate time and track/index, plus a disc 
menu to assist programming.
There are two key features over and above 

those provided on the '520: separate analogue 
and digital power supplies, with special quality 
circuit components; and even greater attention 

paid to reducing vibration, via an additional, 
heavy and inert TNRC/metal base. These fac
tors add nearly a kilo to the net weight.
External 'camouflage' finish and build quality 

are to very high standards, and the exceptionally 
fast, quiet transport gives an expensive operating 

'feel', but the complexity of controls and display 
suggest this is not a machine for the easily 
intimidated. Furthermore, the ergonomics are 
perhaps not totally logical, the dominant dial 
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on the front panel merely controlling the dial 
cueing, a function of limited importance.

SOUND QUALITY
Though nominally similar in most respects to 

the '520, the '720 established a clear preference 
on the listening tests, comfortably rating 'good' 
overall and clearly justifying its price - indeed 

the '720 sounded effectively identical to the sub
stantially more expensive and elaborate semi- 

pro '1200. Distinguished by supreme compet
ence, the sound was remarkably neutral and well 
balanced, with good definition and control 
throughout the frequency range, but marginally 
losing fine focus in the treble. However, ul
timately it was considered a trifle bland and un
involving, with a mild loss of speed and 
dynamics.

CONCLUSIONS
The '720 is clearly the best value amongst the 
top Technics models, and may be confidently 

recommended for its fine neutrality and self-ef
facement, plus excellent finish, facilities and 
build quality, for those who don't mind a little 
complexity in their lives.
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TECHNICS SlrP1200 
PANASONIC(UK)LTD300-318 BATH ROAD, SLOUGH BERKS. 

---------- TEL:(0753)34522----------

T
echnics have enjoyed considerable 
success in the market for profes
sional and semi-professional record 
playing turntables - everywhere 
from broadcast stations to mobile 

discos - so when it came to designing a 'flag
ship' CD player, it is not surprising that they 
have done so with more than half an eye on this 
established stamping ground.

Despite the provision of remote control, the 
overall layout has been designed for hands on 
operation, more like a mini mixing desk than 
the more normal stackable component, and 
some of the features are outrageously different 
from any other machines around. Yet there has 
also clearly been a serious attempt to produce 
the highest sound quality as well, with a number 
of innovations designed to keep down error rates 
and improve tracking.

This machine makes most others feel flimsy 
and lightweight, paying great attention to ex
cluding unwanted vibration. The top plate is 
a substantial die-casting, the base a heavy loaded 
rubber, and the whole unit is mounted on large 
insulating teet; the optical transport is separately 
decoupled within this outer shell. Technics 'class 
AA' hybrid IC amplifiers are used in both the 
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output and the sample-and-hold circuitry.
The most obviously unusual feature is the 

'search dial cueing', whereby a large knob elec
tronically locked to the spinning disc can be 
spun, stopped and reversed, preserving audio 
output at whatever speed in the forward direc
tion. This provides precise frame-by-frame cue
ing and also gets halfway towards creating DJ 
'scratch' effects. Other useful semi-pro features 
include a most comprehensive display (to O.ls 
timings), while the lightweight, advanced, single 
beam laser assembly gives remarkably fast access 
times under linear motor servo control. And this 
is in addition to all the usual functions carried 
by CD players, which in this instance are more 
numerous than most.

LAB REPORT
The frequency response is ruler flat. Despite 
high scale magnification it was impossible to 
distinguish from the rule on the graph paper 
below SkHz. Channel balance too is remarkably 
close, with zero phase error at high frequencies. 
Harmonic and intermodulation distortions are 
both under closer control, and OdB white noise 
showed no evidence of clipping. Resolution at 
-90dB showed some room for improvement.



Error correction was very good, with the gap, 
dot and 'fingerprint’ tests passed without 
trouble. General mechanical noise from the 
player is well suppressed, and immunity from 
shock or vibration was exceptionally good. Track 
access was a very rapid 2secs, and the output 
level met specification, with an additional vari
able output from the headphone socket.

Sound Quality
Though falling short of more audio
phile-oriented players at a similar price, the 
‘1200’ still gave a decent account of itself. Nice 
and ‘bouncy’, the soundstage was compressed 
and a little bland. The treble attracted some 
mild criticism of ‘glare’ and ‘grain’, giving a rather 
‘hi-fi-ish’ sort of sound, lacking the full depth 
and space available elsewhere and showing some 
loss of air and transparency.

Conclusions
This Technics model provides a wealth of in
teresting and clever facilities that are quite 
unique, and therefore should have a particular 
appeal to the creative recordist and semi-pro 
user. Furthermore it is built like a brick water 

closet to an exceptional standard of finish. 
Though it did fall a little short of audiophile 
standards, it nevertheless still sounded pretty 
good, sufficient to merit serious consideration 
for those who value its particular range of 
features.

Test Results
20Hz

Channel balance O.OldB 
Stereo separation 90.7dB 
Channel phase difference 0° 
Total harmonic distortion, OdB____ -90.9dB 
Total harmonic distortion, -!OdB 
Total harirnmic distortion, -60lIB  
Total harmonic distortion, -SOdB 

Iklinz 20kllz
O.OldB OdB

I07. ldB 85dB
oo oo

-86.4dB -85.7dB
-85.9dB
-)8.5JB
-18.7dB

IntcrmoJularion, 19kHz/20kHz, OdB„________ -85.6JB
lntcrmodularion, 19kHz/20kHz, -IOJB -9JdB
Frequency response, left channel   0 0 -0.0ldB
Frequency response, right channel  -0.02 0 -0.02dB
Signal-to-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted 106dB
Signal-to-noise, CCIR/ARM, !kHz ref ______ JOOdB
Output level, OdB, lcfrlrighr I .99V 
Output impedance 190 ohms 
De-emphasis _____ -0.33dB(IkHz), -4.4dB(5kl—lz). -9dB(l6kHz)
Track access time______________________________________2sl'cs
Error correcrion capability o f ' dor>800pm dot
Mechanical noise__________ ..very low
Spuriae up rn lOOkHz .._________ __ ____________ -100.8dB
Resolution ar -90dB -84.ZdB, R -83.8dB
Headphone socket ________ „  _________ variable, 120 ohms
Dimensions (wxdxh) ._____ __________________ 43x 38x 17cm
Esrimarl'd typical purchase pricl' £800
Firsc reviewed The Collection 1987

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to lOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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ANALOG fiNCHLEY’s Hi-Fi Specialists
NEW PRODUCTS FOR '87

NAD '702 Receiver....................................................................................................£199
DENON PMA250 Amplifier (U.K. Design).........................................................£119.95

^^^^^^J^4^5^0 Digital' lunci........................................................... ^cl^2^9>^9^5
DENON DRM07 Logic Cassette Deck................................................................ £139.95
DENON DRM12 3-motor B and C HXPro Cassette Deck.................................. £209.95

ONKYO New range of top hi-fi products. GOODl^^NS Active Maxim Loudspeakers 
MARANTZ New Amplifiers and CD Players.

PIONEER Hi-fi Midi System with Direct CD input__________________

THE AR RANGE OF HI-FI EQUIPMENT 
including Amps, CD players, Tuners and Loudspeakers. Good Looking- Highly Recommended

ROTEL
Still one of the tops in Amplifiers and Tuners — always on demonstration in our Hi-fi room

Many great models by many manufacturers including:
Ariston, AR, Audio Technica, A&R, aKG, Castle, Denon, Dual, Luxman, Harman Kardon, 

Hatler, Marantz, Monitor Audio, Mordaunt Short, NAO, Onkyo, Pioneer, Rote!, TEAC, 
Thorens, Tannoy, Yamaha, to name but a few.

ANALOG AUDIO (The friendly people)
849 HIGH ROAD N.12 TEL: 01 445 3267 

HI-FI MARKETS
INSTANT CREDIT UP TO £1000 MAILORDER EXPORT ORDERS WELCOME

ST5
Holds 120 records 
price £40.00

ST1Holds 600 records price£l51.00

The Professional Sound Storage 

System Direct from the Manufacturer

Whether your collection is Records, Cassettes or CDs the ARJAY system 
is JUSt for you. In fact, at many music studios, stores and librariesthrough- 
out the country ARJAV is considered essential equipment.

Its classic and original design makes the best possible use of available 
space to provide the ideal storage and display conditions.

You have a choice of the "Record Collection" which consists of five 
different sized units, designed specifically for record only collections or 
"The Combination" which has three different sized units, designed for a 
mixed collection of Records, Tapes & Compact discs. There is a unit just 
right for you.

The ARJAY System is British made and is available in a choice of five 
functional finishes - Rosewood, Mahogany, Teak, Black or White - to look 
good wherever you choose to keep them.

You couldn't put your music collection in better hands or units.

Contact Sandra on 01-390 2101 or send coupon below to:-
ARJAY Ltd.
54 Lower Marsh Lane, Kingston, Surrey KT1 3BJ

r------------------------------------ —
l Please send me The ARJAY Sound Storage-System 
l brochure.

i

ST4
Holds 240 records 
price £76.00

SJ3 .
Holds 360 records 

I p—£1W.00

All prices are ex-works and inclusive of VAT.

Name ... 
Address

........................................... TeINo .........................
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TECHNICS SbXP5
Panasonic uk Ltd, 300-318 Bath Road, Slough, Berks sli 6jb.

----------- Tel (0753) 34522----------

T
hough originally shown in proto
type form in mid 1986, the £230 
' XP5 only started appearing in the 
shops at the end of 1986, and is cur
rently very much state of the 

'personal' CD miniaturisation art. In Technics' 
struggle with Sony and Sanyo rivals, the second- 
generation 'XP5 is certainly one of the strongest 
contenders for 'world's smallest' honours. But 
it is bulky and heavy compared with personal 
conventional cassette players nonetheless, par
ticularly in respect of the elaborate and ex
pensive sealed rechargeable lead/acid battery 
pack. Separated from its battery unit the unit 
is very slim and light in weight, and can be used 
with a mains power supply which doubles as 
charger when the battery is connected.

One cannot fail to admire the technological 
skills evident in, for example, the tiny LCD 
display which mimics much of the information 
and many of the facilities provided on mains 
machines, including a music calendar. But the 
control and transport layouts do not have the 
same ease of use as the best cassette personals 
— the volume control is fiddly, for example.

The fixed output can be used for connection 
to a hi-fi system, or the variable output for 

driving headphones, the latter having an 
optional 'high cut' filter to provide more natural 
tonal balance for headphone listeners.

Sound Quality
Rating only poor on sound quality, the 'XP5 
seemed to suffer much the same fate as other 
super-compact personals, presumably due to the 
engineering compromises inevitably involved. 
Furthermore, the 'PS sounded rather harder and 
more compressed via headphones than from its 
line socket, which is a trifle unfortunate con
sidering its likely role. It was quite dynamic for 
a portable, with fairly tight upper bass and some 
depth, but with a loss of low bass and image 
scale. The treble was dulled with suppressed 
detail.

Conclusions
Though one must marvel at the technical in
genuity represented by such a beautifully crafted 
miniature, it is still difficult to regard it as much 
more than an expensive toy at the current level 
of development — power supplies and ergo
nomics, not to mention sound quality, still leave 
much to be desired.
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TOSHIBA XR P9 RC
Toshiba (uk) Ltd, Toshiba House, Frimley Road, Camberley, Surrey 

---------- Tel : (027 6) 62222-----------

T
his unusual player came as a com
plete surprise when I first set eyes 
on it. Designed with versatility in 
mind, it is .intended to be used 
either as a battery portable, or as 

a fully featured mains machine, complete with 
remote control.

The main housing is a lightweight plastic 
affair, somewhat larger than the Sony or 
Technics miniatures, with the anticipated top 
loading system and manually operated lid to save 
space. The control area is realistically sized, with 
a highly readable liquid crystal display.

Power consumption is claimed to be rather less 
than the competition, and the battery pack uses 
the larger 'C' cells, so a battery set life of over 
nine hours is possible — double that of most 
other comparable machines. Facilities include 
the headphone socket and level control, plus 
audible music search, fast track skip and repeat. 
Up to 16 selections may be programmed, and 
a display button selects various modes to show 
track numbers, elapsed and remaining times.

For home use the battery pack with its 
shoulder strap is put aside, and the player is fitted 
to the mains power pack, a wedge-shaped unit 
which tilts the 'P9 sharply to provide a visually 

interesting result. The display is at a readable 
angle, and the controls are conveniently set. A 
little remote control sensor plugs in at the top, 
and with the handset the player then becomes 
a remote control mains machine; in fact the 
remote control provides more versatility as well 
as greater operational convenience.

By this means Toshiba has attempted to offer 
the best of both worlds: an economical battery 
portable combined with a fully fledged mains 
deck for easy home use. And the price is no 
higher than other portables — or indeed mains 
decks — of similar specification.

The electronics have been physically and elec
trically pared down, using a new generation of 
low consumption CMOS integrated circuits of 
very large scale in terms of internal complexity. 
Such a design, where size and power consump
tion have been pushed to the limit, cannot 
afford to offer an advanced conversion process, 
and this machine is a standard 16 bit linear 
design, with a time-shared D/A converter fol
lowed by substantial analogue filtering.

Lah Repukt
While channel balance was excellent, the fre
quency response showed some rolloff at the 
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response extremes; not as uniform as usual, by 
normal standards it was nonetheless pretty flat. 
Channel separation was a poorer than average 
76dB at low and mid frequencies, falling to a 
weak 54dB at 20kHz. The usual 82° or so of 
interchannel phase difference was recorded at 
20kHz.

The machine was below CD par for harmonic 
distortion at full level, midband readings of 
-76dB worsening to -73.7dB at 20Hz and 
-58dB at 20kHz. Some full level limiting was 
apparent, since the white noise test signal was 
visibly clipped on the oscilloscope display. The 
I kHz distortion figure improved at -JOdB 
modulation, when in theory it should have been 
worse. Satisfactory results were obtained for the 
two-tone high frequency intermodulation tracks. 
However, at reducing modulation level the 
distortion rose too quickly, for example only 
!OdB down at -80dB, while the level error was 
a serious 24dB at -90dB, these results indicat
ing an impaired resolution of 12 to 13 bits.

The error correction was satisfactory, and to 
its credit, the 'P9 resisted physical movement 
and vibration well - as indeed any portable 
should. The output was a lower than usual 
0.82V from a 900ohm source, while electrical 
signal to noise ratios were just satisfactory, for 
example -78dB CCIR ARM without emphasis.

Sound Quality
Some essential attributes of the CD medium 
were present in the sound, but basically the deck 
fell well below present standard, and was rather 
disappointing.

The bass seamed weak and 'softened, lacking 

tonal information and ‘speed’. The mid was 
rounded and sweet, but lacking in definition, 
while the treble sounded restrained over most 
of the range, with some 'wispy' distortion 
audible in the high treble. Pleasant enough by 
uncritical standards, this player was uninvolving, 
and stereo focus bordered on the vague.

Conclusions
From a design viewpoint this is a very interest
ing player, and many who saw it liked the overall 
concept. The price is also realistic for the facili
ties, and it did work. But both the lab measured 
and subjectively assessed performance fell short 
of Choice recommendation standards.

Test Results
UÎ Iz I kl b 20kHz 

Channel balance . _ _  ___ . 0.08dB O.OSJB 0.07dB
Stereo separation 79.9dB 75.4dB 54.ZdB
Channel phase difference 0° 5° 82°
Total harmonic distortion, OdB ___ -73.7dB -76.ldB-58.0dB
Total harmonic distortion, — lOdB _ — -82. JdB —
Total harmonic distortion, —60dB _ — -33.0dB
Total harmonic distortion, —SOdB _ — —10.4dB —
Intermodulation, l 9kl-lz/20kHz, OdB -73.JdB 
Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz. -lOdB -87.ZdB
Frequency response, left channel+ OdB, -1.0ldB 
Frequency response, right channel+ OdB, — \ .16dB 
Signal-to-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighrcd_ .___________ __-75dB
Signal-to-noise, CClR/ARM, IkHz ref —78dB
Ourpur level, OdB, left/righr 0.92V
Ourput impedance 900ohms 
De-emphasis correct
Track access time 5 .5secs
Error correction capabiliry >700pm gap, >600pm dot 
Mechanical noise__________________________________ mcxlerate
Spuriae up to lOOkHz -left —73.ZdB, right -85.4dB 
Resolution at -90dB_____ _ left -Z4dB, right —Z3.66dB
Headphone socket________  ____ _ _ _ yes (variable output)
Dimensions (wxdxh) .. _ ________________16x20xl3cm
Estimated rypical purchase price ____ _______ ________£199

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to lOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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YAMAHA CD-X5 .
Yamaha E lectronicsukLtd.YamahaHouse.zooRickmansworth Roao. Watrjrd.

- Hertswdi ?js.Tel: (0923) 33166

T
his large and diverse Japanese 
company has a broad range of 
activities with a number of totally 
autonomous divisions, mostly re
flecting a general interest in dif

ferent aspects of music (disregarding the motor
cycles of course). The hi-fi division has shown 
increasing strength on the UK market in recent 
years, with amplifiers and CD players making 
prominent contributions.

The CD-X5 is their latest 1987 midi-sized 
budget player. It is a manual only machine 
costing around £200 with the usual basic quota 
of facilities, nicely finished and with good build 
quality, if rather light in weight and lacking any 
real anti-vibration measures.

The front panel is simple and straight
forwardly laid out, with large buttons for main 
transport functions like play, skip and scan, and 
a smaller threesome for programming, repeat 
and display mode. The display itself is fairly 
elaborate, with two separate digital readouts for 
disc information, plus half a dozen status indi
cators. The rear panel carries just a stereo pair 
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of phono sockets.
Lab Report

This Yamaha model uses a single time-shared 
16-bit DAC, with 2 x oversampling and digital 
filtering, so there is some high frequency inter
channel phase shift. The response was pretty 
flat through bass and midband, but rose frac
tionally to a broad treble plateau, +0.4dB across 
the final octave. Channel balance was very 
close, and separation about average, deterior
ating somewhat at high frequencies. Harmonic 
distortion was good, and intermodulation ac
ceptable if below average, the spectrogram re
vealing significant ultrasonic spuriae.

The output impedance is sufficiently high to 
suggest exercising extra compatibility care if 
proposing to drive a power amplifier directly or 
via a passive volume control. Mechanical noise 
was quite low, track access a reasonable 4 
seconds, but shock and vibration resistance was 
poor. Error correction rests were passed wirhnnt 
fuss, electrical noise levels were quite low, but 
ultrasonics showed limited filtering. Low level 
linearity was a respectable 15.3-bits.



SOUND QUALITY
Rating a strong 'average' overall, this is a good 
result for a low cost player. The CD-XS is 
cheerful and lively, with good dynamics, but the 
sound was also a touch 'coarse' with hints of 
'hardness' on loud sections. The upper treble 
was oddly projected and defocused from an 
otherwise good stereo image with fair depth and 
clarity. The bass showed good drive, but an im
pression of treble 'grain' and mild sibilant ex
aggeration remains.

CONCLUSIONS
Good build quality, respectable lab performance 
and decent sound quality at a realistic price 
ensure that Yamaha's leading budget model 
continues to merit Recommendation in its latest 
guise. It is not in our view the best sounding 
in its class, but offers a fine overall balance 
taking the construction and finish into 
account.

TEST RESULTS
ZOHz !kHz

Channel balance  0.03dB 0.03dB
Stereo separation   86dB 85dB
Channel phase difference 0° 2°
Total harmonic distortion, OdB _ -83dB -84dB
Total harmonic distortion, -IOdB _  — -82dB
Total harmonic distortion, -60dB _  — -42.SdB
Tora! harmonic distortion, -80dB _  — -ZldB
Intcrmodularion, 19kHzlZOkHz, OdB -77dB
Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, - IOdB -83dB
Frequency response, left channel . O.OldB, 0,

20kHz
0.04dB

66dB 
40°

-84dB

-I.3dB
Frequency response, right channel O.OldB, 0, -l.34dB 
Signal-to-noise, 2OHz-2OkHz unweighted ................._ 99/IOJdB
S;gnal-to-no;se, CCIRIARM, !kHz ref ... 94198dB
Output level, OdB, left/right __  . 2V
Output impedance  . _____ ____ ,2.Zkohms
De-emphas;s _ !kHz, 0.26dB; SkHz, 3.8ldB; 16kHz, 9.ldB
Track access time __ . __ . ...... ....................4.0secs
Error correction capability . ....>900pm gap, >BOOpm dot
Mechanical noise . ............... quite low
Spuriae up to IOOkHz ........... -74dB
Resolurion at -90dB -85.61-85.4dB
Headphone socker yes (fixed ourput) lOOohms
Dimensions (wxdxh) _____  ..__ __ . 34x7.7x28.5cm
Estimated typical purchase price ___ 1200

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of l 9k and ZOkHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to !OOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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kUSOUT

lilJ

TREAT YOURSELF TO THE 
SOUND OF ESOTERIC HI-FI IN 
THE COMFORT OF A RELAXED

HI-FI AUDIO & 7V CENTRE
• SALES • SERVICE 

Technics 

DENON YAMAHA

PLUS ALL LEADING BRANDS
ATMOSPHERE. PHONE FOR AN 
EVENING OR WEEKEND 
DEMONSTRATION

PERSONAL NATIONWIDE SERVICE 
ATTHE MOSTCREATIVE PRICES

KISEKI CARTRIDGES
VECTEUR CABLE
STAD TURNTABLES
AUDIOSTATIC SPEAKERS
BEARD AMPLIFIERS
DECCA CARTRIDGES
ODYSSEY TONEARM
AIR VALVE & MOSFET AMPLIFIERS
JECKLIN HEADPHONES
GLANZ CARTRIDGES
PAWELSPEAKERS
NUANCE PREAMP
OMEGA-POINT TURNTABLE & TONEARM

Our aim is to provide the highest 
level of service and value 

available in the West of Scotland.

Competitive Credit Terms

^ 041-248 2857 z:
43 HOPE ST, GLASGOW 

OPEN SIX DAYS

No. 1 FOR SERVICE AND VALUE
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EASTWOOD
I HCTRIC SUPERSTORES
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AUDIO NOTE 
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MILLTEK
ODYSSEY CARTRIDGES 
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SOUTHER 
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MAIN AGENTS FOR
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- —- FISHER ^^hnics

Para^mic Mordaunt-Short FERGUSON

JVC B&W Loudspeakers

Large stocks of Hi-Fi Separates and 
Systems, with Special Demonstration 
Rooms for C.D. Players & Speakers

We can offer expert service for most 
leading brands of Hi-Fi in our own 

workshops
CALL IN FOR A DEMONSTRATION

Æabott
27 CHURCH LANE, BALDERTON, NEWARK, 
NOTTS. TEL: (0636) 77242

EASTWOOD
ELECTRIC SUPERSTORES

OAOBY 29-31 THE P^WE ■ Tel: 719174 & 
LEICESTER 261 UPPINGHAM ROAD Tel: 760011
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YAMAHA CDX-900
Yamaha Electronics Ltd, Yamaha House, 200 Rickmansworth Road, Watford, 

•-------- H ERTSWD12 7JS. Tel (092 3) 33166---------- •

Y
amaha have quite an extensive range 
of CD players at various price points, 
the £450 900 sitting next to the top 
(£700) 'I 100, and above the (£300) 
'700. Though there is some sharing 

of certain technical features like the 'Hi-bit' 4X 
oversampling technique, each machine is dif
ferently built according to its station in life — 
the '900 weighs 50 per cent more than the '700 
but only half the 13 kilo 'I 100, for example.

Though not the top of the tree, there is suf
ficient in the budget to make the '900 a solid 
and hefty package, not to mention a compli
cated one as well. At least the main operating 
controls are sensibly placed and nicely acces
sible, though the layout of the subsidiaries will 
make most owners anxious not to lose the re
mote down the side of the sofa.

Like the 'I 100, the features line-up verges on 
the over-generous, though the '900 does lack 
the remote volume control — arguably the two 
most useful buttons a handset can have. 
Yamaha's is a real button-bristler, with no less 
than 26 keys specifically for direct track entry 
— a superfluity which hardly enhances ease of 
use. Much the same may be said about the fluor

escent display which has thirteen distinct indi
cators, showing three different (small) digital 
readouts simultaneously plus an abundance of 
machine and display status LEDs and a pro
gramme calendar — nearly but not quite the 
overkill of the '1100.

Sound Quality
Only fractionally behind the 'I 100, the '900's 
above average rating was also not all that far 
behind the budget 'X5 which is a mild 
disappointment considering the price. Good 
first impressions, with quite good depth, 
dynamics and a clear well-focused sound, were 
replaced by an awareness of some mildly fatigu
ing effects, with slight upper mid glare and com
pression, and certain coarseness and 'electronic' 
character. There was some loss of 'slam' and low 
level detail, but the treble quality was well liked.

Conclusions
Though the ergonomics could have been friend
lier, one cannot quibble with the build quality 
or extensive facilities. However, the price level 
is a little high for the sound quality obtained 
under our listening conditions.
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YAMAHA CDX4100
Yamaha Electronics uk Ltd, Yamaha House, 200 Rickmansworth Road, Watford, 

•---------------Herts wdi ?js, Tel: (0923) 33166-----------•

T
his large and diverse Japanese 
company has a broad range of 
activities with a number of totally 
autonomous divisions, mostly re
flecting a general interest in dif

ferent aspects of music (disregarding the motor
cycles of course). The hi-fi division has shown 
increasing strength on the UK market in recent 
years, with amplifiers and CD players making 
prominent contributions.

The '1100 is a brand new 'flagship' model 
which is built to the very highest standards, with 
the latest technology and a most comprehensive 
features list. It has full infra-red control from a 
button-bristling handset which has no less than 
26 keys specifically for direct track entry - a 
superfluity which hardly enhances ease of use. 
Much the same may be said about the fluor
escent display which has fifteen distinct indi
cators, several of which are multiple groups, 
showing three different digital readouts simul
taneously, an abundance of machine and display 
status LEDs, output level and laser position bar 
ernphs, plus a programme calendar.

The machine itself is inevitably complex, with 
the usual standard operating functions plus 
'random play' and 'space insert', neither of which 

are of great consequence. But at least the control 
surfaces are more intelligently laid out than 
those on the remote unit: in fact the front panel 
is ergonomically sensible, and is beautifully 
finished with a fine 'feel' to the various buttons. 
The whole unit is quite massively built for a CD 
player, with multiple power supplies and 
numerous special technofixes, not to mention 
feet that provide a measure of isolation.

Lab Report
The 'I 100 uses Yamaha's new and advanced 
' 18-bit floating' system with 4 X oversampling, 
using two high speed, closely matched DACs 
to avoid interchannel phase shifts and provide 
high resolution. One would expect exceptional 
lab performance for such a flagship model, and 
the '1100 in no way disappoints. The frequency 
response was ruler flat, interchannel phase 
difference minimal, and channel separation out
standing. Harmonic and intermodulation dis
tortions were excellently low, the IM spectro
gram being particularly clean.

Track access speed was fast and mechanical 
noise levels low, but the resistance to external 
shock and vibration was disappointingly average. 
Error correction and tracking tests were passed 
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without difficulty, and signal-to-noise ratios 
approach the state-of-the-art. Ultrasonic spuriae 
were held to very low levels, and low level 
linearity was a very close 15 .8-bits.

Sound Quality
The above average rating gained in our listening 
tests is no disgrace, but it must also be con
sidered something of a disappointment consider
ing the price. The basic sound was undoubtedly 
good and exceptionally tidy in all respects, but 
it was also considered ultimately unrewarding, 
adding something of a 'mechanical' quality and 
failing to convey scale, emotion or excitement 
convincingly. Specific criticisms were few, 
noting some loss of focus stability in the mid
band, but the panel reaction was more that of 
respect than enthusiasm.

Conclusions
It is difficult not to be swayed by the formidable 
build quality and feature count on this prest
igious model, without taking into account 
Yamaha's individual contribution to advancing 
the digitial conversion process. Yet despite an 
exceptional lab performance, the listening panel 

were not unduly impressed. Even though the 
reasons remain somewhat enigmatic, it would 
seem that recommendation is not appropriate 
considering the high price, though the CD-I JOO 
is certainly worth considering.

Test Results
Channel balance _________________
Stereo separarion
Channel phase difference
Tomi harmonic distortion, OdB ____ 
Total harmonic distortion, -\OdB __ 
Total harmonic distortion, —60dB __ 
Total harmonic distortion, — 80dB __ 
Inrermodularion, 19kHz/20kHz, OdB
Inrermodularion, 19kHz/20kHz, — lOdB

20Hz IkHz 20kHz
O.OldB O.OIJB 0.14dB 
121dB I12dB llOdB 

0° 0° 5°
-84dB -88dB -85dB

-85dB
-49dB

-24.2dB
-8^dB
-lOOdB

Frequency response, left channel OdB, 0, O.ldB
Frequency response, right channel OdB, 0, O.OldB
Signal-to-noise, ZOHz-20kHz unweighred . . .. 1121113dB
Signal-to-noise, CCJR/ARM. IkHz ref . . . I06/107dB
Output level, OdB, left/right . . . ................... 2.15V
Output impedance . . ......... .......... ................ 5Oohms
De-emphasis !kHz, 0.3dB; 5kHz, 4.05dB; 16kHz, 9.07dB 
Track access time__ ____r. ........................................._2.0secs
Error correccion capabilicy____________ >9001-1m gap, >8OO,.m dot
Mechanical noise______________ ... _____ . very low
Spuriae up to IOOkHz ...— IO8dB
Resolution at —90dB —87.8/-88.JdB
Headphone socket _______________yes (variable output) 150ohms
Dimensions (wxdxh) ........... 43.4x40x 12cm

Estimated typical purchase price___ ____ _________________ £700

RANGE; -5 dBV STATUS: PAUSED 
A:MAG YAMA CDX-1100 IM RMS:10

START: 0 Hz BU: 375 Hz STOP: 100 000 Hz

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of I9k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to IOOkHz, and (right) frequency response.
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DEALER GUIDE
Aylesbury Hi-Fi

Compact Disc Players
Listen to the Best Buy and Recommended 
models from Marantz, Philips, Rote I etc. 

Interest free credit available.

Ayleshury Hi-Fi
98 ( ‘amhriclgi’ St. Ay Icshury. Bucks

I d:029628790

PETER ELLIS AUDIO
A wide range of compact disc players 

always in stock, including: 
Akai, Cambridge, Denon, Kenwood, 

Marantz, Philips, Sony,, Technics. 
SINGLE SPEAKER DEMONSTRATION 

ROOM BY APPOINTMENT ONLY 
29 KIRKGATE, NEWARK, NOTTINGHAM 

(0636) 704571

'Best Buys' from JPW, JVC, MARANTZ, 
MORDAUNT SHORT, NAGAOKA, PHILIPS, 

PIONEER, OED, SANSUI, TRIO, 
WHARFEDALE.
ROGERS Hi-Fi 

13 Bridge Street, Guildford, Surrey. 
Tel: (0483) 61049

K 
^lrs 
vaND

■ Mordaunt-Short ■Musical Fidelity •INakamichi •¡Pioneer
■ PhilipsCD ■auad ■Rogers ■Aotel ■Revox ■Sony
■ Spender ■Tanney ■ Technics ■Thorens ■Trio ■Yamahaetc.

Two-year guarantee
Private listening ^m

Excellent comparator demonstrations

rs ^val St..P,^, La^.

SPEAKSTAR LTD
CD PLAYERS: 

TRIO, AIWA, SHARP, TEAC, 
PHILIPS, SANSUI etc.

WE ARE ALSO MAIN AGENTS FOR JBL, 
CELESTION, WHARFEDALE, GRUNDIG etc.

BREWERY COURT, CIRENCESTER 
(0285) 5981

NAD B&W % Dual
Norman H Field

ALBANY HOUSE.
HURST STREET, 

BIRMINGHAM 65 4BJ 0,
Telephone: 021-622 2323

m+Trsaam

the hi-fi centre
of Wilmslow...
HI-FI CONSULTANTS

FOR PERSONAL ATTENTION BOOK AN APPOINTMENT 
MOST BETTER MAKES AVAILABLE. CHOOSE FROM: 

Bang & Olufsen, Technics, Sony (including Sony ES), Panasonic, 
Quad, Nakamichi, Revox, Harman Kardon, Teac, A.A., Tannoy, 

J.B.L.,Bose, M&S, Thorens, Marantz, Philips, T&A.
Ask also about secondhand equipment alali qualities. AllfWlyguaranteed. 

the hi-ri centre 
Green Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 1LW.

Phone: 0625 522112 or 524766 
Open 9.00am to 1.00pm and 2.00pm to 530pm.

Open all day Saturday. Closed Wednesday. All credit cards accepted

HIWAYHI-FI
LONDON'S BEST HI-FI DEALER

Full demonstration facilities at: 
313-315 Edgware Road, London, W2 

Tel: 01-402 2441
67 Tottenham Court Road, London W1 

Tel: 01-637 9787/8
BUDGET SOUND SYSTEMS 

242 Tottenham Court Road, London W1 
Tel: 01-636 5974

Stockists of: Akai, Aiwa, JVC, Dual, Thorens, Technics, 
Pioneer, Sony ES, Hitachi, AR, Wharfedale, Goodmans
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DEALER GUIDE
AR. ADC, AIWA, AKAi, ARISTON. A&R, B&W. BOSE. BOSTON 
ACOUSTICS, CASTLE DENON, DIESIS, DUAL, HAFLER, HARMON 
KAAOON, HEYBROCK, JBL, JVC, KEF, LUXMAN, MITSUBISHI, 
MONITOR AUDIO, MORDAUNT-SHOAT, MUSICAL FIDELITY, MYST, 
NAO, NAKAMICHI, PIONEER, PRSTN, OED, QUAD, REVOLVER, 
ROTEL, SPENDOR, TANNOY, T&A, TEAC, THOAENS, TRIO, 
WHAAFEDALE, YAMAHA

• DELIVERY SERVICE • INSTALLATION •CAA PARKING
• MAIUTELEPHONEORDEAS • INSTANT CAEOITUPT0£1,000
• ACCESS, BARCLAYCARD, AMEX, DINERS CLUB

4S HIGH STREET HOUNSLOW MIDDLESEX 

TEL 01 5707512

All Hi-Fi Bought!
We buy or exchange ALL 2nd 
hand Audio & Video equipment. 
Everything accepted in ANY 
condition - absolutely NOTHING 
refused!

MUSIC & VIDEO EXCHANGE 
56 Notting Hill Gate, London W11 

Open 7 days 1Oam-8pm
Tel: 01-727 3538

BOWERS & WILKINS 
for 

DEMONSTRATIONS 
INSTALLATIONS 

and 
AFTER-SALES SERVICE

1 Becket Buildings, Little Hampton Road, 
SUSSEX

WORTHING 04141
BOW KUS "w ST ^Kl\S

'' 1t^^^^^"
FREEPOST, MACCLESFIELD, 

CHESHIRE SKIO 3YB
Specialist in Classical Compact Discs.

Used CDs now bought and sold 
Write or phone for price list:

, 0625 617008 mJ0§®
«GJTALAUDIO

Warstones
''Your sole Linn dealer 
in the area”
A&R e CAMBRIDGE e 
SPENDOR e MONITOR 
AUDIO e SANSUI e

Hi-Fi
Studio

ROGERS e NAKAMICHI e B&W e 
QUAD e RA.TA e SUPEX e DENON e 
ORTOFON e PS. audio e dual e 
CREEK e REVOX e INCATECH

Hoursofopenmg:
Mon, Tues Wed Sat !Oam-6pm Thurs Fn 10am-9pm
54a Warstones Road, Penn, Wolverhampton

Tel: Wolverhampton 345114

A & R, Creek, r? CD Loud^eaken , ^^Nakamichi, Heybrock, 
Dual, Linn, Meridian, Quad, Philips, Teac 

and many other leading brands.

Muna
(Hl Fl SPECIALISTS) LTD.

45 Radford Road, Nottingham. 
Telephone 10602)783862

^^
CSTICSTEmJEJT

H1W FUTUR

Appointed stockists of A&R Cambridge, 
Castle. Celestion, Creek Audio, Denon, Goldring, 

Kef, Linn, Mordaunt-Short, Nairn. Quad, Rega, 
Rogers, SME, Nakamichi, Ackroyd, Tannoy

THE HI-FI CONSULTANTS
4 West Street Alderley Edge, Cheshire 

0625 5827M Open Tues-Sat 1011m-6pm

i.-imjiALnin

40 Little London, Chichester, W. Sussex
Telephone 0243 776402 
(Closed all day Monday)
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Paul Giccn Hi-PI Ud
Kensington Showrooms, 
London Road, Bath, Avon

Hi-Fi Consultant for Bath 
&theWest

The widest and best selection of Best 
Buy compact disc players in the 

West. Backed up by a full range of 
ancillary equipment and 

loudspeakers, with keen prices.
A large selection of CD records 

Choose from Philips, Sony, Marantz, 
Denon, Akai, Mission, Technics and 

many more.
We have 2 single speaker dem 
rooms (by appointment please).

Customers car park.
We are Bath's only specialist dealer 

and are the compact disc centre 
for Bath.

TEL: 0225 316197

SUPERB 
COMPACT DISC PLAYERS 

YOU CAN AFFORD
Choose from over 40 of the best 

CD Players available from: 
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO, DENON, PHILIPS, MARANTZ, 

ROTEL, SANSUI, YAMAHA, TEAC, TRIO
KENWOOD, ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, etc.

CD Players always on demonstration
Listen <8 compare on our comparator or 

in your own home!
Choose up to 20* compact discs from stock at 

HALF PRICE when you buy your CD Player from us.

Over 2,000 Compact Discs 
in stock from £5.99

•Number of discs depending on model of CD player purchased.

BRENTWOOD
MUSIC & HI-FI CENTRE 
2 Ingrave Road, Drentwood, Essex! 

Tel: (0277) 221210
On-site car parking by appointment 
Easy to reach — 5 mins from M25
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CONCLUSIONS, BEST BUYS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS

F
rom a historical background of 100 or 
more, this new edition of CD Players 
adds 5(0 new machines to the half
dozen high priced models recently 
covered in The Collection, to give Hi-Fi 

Choice's uniquely broad-based perspective on the 
current state of the CD hardware marketplace.

As the digital bandwaggon continues to gain 
momentum, so the prices of machines for a 
given range of features and facilities gradually 
drift lower (10-20 per cent this past twelvemonth 
we estimate). At the same time the sound qual
ity even of cheaper machines continues to im
prove — according to our scoring system the 
average sound quality improvement over the past 
twelve months has been a substantial 10 per 
cent for CD players as a whole, whereas the year 
on increase for amplifier and loudspeakers are 
more of the order of 2-3 per cent.

The current situation finds sub-£200 players 
that are manual only and usually relying on 
slightly older technology; £2(00 brings the latest 
technology with some quite impressive sound 
quality ratings but still with manual control; the 
latest generation remote control players start at 
around £230.

Further increases in price can of course bring 
additional benefits in sound quality, build 
quality and features, and in fact higher price 
players are proving very popular in the market
place. It was particularly interesting to calculate 
that the average price of the various players 
assessed for this new edition came to a highish 
£520, though this is due in no small part to the 
Nakamichi influence.

Certain groups of players have been radically 
improved. The now established 16-bit Philips 
technology, found in various guises in some 15 
of the models we have tested, shows an improve
ment of around 15 per cent in sound quality over 
the equivalent models of a year ago. Individual 
'high-end' models show a similar up grade in 
standards. F ,r example, the Cambridge Audio 

COJ has re-established its top position with a 
major subjective improvement. Nakamichi are 
also now establishing reference standards with 
the OMS-4E, followed closely by the uniquely 
designed and very versatile Meridian 207, the 
luxury new Sony COP 555ES, and the competi
tive Denon DCD-1700.

The very good sound quality of some of the 
cheaper 'budget' models does tend to undermine 
the position of some mid-priced machines. How
ever, the exceptional sound versus price of many 
Hasselt/Philips-based machinery can be seen to 
balance out to some extent against their some
what more plasticky build quality compared to 

Japanese models. (Last year's brief rash of unre
liability amongst Hasselt mechanisms now 
seems to have been engineered out of the 
design.)

On the technical side, a handful of 16-bit lin
ear designs are still holding out at the budget 
end of the market, but oversampling techniques 
seem to have effectively taken over. Philips 
pioneered 4X oversampling, while the Japanese 
commenced with linear designs and then moved 
on to the 2X oversampling which is now most 
widespread.

This year a new generation of 4X oversampl
ing Japanese players are appearing, often making 
use of some Philips chips, like the Sony incorp
orating the Philips 1541 DAC. These would 
seem to show the expected subjective improve
ments of purer high frequencies and more pre
cise stereo imagery, probably attributable to the 
use of high performance linear phase digital 
filters instead of inferior earlier analogue 'brick
wall' designs. For such reasons we are particu
larly looking forward to the promised but not 
yet ready new mid-price design from Cambridge 
Audio, purported to use 16X oversampling!

It will not be long before DAT (digital audio 
tape) appears on the scene as a tape-based digital 
alternative/competitor to CD. At initial ma
chine prices of £1000+, DAT will have the ad-
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There’s nowhere 
like it for Hi-Fi !

O UK’s leading CD stockist
You simply won't find a selection of compact 
disc players and discs this comprehensive 
anywhere else m the UK' This means you 
get the wide5t po5sible choice jnd f^r 
advice We refuse to "Pressure Sell" 
particular brands

* Save the cost of your CD 
player in the first year
Buy your CO player from us and you 
get the famous Paul Roberts discount 
voucher This medns £I off the first 
200 discs you buy . So if you buy 25 m 
the first year - that’s £25 s.ived right A 
there dut here’s the really clever 
bit How many time5 have you 
bought a disc or tape and only 
listened to it once:r ^ice? Th:!’s 
£ 10 or so down the drain But 
Paul Roberts you can bring it 
back within 3 days. and 
provided it’s m good condition P 
you can simply choo5e another 
absolutely free of charge So 
that could save you .mother 
£100 or more . You can be 
much more adventurou s m 
your choice and yourdisc 
library will end up 
containing only your ---------
favourites. ----------

O They say you can’t buy cheaper - 
well here’s where you can
Never mind w ha t some s hops say - jus t 
compare the bottom line If you find a 
cheaper price within 15 miles ot a Paul 

i Roberts shop lit won’t be easy). we 
guarantee to match it. Maior multiple 
stores. discount warehouses, sale prices. 
special offers - we’ll match them all and 
you can’t S<JY fairer than that'.

SAVE THE 
COSTOFYOUR 
CD PLAYER IN 
HE FIRSTYEAR

Unrivalled demonstration 
service
Don’t take our word tor which system 
sounds best Where else can you 
listen to any one ot 50 CD players. 
through 20 amplifiers or into any 

one of 30 sets of spedkers dt the 
touch of a button ' Or adiourn to 
one of our single speaker 
listening room-, When you w 
made a shortlist - ask about 
our home demo 'ioeniice
•Refers to Bristol showroom 
branch facilities vary

0 Open late to suit 
you
We are open until 7 30pm 
edch weekday jnd
6 OOpm on Saturddys 
with no lunch breaks Do 
cdll m you'11 find there 
truly is Nowhere like 
Paul Roberts for hi-fi

o

PAUL ROBERTS
gci-Fi Wi-Fi - atdowHtoearth prices

OPENING HOURS MON-FRI 9 30am-7.30pm . Sat 9 30am-6.00pm 
31-33 GLOUCESTER ROAO, BRISTOL (0272) 429370.203 MILTON ROAD, WESTON-SUPER-MARE (0934) 414423 

65 HIGH STREET. BRIDGWATER (0278) 421234. 32 NORTH STREET. TAUNTON (0B13) 270000
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vantage of being able to record (albeit not 
directly in the digital domain from commercial 
sources}, though pre-recorded material currently 
remains an unknown quantity — even blank 
(two hour} tapes are expected to cost £10 ini
tially. Assuming it is not stifled at birth by the 
current political Copycode shenanigans (which 
is beyond the scope of this feature}, it is still 
apparent that DAT growth will be much slower 
than the CD experience.

Bearing in mind that the two formats have 
generally similar digital coding systems and 
therefore potentials, we obtained a Japanese 
home market DAT machine prior to publica
tion, to assess its competitiveness vis a vis CD. 
However, inevitable degradation is introduced 
by the decoding/encoding operation due to the 
prohibition of direct digital dubbing. And in our 
estimate a disc recorded from a £700 CD player 
will replay from a first generation £!,OOO DAT 
machine at about the quality level of a £200-250 
CD player. DAT's initial impetus will clearly be 
blunted by Nakamichi-type prices, but assuming 
the format does get off the ground it is more 
likely to join and complement CD than replace 
it.

While CD is steadily asserting itself in the 
audio marketplace, further optical disc systems 
and applications are appearing. Philips recently 
announced CD Video, combining video with 
digital audio in different combinations and with 
‘single’, EP and LP disc sizes. Further activity 
is expected in CD-I (interactive CD-based elec
tronic publishing}, and CD-ROM (computer 
program and data storage}, all of which should 
help ensure the long term future of optical discs.

There remains a shortfall when comparing the 
best of CD with the best of analogue vinyl, but 
the gap seems to be steadily narrowing — partly 
no doubt because of the increasing difficulty of 
finding top quality analogue vinyl recordings 
these days. But to end on a positive note, CD 
is currently advancing more rapidly than ana
logue, and as long as reviewers and customers 
retain a healthy critical attitude this should spur 

the designers of CD to even greater efforts.

Best Buys And
Recommendations

The following machines have been selected first 
and foremost because of the good performance 
they deliver for their price (current on going to 
press, as quoted in the review}, particularly on 
sound quality grounds. We also take account of 
build quality, lab performance, facilities and 
presentation, but the customer should decide 
for him or herself the relative importance of 
such factors.

Only lower price machines are considered 
eligible for Best Buy ratings, while sheer value 
for money is less important than value per se 
when Recommending the more expensive ma
chines in particular. We should also point out 
that a 'worth considering' rating or even none 
whatsoever does not necessarily imply condem
nation. Some machines behaved perfectly 
adequately but simply failed to distinguish them
selves sufficiently in our listening tests. Under 
other conditions they could well fit the bill.

The players in each category are listed in 
ascending order of price.

Best Buys
Technics SLP-111 (£179)
Simply presented manual midi player with good 
build and fair sound.
Ferguson CD-04 (£199)
A stylish manual midi player which gave good 
sound from Yamaha technology.
Marantz CD273 (£199)
Fine sounding manual midi-player, though not 
as ruggedly built as some.
Philips CDI60 (£199)
Fine sounding manual midi player, though not 
as ruggedly built as some.
Philips CD460 (£199)
This full width plastic player gives exceptional 
sound at a recently reduced price; remote 
optional.
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TRURO hH¡
25, King Street, Truro 79809

(OPPOSITE CATHEDRAL)

MAKESSOUND SENSE
Cornwall's Premier

Hi-Fi Spot!
If you are travelling any distance, to avoid disappointment, it is 

advisable to TELEPHONE FIRST and ask for STEFAN, our Hi-Fi 
advisor, to check our availability of stock.

•Single speaker listening studio

•Top brand names •Home demonstrations
•Expert and helpful advice •Free delivery in our area
•A 1 after sales service
•Personal demonstrations by apointment

• NEWLY APPOINTED LINN STOCKISTS •
BRANDS INCLUDE: MUSICAL FIDELITY, A&A, MISSION/CYRUS, HEYBROOK, QUAD, ROTEL, 
LINN, MORDAUNT SHOAT, TECHNICS, NAD, TEACfTASCAM, DUAL, DENON, OED, THORENS, 

KEF, TANNOY, WHARFEDALE, ORTOFON, AAISTON, REVOLVER, ELITE ROCK - 
PLUS MANY GrHER QUALITY MAKES THE BEST OF BRITISH & IMPORTED HI FI

E ' HCCTRICENfR(S

DENON DCD700 PHILIPS CD960 PHILIPS CD360
Other agencies include:

A&R • • AIWA • AUDIOLAB • AUDIO TECHNICA • BEYER • BURMESTER • CELESTION • 

CREEK • DENON • DUAL • ELITE • EXPOSURE • FOUNDATION • GOLDBUG • GOLDRING • 

GRADO • GALE • HEYBROOK • KOETSU • KRELL • LINN PRODUCTS • LINX • 

MAGNEPLANAR • MERIDIAN • MISSION • MICHELL • • MONITOR AUDIO • MORDAUNT SHORT 
• MUSICAL FIDELITY • MYST • NAGAOKA • ONIX • ORTOFON • PHILIPS • PINK TRIANGLE • 

QUAD • REGA • ROGERS • ROTEL • SENNHEISER • SME • SUPEX • SYSTEMDEK • 

TANDBERG • TARGET • YAMAHA • WHARFEDALE • ZETA
KEITH MONKS RECORD CLEANING SERVICE AVAILABLE

READING HI-FI CENTRE, 6, HARRIS ARCADE,
bHIAK b I .. HtAUINU. btHKb. HUI 1UN. I tL (U Z34) b«54bd 

Tues-Sat: 9 30am to 5.30pm. (LUNCH: 2 to 3pm. EXCEPT SAT) 
DEMONSTRATION APPOINTMENTS ADVISED!

Closed all day Monday
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Denon DCD-300 (£210)
Nicely built manual midi player with well 
balanced sound.
Marantz CD273SE (£239)
Marantz 'tweaks' enhance '273 sound 
significantly (see above).
Philips CD360 (£249)
An outstanding plastic midi package with re
mote and FTS, plus exceptional sound for the 
money.
Denon DCD-700 (£290)
Good sounding solidly built full width remote 
control player.
Sony CDP-710 (£300)
Exceptional sound quality for the money, plus 
lots of features and remote in a well built full 
width player.
Marantz CD75 (£450)
Near audiophile sound quality at sub-audiophile 
prices from this remote full-width player.

Recommended Models
Philips CD150B (£180)
The bargain price reflects slighter older tech
nology, but the sound quality is still good for 
the price.
Aiwa DX-660 (£199)
A decent quality midi player based on older 
Philips technology, particularly appropriate in 
an Aiwa system context.
Akai CDM 515 (£199)
Still available, this neat and attractive 1986 Best 
Buy is now Recommended as a good all round 
performer.
Sony CDP-M20 (£199)
Sony's leading budget midi machine gave a well 
balanced performance with good build and pre
sentation.
Yamaha CD-X5 (£199)
Fine construction and finish with decent sound 
quality put Yamaha's budget midi player into the 
Recommended class.
Denon DCD-500 (£249)
Decent sounding manual full width player with 
good build quality.

Rotel RCD-820 (£249)
Rotel's Philips clone gives good sound quality, 
with promise of imminent remote control.
Sony CDP-310 (£250)
Full size, full remote plus respectable sound 
quality makes a competitive combination.
AR CD-04 (£289)
AR's remote full-width Philips clone gives good 
sound quality and adequate build.
Kenwood DP-990D (£299)
Luxury finish, comprehensive features and a re
spectable enough sound quality.
Denon DCD-900 (£329)
A good sounding full size, full remote machine 
with well balanced performance and build.
Rote! RCD-820BX (£350)
Rotel's 'tweaked' Philips clone is pretty competi
tive soundwise, with remote promised soon.
Technics SLP-520 (£350)
A complex full feature remote machine with 
fine build and respectable sound quality.
Marantz CD65 (£380)
Deservedly popular full width manual machine 
with superior sound quality, adequate build.
Technics SLP-720 (£400)
Improving significantly soundwise on the '520, 
the '720 has similarly excellent lab performance 
and build.
Sony CDP-222ES (£450)
Luxury ES model with beautiful finish and com
plex facilities, plus reasonably good sound 
quality.
Denon DCD-1700 (£599)
Very good sound quality distinguishes this fine 
all rounder from most of its immediate com
petition.
Mission PCM 7000 (£600)
Significant modifications plus very good sound 
quality set this remote-volume Philips-based ma
chine ahead of most competitors.
Philips CD960 (£700)
Very good sound quality plus Japanese build plus 
FTS — what more could one want?
Marantz CD94 (£799)
Luxury Marantz flagship from their Japanese fac
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tory gives very good sound with extensive fea
tures and fine lab performance.
Sonographe CDl (£800)
Basic Philips chassis with the Conrad Johnson 
touch creates reference standard sound quality 
with adequate build.
Meridian 207 (£850)
Uniquely versatile and handsome, Meridian's 
transport and Philips chips create a benchmark 
for sound quality.
Sony CDP-SSSES (£1,000)
Luxury-build heavyweight ES model gives very 
good sound quality with exceptional lab per
formance.
Nakamichi OMS-4E (£1200)
Nakamichi’s unique luxury/specialist appeal is 
combined with reference standard sound quality.
Cambridge Audio CDl (£1500)
Build may be bettered elsewhere, but not the 
sound quality of our reference yardstick.

Worth Considering
Falling only slightly short of formal 
recommendation and therefore deserving 
honourable mention are the following models:
Memorex CD1400 (£230)
Teac PD250 (£249)
Mitsubishi DP-290R (£250)
Akai CD-A70 (£299)
Hitachi DA-007 (£330)
Denon DCD-1500 (£480)
Shure Ultra 6000 (£495)
..vox B226 (£754)
Technics SLP-1200 (£800)
Sony CDP-552Il/DA-S703 (£2,000)

Sony D30 (£230) (personal portable)

Pioneer PD-M70 (£399) (autochanger)
JVC XL-M700 (£570) (autocharger plus single 
player)

A&R » AUDIOLAB » B&W » CELESTION 
CREEK » DENON » DUAL » ELITE » GALE

HELIUS » HEYBROOK » KEF » LINN » LOGIC 
MAGNUM » MERIDIAN » MICHELL » MISSION

CYRUS » MONITOR AUDIO » MORDAUNT SHORT 
MUSICAL FIDELITY » MYST » NAKAMICHI » NYTECH 

ROGERS » PINK TRIANGLE » QED » QUAD
ROTEL » SONDEX » SPENDOR » SYSTEMDEK 

TANNOY » WHARFEDALE

► AUDIO INSIGHT 4
53 Wolverton Road, Stony Stratford 

Milton Keynes MKI I I ED. ft0908 561551

A..IO OASIS 
IN SALISBURY

N
o, it's no mirage.
It's the very relaxed 

atmosphere of probably 
the finest Hi-Fi Store in 
the area, with a 
reputation for friendly, 
personal and 
knowledgeable service. 
Whether you are 
choosing from 
our vast range 
of quality 
products, 
your first 
modest record

playing system or the 
most expensive Hi-Fi - 
the latest Compact Disc 
Player or a set of 
speakers, we leave you 
quite simply spoilt for 
choice.

So retreat to a true

I
Audio Oasis and 

chat to our 
consultants

John Trim or
Richard Shea 
- you'll not be 

; disappointed.

F
Salisbury Hi-Fi 
15 Catherine Street, Salisbury SPI 2DF 

Telephone(O722)22169
SME CZE3nSES3 ©YAMAHA QUOD
mantra /MERIDIAN rTRIO



ROB^ of Cheltenham FOR
HI-FI AT ITS FINEST

AT LEAST 20 C.D. PLAYERS ON DEMO
* INFORMAL DEMONSTRATIONS * INTEREST-FREE CREDIT *

* FRIENDLY SERVICE AND EXPE^ ADVICE *
CHOOSE FROM AKAi, AIWA, CELESTION, DUAL, HEYBROOK, KENWOOD, 
MORDAUNT-SHORT, ORTOFON, OED, PHILIPS, SANSUI PURE HI-FI, SONY, 

THORENS, TEAC, TECHNICS, WHARFEDALE, etc.
T.R. WATKINS (Cheltenham) LTD.

ROB^ of Cheltenh^
3 CLARENCE STREET, CHELTENHAM, GLOS., GL50 3JL

TELEPHONE: (0242) 584404/ 513195

A&R • ARISTON AUDIO • ACOUSTIC RESEARCH • AIWA • BOSE • DENON • DUAL • ELITE • EXPOSURE • 
HARMANMRDON • GALE • HEYBROOK • HITACHI • INWTECH • JBL • KEF • MAMNTZ • MISSION • 
MONITOR AUDIO • NAO • PINK TRIANGLE • OED • QUAD • REVOX • SYSTEM DECK • TANNOY • KAC • 

THORENS • YAMAHA • ETC

DENON DCD300 £199 ______________________________________________
■■

. PHILIPS CD260 £219
DENON DCD500 £239 [ PHILIPS 0360 £229
DENON DCD?OO £279 PHILIPS CD450 £229
DENON DCD1300 £379 PHILIPS CD460 £189
DENON DCD1500 £449 ■ PHILIPS CD650 £359
MARANTZ CD273 £189 MARANTZ CD273 PHILIPS CD960 £679
MARANTZ CD273SE £239 MARANTZ CD94 £779 YAMAHACDX5 £189
MARANTZ CD56 £239 MARANTZ CD873 £269 YAMAHACDX500 £259
MARANTZ CD65 £329 NAD 5330 £259 YAMAHAOX700 £2^
MARANTZ CD75 £399 PHILIPS CD160 £189 YAMAHACDX900 £429

A€RCO Acoustics
11 BROADWAY
WOKING SURR^ 
GU215AP S
Tel: (^62) ^7 g|

To: Aereo, 11 The Broadway, Woking, Surrey.
I Post, packing & insurance — FREE!!
| PLEASE SUPPLY:..........................................................................
| I enclose£.....................................................................................
| or Access/Visa card no:..............................................................

| NAME:............................................................................................
| ADDRESS:....................................................................................

I ....................................................
............................................................................................................... HFC/6187

X
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DEALER DIRECTORY
Choosing a good hi-fi dealer is the most vital step in acquiring the system that is

right for you. This uique directory gives full information on dealers in your area.

Avon
ABSOLUTE SOUND AND VIDEO, 65 Park St, Clifton, 
Bristol. (0272) 264975. A&R, Denon, Dual, Linn, Mission, 
NAD, Quad, Roksan, Ratel, Yamaha, etc. (closed Weds) 
BADA MEMBER
PAUL GREEN HI-FI LTD, Kensington Showrooms, 
London Rd, Bath. (0225) 316197. A&R, Creek, Dual, 
Heybrock, Linn, Musical Fidelity, Ratel, Systemdek, 
Wharfedale. Dern facilities available, ring for appointment, 
car park. Open Tues-Sat, 9-5.30. Home trial facilities, free 
installation, instant credit up to £1,000.Credit cards: Access, 
Visa. BADA MEMBER.^S
PAUL ROBERTS HI-FI, 31-33 Gloucester Rd, Bristol. 
(0272) 429370. Stock a full range of hi-fi from over 60 brands. 
specialise in C.D. Dern facilities available. Open Mon-Fri 
9.30-7.30, Sat 9.30-6;00. Home trial facilities. Free 
installation. Instant credit. Credit cards: Access, Visa, Amex. 
Service dept.
PAUL ROBERTS HI-FI, 203 Milton Rd, Weston-Super- 
Mare. (0934) 414423. Stock a full range of hi-fi from over 
60 brands. Specialise in C.D. Dern facilities available. Open 
Mon-Fri 9.30-7.30, Sat 9.30-6.00. Home trial facilities. Free 
installation. Instant credit. Credit cards: Access, Visa, Amex. 
Service dept.

Berkshire
READING HI-FI CENTRE, 4-6 Harris Arcade, Friar St, 
Reading. (0734) 585463. 'The best equipment, advice and 
service from Berkshire’s premier Hi-Fi emporium. BADA 
MEMBERS®

Buckinghamshire
AUDIO INSIGHT LTD, 53 Wolverton Rd, Stony Stratford, 
Milton Keynes. (0908) 561551. A&R, Audiolab, Heybrock, 
KEF, Linn, Mission Cyrus, Musical Fidelity, Nakamichi, 
Nytech, Rote!. Dern facilities available. Open Tues-Sat. Home 
trial facilities, free installation, instant credit up to £1,000. 
Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service dept. BADA 
MEMBERS®
AYLESBURY HI FIDELITY, 98 Cambridge St, Aylesbury. 
(0296) 28790. Dual, Heybrock, Linn arms, Musical Fidelity, 
Mission, NAO, Nakamichi, Quad, Ratel. 2 Dern rooms 
available, ring for appointment. Open 10-6 Mon-Fri, 
9.30-5.30 Sat. Home trial facilities, free installation, instant 
credit up to £1,000. Credit cards: Access, Amex, Diner, Visa. 
Service dept.

Cambridgshire
CAMBRIDGE HI FI, I Hawthorn Way, Cambridge. (0223) 
67773. AR, Cambridge Audio, Monitor Audio, Panasonic, 
Pioneer, Sony ES, Technics, Thorens, Trio, Yamaha. 
Demonstration facilities. No appointment required. Open 
9.30-5.30 Mon-Sat. Free installation. Credit facilities. Up to 
any amount. Credit cards: Access, Barclaycard. Service dept. 
available. BADA MEMBER«*®
STEVE BOXSHALL AUDIO, 41 Victoria Rd, Cambridge. 
(n77‘) 6R^n‘ QmT. flntd, Dml, D^ncm, Kroll, 1'bbmichi, 
Marantz, Monitor Audio, Tannoy. Demonstratin facilities. No 
appointment required. Open 10.00-6.00, Mon-Sat. Home 
trial facilities, free installation, credit facilities. Credit up to 
£3,000. Credit cards: Access, Barclaycard. Service dept.

Cheshire
ASTON AUDIO, 4 West St. Alderley Edge. (0625) 582704. 
Wide selection of equipment in NW. Two-year guarantee. 
Dern facilities: 3 dem rooms, appointment required. Open 
10-6 Tues-Sat. Home trial facilities, free installation. Instant 
credit up to £1,000. Credit cards: Access, Amex, Diners, Visa. 
Service dept. BADA MEMBER «a®
DOUG BRADY HI-FI, Kingsway Studios, Kingsway North, 
Warrington. (Hadgate 0925 ) 828009. 'Largest choice of 
specialist Hi-Fi in NW. £100-£20K'. All credit cards. Dern 
facilities. BADA MEMBER
HI FI CENTRE, Green Lane, Wilmslow SK9 ILQ. Tel: 
(0625) 522112/524766. B&O, Technics, Sony, Panasonic, 
Nakamichi, Quad, Revox, Teac, Harman Kardon, Marantz. 
Demonstration facilities — no appointments required. Open 
9-1, 2-5.30 (closed Wed). Open all day Sat. Home trial 
facilities, free installation, credit facilities. New customers up 
to £500 credit. Credit cards: Access, Visa, American Express, 
Diners Club, Wilmslow Card. Service dept. available.
NEW DAWN HI-FI, 1-3 Castle St, Lower Bridge St, 
Chester. (0244) 24179. Linn, Quad, Technics, National 
Panasonic, Denon, Ratel, Dual, Meridian, Aiwa, Philips. 
Dern facilities: 2 dem rooms. Open 9.00-5.30 Mon-Sat, closed 
Wed. Free installation, instant credit. Credit cards: Access, 
Visa, Trustcard. BADA MEMBER
SWIFT OF WILMSLOW, 4-8 St Annes Parade, Wilmslow. 
(0625) 526213. A&R, Aiwa, Denon, Dual, Marantz, Mission, 
Monitor-Audio, Pioneer, Trio, Yamaha, NAO. Dern facilities 
available. Open Mon-Sat 9.15-5.45. Closed 1-2 Lunch. Home 
trial facilities, free installation, instant credit up to £1,000. 
Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service dept. BADA 
MEMBER

Cornwall
TRURO HI-FI & E.T.S. Ltd, 25 King St, Truro. (0872) 
79809. A&R, Denon, Dual, Heybrock, Linn, Mission Cyrus, 
Nad, Quad, Ratel, Thorens. Dern facilities: Single speaker 
studio. Open Mon-Sat 8.45-5.30. Home trial facilities, credit 
up to £1.000. Credit cards: Access, ETS Visa. Service dept.

Derbyshire
ACTIVE AUDIO, 12 Osmaston Rd, The Spot, Derby. 
(0332) 380385. Meridian, Mission, Denon, Yamaha, Rote!, 
A&R Cambridge, Monitor Audio, Trio, Marantz. 
Demonstration facilities. Open 9.30-6.00 — early closing 
Wednesday. Home trial facilities: credit up to £1,000. Credit 
cards: Access, Barclaycard, Diners, American Express. Service 
dept. BADA MEMBER.ga®

Essex
AI. LABS, 442/4 Cranbrook Rd, Gants Hill, Ilford. (01) 518 
0915. Open Mon-Sat, 10-6. Two single speaker dem rooms. 
Credit cards: Access, Amex, Visa. BADA MEMBER ^® 
BEECHWOOD AUDIO, 6 Market St, Braintree. (0376) 
29060. A&R, Ariston, B&W, KEF, Meridian, Musical 
Fidelity, NAO, Nakamichi, Pink Triangle, Quad, Rote!. Dern 
focilitico 2 oinglc opcul<er roomo. Open Mon Sat, 9.30 6.00. 
Home trial facilities. Free installation, instant credit up to 
£1,000. Credit cards: Access, Amex, Diners, Visa.
BRENTWOOD MUSIC & HI-FI CENTRE, 2 Ingrave Rd, 
Brentwood. (0277) 221210. B&W, Denon, Harmon Kardon,
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JBL, QED, Quad, Ratel, Tannoy, Trio, Yamaha. Dern facilities 
available. Open Mon-Sat 9.30-5.30. Home trial facilities, free 
installation, credit facilities. Credit cards: Access, Visa. 
Service depr.
RUSH HI-FI & VIDEO, 5/6 Cornhill, Chelmsford. (0245) 
57593. Akai, Aiwa, JVC, Marantz, NAD, Quad, Rote!, 
Sansui, Sony, Technics. Dem facilities available, ring for 
appointment. Open Mon-Fri 9.30-6.00 Sat 9.00-5.00. Home 
trial facilities, free credit. Credit cards: Access, Amex, Visa, 
Diners. Service dept.

GLOUCESTERSHIRE
ABSOLUTE SOUND AND VIDEO, 40/42 Albion St, 
Cheltenham. (0242) 583960. A&R, Denon, Dual, Linn, 
Meridian, Mission, NAD, Ratel. Technics, Yamaha, etc. 
(Closed Wed). BaDa MEMBER^^^-’
AUDIO EXCELLENCE, 58 Bristol Road, Gloucester. 
(0452) 300046. Audio Research, Dual, Krell, Linn, 
Magneplanar, Nairn, NAD, Yamaha and lots more. Closed 
Mon.
ROBBS OF CHELTENHAM, 3 Clarence St, Cheltenham. 
(0242) 584404. Sansui pure hi-fi, Kenwood, Sony ES, Dual, 
Technics, QED, Heybrook. Dern facilities. Open 9-5.30 Mon 
Sat. Instant free credit. Credit cards: Visa, Access. Service 
dept.

Hampshire
HAMPSHIRE AUDIO Ltd, 2-12 Hursley Rd, Chandlers 
Ford. (0703) 252827/265232. Quality CD and analogue 
agencies. 5 dem studios. Large free car park. BADA 
MEMBERS®
TRUE-FI SOUND AND VISION, 10/12 Grosvenor Rd, 
Aldershoc. (0252) 26390. Akai, Aiwa, B&W, Nakamichi, 
Hitachi, ]PW, Mission, Mordaunt-Short, Nagaoka, Sony, 
Technics. Dem facilities available. Open 9.30-6.00 Mon-Sat. 
Free installation, instant credit up to £1,200. Credit cards 
accepted: Access, Barclaycard. Service dept.

Hertfordshire
ACOUSTIC ARTS Ltd, 101 St Albans Rd, Watford, Hens. 
(0923) 45250. A&R, Audiolab, Beard, Conrad-Johnson, 
Denon, Heybrook, Magneplanar, Mission, Quad, Rogers. 
Dem facilities: 2 dem studios, ring for appointment. Open 
Mon-Sat 9.30-5.30. Home trial facilities, free installation, 
instant credit up to £1,000. Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service 
depc.
THE AUDIO FILE, 40 Hockerill St, Bishops Stortford, 
Herts. (0279) 506576. Linn, Roksan, Rega, Nairn, A&R 
(Camb), Heybrock, Rote!, Denon, Epos, QED.Demonstration 
facilities, no appointment required. Open 9.30-5.30 Mon 
Sat. Home trial facilities. Free installation, credit facilities 
up to £1,000. Credit cards: Access, Visa, Diners, Amex. 
Service dept. available.
W. DARBY & CO. Ltd, St Peter's St, St Albans. (0727) 
50961. B&O, SonyES, Quad, A&R Cambridge, Revox, 
Denon, Yamaha, Luxman, Ariston, Thorens. Demonstration 
facilities, no appointment required. Open Mon-Sat 9.00-5.30. 
Home trial facilities, free installation, credit facilities. Credit 
cards: Access and Barclaycard. Service dept.

Kent
JOHN MARLEY HI-FI CENTRES, 2 Station Rd West, 
Canterbury. (Canterbury) 69329. Also at Dover — (0304) 
207562. B&W, Heybrock, Magnum, M.Y.S.T., Nakamichi, 
Pink Triangle, Ratel, Sansui, Technics, Quad. Dern facilities 
available. Open Mon-Sat 9.00-5.30 closed Thurs. Home trial 
facilities, free installation, instant credit up to £1,000. Credit 
cards: Access, Visa, Creditcharge. Service dept.

Lancashire
HI-TECH AUDIO, 7 Moor Lane, Clitheroe, Lanes BBY 
!BE. (0200) 26563. Mission, Audio Innovations, Rogers, 
Quad, Rote!, NAD, Elite Rock, B&W, Castle, Wharfedale. 
Dern faciliti.es, appointment required. Open 9.30-5.00, closed 
Wednesdays. Home trial facilities, free installation, credit up 
to £1000. Credit cards: Access, Visa, Amex, Diners. Service 
dept. Mail order.
MONITOR SOUND , 54 Chapel St, Chorley. (02572) 
71935. A&R, Dual, Mission, Quad, Rogers, Rotel, Spendor, 
Thorens, Nakamichi, Yamaha, etc. Dern facilities. 2 dem 
rooms. Open Mon-Sat, closed Weds. Free installation, instant 
credit up to £1,000. Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service dept.

Leicestershire
SOUND ADVICE, The Sound Factory, Duke St, 
Loughborough LEI! !ED. (0509) 218254. A&R, Creek, Linn 
Products, Epos, Mission Cyrus, Nairn, Rega, Roksan, Rote!, 
Yamaha. Dern facilities, domestic size and furnished studios. 
Callers welcomed. Demonstrations by appointment. Open 
9.30-6.00 Mon-Sac. Free installation. Credit facilities. Credit 
cards: Access, Visa, Amex. Service dcpt.

London
AT. LABS, 159 Chase Side, Enfield, Middlesex. (01) 367 
3132. Open Mon-Sat 10-6. Two single speaker dem rooms. 
Export worldwide. Service dept, car park. Amex, Visa, 
Access. BADA MEMBER^!l!m
AUDIO T, 190 West End Lane, London NW6. (01) 794 
7848. Open Mon-Sat, 10-6.00. Two single speaker dem rooms. 
Access, Amex, Visa. BADA MEMBERS®
BILLY VEE, 248 Lee High Rd. Lewisham, London SE13 
5PT (01) 318 5755/852 1321. Aiwa, A&R, Creek, Dual, KEF, 
Linn, Heybrock, Quad, Nairn, Rega. Dern facilities: 2 single 
system studios ring for appointment. Open Mon-Sat 10-7, 
closed Thurs. Home trial facilities, free installation, interest 
free credit up co £750.00. Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service 
dept. BADA MEMBER ^®
CORNFLAKE SHOP, 37 Windmill Street Qust off 
Tottenham Court Road), London WI. (01) 631 0472. 
10am-7pm, Mon-Sat. Cambridge, DNM, Epos, Koetsu, Nairn, 
PS Audio, Roksan, SME, Van den Hui. Excellent 
demonstrations, 2 demo rooms, full delivery and installation 
service. Full credit facilities. Credit cards: Access, Visa.
GRAHAMS HI-FI, 86-88 Pentonville Rd, London NI. (01) 
837 4412. 'FBA Dealer of the year 1985.' Linn, Nairn, Rega 
etc. £300-£3,000-£13,000. BADA MEMBERS® 
H.L. SMITH & Co. Ltd, 287-289 Edgware Rd, London W2 
!BE. (01) 723 5891. Aiwa, B&W, Denon, Dual, KEF, Ortofon, 
Panasonic, Sony, Technics, Yamaha. Dern facilities available. 
Open Mon-Sat 9-5.30, Thurs 9-1, instant credit up to £1,000. 
Credit cards: Access, Visa, Diners. Service dept.
K.J. LEISURESOUND, 48 Wigmore Street, London WI. 
(01) 486 8262/3. Most major brands; 2 dem studios, 
appointment preferred. Open 10-6 Mon-Sat. Credit cards: 
Access, Visa. BADA MEMBER =2®
MUSICAL IMAGES, 45 High St, Hounslow, Middlesex. 
(01) 570 7512. AR, A&R, B&W, Bose,Denon, Dual, Harmon 
Kardon, Musical Fidelity, Nakamichi, Quad. Single speaker 
dem room. Open 9.30-6 Mon-Sat. All credit cards.
SUBJECTIVE AUDIO, 12 Park Avenue, Palmers Green, 
London Nl3. 01-886 2650. A&R, Burmester, Krell, Magne^ 
planar, Meridian, Linn, Nakamichi, John Bowers. Dern 
facilities: 3 single speaker dem rooms, appointment required. 
10-6 Tues-Fri, 9-5 Sat. Home trial facilities, instant credit up 
to £1,000. Credit cards: All. Service dept.
TELESONIC Ltd, 92 Tottenham Court Rd, London. (01) 
636 8177. A&R, B&O, B&W, Haller, Luxman, KEF, QED, 
Quad, Nakamichi, Rogers. Dern facilities available. Open 
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Mon-Fri 9-6, Sat 9.30-4. Home trial facilities, free installa
tion, credit facilities. Credit cards: Access, Amex, Diners, 
Visa. Service dept.
THE SOUND ORGANISATION Ltd, No I, Cathedral St, 
London Bridge, London SEI 9DE. (01) 403 2255/3088. 
Counterpoint, Denon, Exposure, Koetsu, Linn, Nairn, PS 
Audio, Roksan, Rega, SME and others. Dern facilities 
available, ring for appointment. Open Tues-Sat, 10-7. Free 
installation. Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service dept. SADA 
MEMBER

Manchester
CLEARTONE HI-FI, 62 King St, nr. Kendals. (061) 835 
1156. Best makes, Linn, Creek, NAO, Nairn, etc. Dern studio, 
Compact Disc centre, video and TV. SADA MEMBER ÉEsH 
CLEARTONE HI-FI, 235 Blackburn Rd, Bolton. (0204) 
31423. Best makes, Linn, Creek, NAO, etc. Dern studios. 
Laser vision and compact disc centre. SADA MEMBER =^^ 
THE MUSIC ROOM, 50 Bridge Sc, Manchester. (061) 835 
1366. Dern room, service dept. Competitive credit and charge 
card facilities. SADA MEMBER 3051

Merseyside
ABOUT SOUND, 116 Bold Sc, Liverpool LI 4JA. (051) 709 
4865. Mordaunt-Shore, Musical Fidelity?, Myst, Quad, Revox, 
Sansui, Sugden, Thorens, Walker, Yamaha. Dern facilities 
single speaker room. Ring for appointment. Open Tues-Sat 
9-5.30. Free installation, instant credit up to £1,000. Credit 
cards: Access, Diners, Visa. Service dept.
W.A. BRADY & SON, 401 Smithdown Rd, Liverpool. (051) 
733 6859. 'Largest choice of specialist Hi-Fi in N.W. 
£100-£20K’. All - credit cards. 3 dem rooms. SADA 
MEMBER^

West Midlands
ALTERNATIVE AUDIO Ltd, 93-95 Hobs Moat Rd, 
Solihull. (021) 742 0254 (sales), 0248 (service). A&R, 
Audiolab, Denon, KEF, Marantz, Meridian, Mission, M.A., 
The Source, Philips. Dem facilities available, appointment 
required. 10-6 Tues-Sat, closed Mon. Home trial facilities, 
3 demo rooms, service dept, free installation, instant credit. 
Credit cards: Access, Visa, Amex.
FIVEWAYS HI-FIDELITY Ltd, 12 Islington Row, 
Edgbaston, Birmingham. (021) 455 0667. A&R, Denon, 
Dual, KEF, Meridian, Musical Fidelity, Nakamichi, Philips 
CD, Quad, Revox, etc. Dern facilities. Single speaker dem 
room. Open 9.30-6 Tues-Sat. Home trial facilities, free 
insrnllarion, credit facilities. Credit cards: Access, Visa. 
Service dept.
GRIFFIN AUDIO Ltd, 94 Bristol St, Birmingham. (021) 
692 1359.Linn, Nairn, Rega, Creek,Denon, Nakamichi, Kef, 
Quad, Mission, Marantz. Dern facilities 2 single speaker 
rooms. Open Mon-Sat 9.30-6. Home trial facilities, free 
installation, interest free credit. Credit cards: Access, Visa. 
SADA MEMBER^^
NORMAN H. FIELD LIMITED, 35-37 Hurst Street, 
Birmingham 85 48). (021) 622 2323/3619. AR, B&W, Denon, 
Dual, Monitor Audio, Kenwood, Mordaunt Short, NAO,
Technics, Yamaha. Dern. facilities available. Open 9.15-6.00, 
Saturday 9.00-6.00. Closed Weds. Home trial facilities on 
selected systems. Credit up to £1,500. Credit cards: Access, 
Visa. Service dept.
WARSTONES HI-FI STUDIO, 54a Warstones Rd, Penn,
Wolverhampton. (0902) 345114. Dem facilities 3 rooms. Open 
Mon-Wed 10-6. Thuc;-Fri 10-9. Sat I0-6. Home trial facilities, 
free installation. Credit cards: Access, Visa, Eurocheque.
Service dept.

Oxfordshire
ABSOLUTE SOUND AND VIDEO, 19 Old High St, 
Headington, Oxford. (0865) 65961. A&R, Denon, Linn, 
Mission, NAO, Rote!, Yamaha. Also 256, Banbury Rd, 

Summercown. BADA MEMBER ^5*5!
ASTLEY AUDIO LTD, 3 Market Place, Wallingford. (0491) 
39305/34349. A.R. Dual, Kenwood, Mordaunt Short, 
Mission, Monitor Audio, Philips, Technics, Tannoy, Yamaha. 
Open Tues-Fri 9-5.30, Sat 9-5. Records, tapes and 1000 + 
CDs. Service dept. Access, Visa, Diners.
WESTWOOD AND MASON, 46 George St, Oxford. 
(0865) 247783. Linn, Nairn, Rega, A&R, Heybrook, Dual, 
Mordaunt-Shore, Spendor, Tannoy, Quad, etc. BADA 
MEMBER^^
WITNEY AUDIO, 28 High St, Wimey, Oxford. (0993) 
2414. A&R, Aiwa, Akai, Dual, KEF, Mordaunt-Shore, 
Pioneer, Philips, Sony, Yamaha. Dem facilities. Open Mon
Sat 9-5.30. Free installation, instant credit up to £1,000. 
Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service dept.

Shropshire
AVON HI-FI Ltd, 12 Barker St, Shrewsbury. (0743) 55166. 
A&R, B&W, JBL, Dual, NAO, Nakamichi, Revolver, Trio, 
Quad, Yamaha. Dern facilities available. Open Mon-Sat 
9-5.30, closed Thur. Home trial facilities, free installation, 
instant credit up to £1,000. Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service
dept.

Somerset
AVALON HI-FI STUDIO, The Old Nursery, Bucleigh, 
Glastonbury. (0458) 50370. A&R, Audiolab, Goldbug, 
Helius, Musical Fidelity, Nene Valley, Pink Triangle, Ruark 
Acoustics, Spendor. Dein facilities: studio & home, ring for 
appt. Open Mon-Sat 9.30-5.30. Closed Weds. Lare night 
Thurs. Home trial faciliries, free installation. Credit cards: 
Access, Visa. Service depr.
WATTS RADIO - THE ENGINEERS, Jim Badman, I 
West Street, Somercon. (0458) 72440. Castle, Dual, Denon, 
KEF, Mordaunt-Shore, Orcofon, Quad, Rogers, Thorens, 
Yamaha. Dem facilities available. Open Mon-Sat 9-1, 2-5.30, 
Wed 9-1. Home trial facilities, free installation. Credit up to 
£1,000. Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service dept.

Suffolk
BEECHWOOD AUDIO, 3 Brentgovel St, Bury Sc 
Edmunds. (0284) 68351. A&R, Ariston, B&W, Kef, Meridian, 
Musical Fidelity, Nad, Nakamichi, Pink Triangle, Quad. 
Single speaker dem room: Open Mon-Sat 9.30-6. Home trial 
facilities, free installation. Instant credit up to £1,000. Credit 
cards: Access, Amex, Diners, Visa.

Surrey
AERCO Ltd, JI The Broadway, Woking. (04862) 4667. 
A&R, Ariston, Exposure, HK, A.R., Heybrook, JBL, KEF, 
Magnum, NAO, Pt. Quad, Revox. SadA MEMBER
TRU-FI SOUND AND VISION, 2 Cromwell Rd, Redhill, 
Surrey. (0737) 66128. Akai, Aiwa, Band W. Nakamichi, 
Hitachi, )PW, Mission, Mordaunt-Shore, Nagaoka, Sony, 
Technics. Dern. facilities available. Open Mon-Sat 9.30-6.00. 
Free installation, instant credit up to £1,200. Credit cards: 
Access, Visa. Service depr.
UNILET PRODUCTS Ltd, 35 High St, New Malden, 
Surrey KT3 4BY. (01) 942 9567. Mon-Sac 9-6. Thurs 9-7. 
Credit cards: Amex, Access, Diners, Visa. Dem facilities. 
Large stock. SADA MEMBER

Sussex (east)
JEFFRIES HI-FI, 69 London Rd, Brighton, East Sussex. 
(0273) 609 431. 2 dem rooms, closed Mon, late nighc Wed_. 
Parking, bus route. Credit facilities. SADA MEMBER 
JEFFRIES HI-FI, 4 Albert Parade, Green St, Eastbourne, 
tast bussex. (UJLJ) JIJJ6. L dem rooms, closed Mon. Late 
night Wed. Parking, bus route. Credit facilities. SADA 
MEMBER
HASTINGS HI-FI, 31-32 Western Rd, Sr Leonards On Sea.
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(0424) 442975. A&R, B&W, Mission/Cyrus, NAO, 
Nakamichi, Quad, Ratel, Systemdek, Tannoy, Yamaha. Dem 
facilities. 2 single speaker dem studios. Open Mon-Sat 9-6. 
Home trial facilities. Free installation. Credit facilities. Credit 
cruds: Access, Amex, Vis<l. Service depr.

SUSSEX (WEST)
BOWERS AND WILKINS Ltd, I Becket Buildings, 
Littlehampton Rd, Worthing. (0903) 64141. B&W, Dual, JVC, 
KEF, Nakamichi, Philips, Shure, Quad, Sony, Technics. Dem 
facilities 2 dem rooms. Open Mon-Sat 9-5.30, Weds 9-1. 
Home trial facilities free installation, instant credit up to 
£!,OOO. Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service dept.
CHICHESTER HI FI, 40 Little London, Chichester P0!9 
IPL. Tel: (0243) 776402. Linn, Naim, Rega, Creek, Naka
michi, A&R, Oenon ere. Demonstration facilities available 
- no appointment required. Open Tues;Sar. 10;1, 2;5.15 
(closed Mon.) Free installation. Credit cards: Access + Visa. 
Service dept. BADA MEMBER

TYNE AND WEAR
RED RADIO SHOP AND HI-FI CENTRE, II Olive St, 
(Off Park Lane) Sunderland. (Sunderland) 5672087. Aiwa, 
Bose, Denon, JVC, Luxman, Michell, Pickering, Spendor, 
T horens, Trio. Dem facilities available. Open Mon-Sat 9-5.30. 
Free installation, interest free credir. Credit cards: Visa. 
Service dept.

WARWICKSHIRE
HI-FI EXPERIENCE AT JCV, Wharf St, Warwick. (0926) 
493796. 'Everything from specialist hi-fi to midi-systems all 
at the best prices. BADA MEMBER

WILTSHIRE
ABSOLUTE SOUND AND VIDEO, 60 Fleet Street, 
Swindon. (0793) 38222. A&R, Denon, Dual, Linn, Meridian, 
NAO, Rote!, Technics, Yamaha. (Closed Wed). BADA
MEMBER

SCOTLAND
ANGUS

ROBERT RICHIE HI-FI, 102 Murray, Montrose, Scotland. 
(0604) 73765. A&R, Creek, KEF, Linn, Nairn, Quad, Rega, 
Sony, Technics, W harfedale. Dem facilities available, ring for 
appointment. Open 9-1, 2-5 Mon-Sat, Wed 9-1. Home trial 
facilities, free installation, instant credit. Credit cards: Access, 
Visa. Service Jept.

GLASGOW
BILL HUTCHINSON Ltd, 43 Hope Street, Glasgow. (041) 
248 2857. A.R., Aiwa, Denon, Dual, JVC, Mission, 
Mordaunt-Shorr, 01r1ar, Technics, Yamaha. Dem facilities 
awailable. Open Mon-Sat 10-6. Free installation, instant 
credit. Credit can.ls: Access. Visa. Services depr.
THE MUSIC ROOM, 221 St. Vincent St, Glasgow. (041) 
248 7221. Demroom, service Jept. competitive credit anJ 
charge card facilities. BADA MEMBER

Kirkcaldy
ANDREW THOMPSON, 3 Whytescauseway, Kirkcaldy. 
(0592) 205997. Denon, Dunlop Systemdek, KEF, JA Michell, 
Nakamichi, Quad, Revolver, "fannoy, Yamaha. Dem facilities: 
4 rooms. Appointment preferred. Open Mon-Sat 9-5.30 cl. 
Wed. Home trial faciliries, free insrnllation, credit fociliries 
up to £3,000. Credit cards: Access, Credircharge, Visa. 
Service depr.

WALES
GLAMORGAN

AUDIO EXCELLENCE, 134 Crwys Road, Cardiff. (0222) 
28565. Audio Research, Dual, Krell, Linn, Magneplanar, 
Nairn, NAO, Yamaha and lots more. Closed Mon. BADA 
MEMBER
AUDIO EXCELLENCE, 9 High St, Swansea. (0792) 
474608. Audio Research, Dual, Krell, Linn, Magneplanar, 
Nairn, NAO, Yamaha and lots more. Closed Mon. BADA 
MEMBER

YORKSHIRE (NORTH)
ELITE HI-FI, 178 Kings Road, Harrogate HG! 5JG (0423) 
521 831. Alphason, Beard, Cambridge, Elite Rock, Michel 
Engineering, Celestion, Rogers, Monster, Nakamichi. Dern 
facilities - 2 dem rooms. Open 7 days a week 9-6. Free 
installarion. Service dept.
THE SOUND ORGANISATION, 36 Gillygate, York. 
(0904) 27108. Linn, Nairn, Rega, Roksan, Epos, Ruark. Gale, 
Denon, Rote!, Mantra. Dem facilities available. Open Tues- 
S;it 10-6. Home trial facilities, free installation, instant credit 
(written details on request). Credit cards: Access, Amex, Visa, 
Diners. Service dept. BADA MEMBER Ë5ÏS

YORKSHIRE (WEST)
AUDIO PROJECTS, 45 Headingley Lane, Leeds. (0532) 
789115. A&R, Audiolab, Creek, Heybrook, Linn, Musical 
Fidelity, Nairn, Quad, Rega, Rogers. Dern facilities available, 
ring for appointment. Open Tues-Fri, 9.30-6, Sat 2.30-5.30. 
Home trial facilities, free installation, instant credit up to 
£1,000. Credit cards: Access, Creditcharge, Visa. Service dept. 
BADA MEMBER
ERRICKS, Hi-Fi Experience, Fotosonic House, Rawson 
Square, Bradford. (0274) 309266. Dern facilities. Sales/service 
agents for A&R, Linn, Quad, Nairn, Nakamichi, Mission etc. 
BADA MEMBER
IMAGE HI-FI Ltd, 8 St Annes Rd, Headingly, Leeds. (0532) 
789374. 'We stock most of the worlds leading Hi-Fi products'. 
Dems by appointment please. BADA MEMBER EIJSJI 

WE WOULD LIKE 

TO HEAR FROM 

YOU 

if you have complaints or praise 
for any of the shops listed here. 
If you feel your shop should be 
included in this directory please 

nng
Hi,fiChoiceon: Ql,6311433
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GWSSARY

ACOUSTIC BREAKTHROUGH: Sound or 

other vibration reaching the CD mechanism 

may affect performance, hence manufacturers' 

attention to isolation of the mechanism by 

rubber mounts etc. However, CD players cannot 

suffer acoustic feedback in the sense that 

analogue turntables do.

AMPLITUDE: Size or magnitude; hence the 

amplitude/frequency response, known normally 

simply as the frequency response, which des

cribes the relative loudness of the system at 

different frequencies with a constant input 

voltage.

BALANCE: 1) The overall relative loudness 

perceived at different frequencies (eg bass, treble; 

2) the accuracy of the match between the two 

channels of a stereo component.

BANDWIDTH: A range of frequencies with 

presumed defined upper and lower limits. 

BASS: Lower part of the frequency spectrum. 

BIT: Binary digit, either 'O' or '!'. In a digital 

audio system, each instantaneous voltage level 

measured (see Sampling) by the system is 

expressed as a binary number (ie a number to 

the base 2, using only 'O' or 'l', represented 

electrically by 'on' and 'off conditions). With 

16 bits this gives a range of values between zero 

and 65535.

CLIPPING: This is reached when a circuit is 

overloaded and overdriven, resulting in bad 

waveform distortion and audibly unpleasant 

effects.

COWRATION: A general term used to des

cribe the audible effects of distortions, particu

larly in loudspeakers and record players. These 

are usually caused by frequency response irregu

larities and/or resonances.

COMPATIBILITY: The selection of interde

pendent components to achieve optimum 

system performance; notably arm/cartridge 

mass/compliance matching, cartridge electrical 

loadin2. or loudspeaker compatibility with 

amplifiers.

CROSSTALK: The leakage from one channel 

to the other in a two channel stereo system. 
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DAMPING: A means of controlling resonan

ces by means of a resistive medium (electrical, 

mechanical, or acoustic).

DAC: see Digital-to-analogue convenor.

DECIBEL (dB): A logarithmic measure of the 

ratio between two power levels. A doubling of 

power (number of watts) in an electrical circuit 

can be denoted as an increase of 3dB, while a 

doubling of voltage is denoted by 6dB. The 

logarithmic scale makes decibels convenient for 

ratios that span a wide range on a linear scale; 

for example, an increase or difference of 20dB 

represents ten times the power or 100 times the 

voltage. Sound pressure level can be expressed 

in dBA where OdBA represents the threshold 

of hearing and 120dBA the threshold of pain. 

A ldB change in sound level is regarded as the 

minimum change that can easily be detected 

by a fairly experienced listener, while a 6dB 

increase can be regarded as a subjective doubling 

of sound volume.

DIGITALrTO-ANAWGUE CONVERTOR 
(DAC): In a digital audio replay system, the 

signal is retrieved from the storage medium (such 

as a Compact Disc) in the form of digital code; 

from this input, the DAC convenor produces 

an analogue output which represents the music 

waveform. This can then be fed to a 

conventional amplifier. (See Technical 

Introduction).

DIN: German standards body, responsible 

amongst other things for a popular range of stan

dard plugs and socket specifications.

DISTORTION: Literally this can mean any 

deviation from the original, but usually refers 

to harmonic rather than intermodulation distor

tions when not specified.

DITHER: Very low level noise added to a signal 

being digitized to reduce the high-order 

distortion caused by quantisation of very low- 

level audio signals.

DRIVE UNIT (DRIVER): The term used ro 

distinguish the loudspeaker unit itself, be it bass, 

midrange, treble or fullrange in application, from 

the complete loudspeaker system which corn-



bines drive units, cabinet and crossover into a 
total design.
DYNAMIC RANGE: The ratio in dBs between 
the quietest sound that can be successfully 
recorded and the loudest which can be accepted 
without serious distortion on an average pro
gramme.
EQUALISATION: The deliberate modifica
tion of frequency response, usually in response 
to some engineering limitation of deficiency. 
FARAD: Measure of capacitance.
FILTER: A circuit (normally) used to restrict 
the bandwidth of a system; may be fixed or 
switchable.
FREQUENCY RANGE OR SPECTRUM: 

Can refer to any particular group of frequencies, 
but commonly applied to the audible band from 
20 to 20,000 cycles per second (Hz), extending 
from the deepest bass to the highest audible har
monics.
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: The variation in 
output over a frequency range, particularly of 
a transducer; can be expressed as a range with 

' decibel limits, or depicted graphically.
> Hz (HERTZ): I Hz = I cycle per second and 

is a measure of frequency which corresponds to 
musical pitch (the higher the frequency the 
higher the pitch).
HF: High frequency.
HARMONIC: Harmonics are the whole 
number multiples of a base frequency called the 
fundamental.
HARMONIC DISTORTION: The addition 
of unwanted harmonics to a signal.
HUM: A low frequency interfering sound pro
duced by break-through or interference from 
mains wiring or circuitry.
IHF: American Institute of High Fidelity, an 
important standards body.
IEC: International Electrotechnical Committee, 
an international standards body.
INTEGRATION: Used to describe the success 
with which the output from two drive units 
combine to give smooth output through the 
crossover region.
INTERMODULATION (IM): A form of dis
tortion arising from two or more signals produc
ing non-harmonic signals that correspond to the 
sum or difference of the two frequencies.
KIW (k): prefix meaning one thousand.
LCD: Liquid crystal display, used for non

illuminated or backlit numerical indicators. 
LED: Light Emitting Diode; an indicator light. 
LF: Low frequency.
LINEAR: A transducer that produces an output 
that exactly portrays its input over the required 
operating range is described as linear, and is 
hence distortion free. Hence also nonlinearities 
(distortions).
WAD OR WADING: The impedance (in
cluding resistive and reactive components, ie 
ohms, mH, pF) seen by one component look
ing back to its interconnected component; of 
importance in compatibility of cartridge/amp, 
and to a lesser extent, amp/CD player.
'WUDNESS': An equalisation circuit fre
quency switchable on amplifiers which is des
igned to compensate for presumed hearing 
characteristics at low listening levels by boost
ing bass and treble.
MICRO- (d): Prefix for units meaning one 
millionth of.
MICROSECONDS (^s): The time constant of 
a resistor capacitor combination involving a 
frequency response change (equalisation).
MIDRANGE, MIDBAND: The central part 
of the audible frequency range where the ear 
is most sensitive.
MILLI- (m): Prefix for units meaning one 
thousandth of.
MODULATION: In analogue systems or 
circuits, the audio signal is 'stored' by means of 
modulations within a medium, eg the 'wiggles' 
in the groove of a plastic disc, or the magnetic 
coding on a tape.
NANO (n): Prefix meaning a thousandth of a 
millionth of.
NOISE: Random unwanted low level signals. 
OC TAVE: Two-to-one ratio of pitch or fre
quency.
OHM: Unit of electrical impedance (including 
reactance) or resistance; also kohm, where I 
kohm = 1,000 ohms.
OVERHANG: The extent to which the cart
ridge stylus extends beyond the centre of the 
platter is critical, and controlled by fore and aft 
adjustment of the cartridge on the arm.
OVERSAMPLING: A technique developed 
originally by Philips to give greater digital 
resolution accuracy, and which enabled them 
to use 14 bit chips but obtain near-16 bit 
resolution. In their four times oversampling
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system, the sampling frequency is multiplied by 
four to become 176.4kHz, allowing the use of 
sophisticated digital filtering and overcoming 
some of the problems of analogue filters used 
on early players. A number of Japanese 
manufacturers, led by Yamaha, have adopted a 
twice-oversampled system, with similar benefits. 
PEAK RECORDING LEVEL: A level above 
which distortion becomes apparent.
PHONO: The most commonly used 
plug/socket combination in audio components. 
PICO (p): Prefix meaning one millionth of a 
millionth of.
POWER AMPLIFIER: The part of an ampli
fier that provides power to drive the loud
speakers: usually integrated, it is sometimes a 
separate component.
PRE-AMPLIFIER: The part of an amplifier 
that accepts the input signals, sorts them, 
applies any necessary equalisation, and then 
passes the signal to the (normally integral) power 
amplifiers.
PRE-EMPHASIS: Equalisation applied to 
some (mainly Japanese) discs in mastering, 
which has to be compensated for de-emphasis 
on replay. All machines can recognise pre
emphasised discs automatically.
PRESENCE: A quality of forwardness or imme
diacy in a sound balance, generally related to 
an upper-middle frequency response boost.
Q: A measure of the magnitude and shape of 
a resonance; the higher the Q, the sharper and 
more severe in amplitude the resonance.
QUANTIZATION: The number of possible 
values available to represent various amplitude 
levels in the musical signal, which in a 16 bit 
system total 65535 possible values; or the process 
of ascribing these values to given amplitude 
levels.
RESOLUTION: Accuracy with which the 
digital system quantizes the signal. Since the 
greater the number of bits, the more accurately 
the analogue waveform can be represented 
digitally, resolution can be expressed as a number 
of bits, which in the case of Compact Disc, 
should be 16.
SAMPLING RATE (or Sampling Frequency): 
The number of timec the cignul ic sampled (ic 
its level is measured) per second, which must 
be more than twice the highest fequency to be 
reproduced. In domestic digital audio the 
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sampling rate is 44.lkHz. This means that each 
second of music signal is encoded as a series of 
44,100 numbers for each of the two audio 
channels.
SENSITIVITY: The volume of sound output 
for a specific electrical voltage input.
SEPARATION: As between the two channels 
of a stereo pickup; see crosstalk.
SIGNAL-TO-NOISE, SIGNAL/NOISE, S/N: 
The difference in total output when an applied 
signal is removed.
SUBSONIC: Below the audible range, ie below 
20Hz.
SQUARE WAVE: A signal which consists of 
a fundamental plus a (theoretically infinite) 
series of odd (3rd, 5th etc) harmonics in a precise 
phase and amplitude relationship. It is useful 
for examining transient performance, symmetry, 
resonance control and 'ringing'.
THD: Total harmonic distortion.
TIME SHARED CONVERTOR: Many CD 
players have only a single D/A convenor which 
is switched at ultrasonic speed between the two 
channels both left and right channels. This 
means that the output of one channel is delayed 
by a few microseconds, and this interchannel 
time delay can be measured as an interchannel 
phase difference increasing with frequency to 
around 75° at 20kHz. It is not believed to have 
any audible significance, except where the two 
channels are combined for mono use. Twice- 
oversampling halves the delay between 
channels.
TRANSIENT: Signal of very short duration; 
may be a peak of many times the average signal 
amplitude.
TREBLE: Upper part of frequency spectrum, 
typically above about 3kHz.
TWEETER: A small drive unit designed to 
operate over the high frequency range.
ULTRASONIC: Frequencies above audibility, 
ie greater than 20kHz; also supersonic.
WEIGHTING: A factor or function that is 
applied to a measurement to increase its rele
vance and usefulness.
WOW AND FLUTTER: Low and high fre
quency pitch variations (from poor tape trans
port of turntuble plattcrg with speed di ift), 
theoretically impossible in CD, unless present 
on an analogue master which has been 
transferred to CD.
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